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RESUMEN 

 

TÍTULO: ACILACIÓN ENANTIOSELECTIVA Y QUIMIOSELECTIVA DE (R,S)-PROPRANOLOL 

CATALIZADA POR LIPASA B DE Candida antarctica: UN ENFOQUE TEÓRICO Y EXPERIMENTAL* 

 

AUTOR: ANDRÉS MAURICIO ESCORCIA CABRERA** 

 

PALABRAS CLAVES: LIPASA B DE Candida antarctica, ACILACIÓN, ENANTIOSELECTIVIDAD, 

QUIMIOSELECTIVIDAD, DINÁMICA MOLECULAR, MECÁNICA CUÁNTICA/MECÁNICA 

MOLECULAR 

 

DESCRIPCIÓN: 

 

En esta tesis se realizó un estudio experimental y computacional de la acetilación de (R,S)-propranolol catalizada 

por lipasa B de Candida antarctica (CalB) en tolueno. Experimentalmente se encontró que CalB exhibe una 

enantioselectividad moderada (E = 61-63) y una quimioselectividad exclusiva que favorece la formación más 

rápida del R-O-acetil-propranolol, el cual se obtuvo con una pureza enantiomérica del 95-96 % a un grado de 

conversión del 21-33 %. Esta reacción involucra dos pasos. El primero (acilación) conduce a la formación de 

una acil-enzima reactiva. La quimio- y enantioselectividad se origina en el segundo (desacilación), cuando la 

acil-enzima transfiere el grupo acilo al propranolol. Ambos pasos ocurren vía la formación de un complejo 

enzima-sustrato no covalente inicial (complejo de Michaelis; CMC) y un intermediario tetraédrico (IT). La parte 

computacional de esta tesis se enfocó en la reacción de desacilación. Se modelaron los CMCs e ITs utilizando 

simulaciones combinadas de acoplamiento y dinámica molecular (DM). Adicionalmente, se calcularon los 

perfiles de reacción para la transformación de R- y S-propranolol utilizando un enfoque de mecánica 

cuántica/mecánica molecular (MC/MM). Únicamente se identificaron CMCs reactivos en los que el grupo 

hidroxilo del R- y S-propranolol se encuentra disponible para ser acilado por CalB. Se encontró además que la 

barrera de energía para la transformación de R-propranolol es 4.5 kcal/mol más baja que la del S-propranolol. 

También se identificaron las interacciones enzima-sustrato que son responsables de la enantioselectividad. Por 

otro lado, en contraste con lo que se sugiere comúnmente para las reacciones catalizadas por lipasas, se encontró 

que el IT no es una buena representación de los estados de transición. En general, los resultados computacionales 

proveen una explicación para la quimio- y enantioselectividad, así como elementos guía para mejorar la síntesis 

enantioselectiva del propranolol mediante un rediseño racional de CalB o de las condiciones de reacción. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

TITTLE: ENANTIOSELECTIVE AND CHEMOSELECTIVE ACYLATION OF (R,S)-PROPRANOLOL 

CATALYZED BY Candida antarctica LIPASE B: A THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH* 

 

AUTHOR: ANDRÉS MAURICIO ESCORCIA CABRERA** 

 

KEYWORDS: Candida antarctica LIPASE B, ACYLATION, ENANTIOSELECTIVITY, 

CHEMOSELECTIVITY, MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, QUANTUM MECHANICS/MOLECULAR 

MECHANICS 

 

DESCRIPTION: 

 

In this thesis the kinetic resolution of (R,S)-propranolol via acetylation reaction catalyzed by Candida antarctica 

lipase B (CalB) in toluene was studied through an experimental and computational approach. It was 

experimentally found that CalB displays moderate enantioselectivity (E = 61-63) and exclusive chemoselectivity 

favoring the faster formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol, which was obtained with an enantiomeric purity of 95-

96 % at a conversion degree of 21-33 %. This reaction involves two steps. The first step leads to the formation of 

a reactive acyl-enzyme (acylation). The chemo- and enantioselectivity originates from the second step 

(deacylation), when the acyl-enzyme transfers the acyl group to the racemic substrate. Both steps proceed via an 

initial noncovalent enzyme substrate complex (Michaelis complex; MCC) and a tetrahedral intermediate (TI). 

The computational part of this thesis was focused on the deacylation reaction. A combined docking and 

molecular dynamics (MD) protocol was used to model the MCCs and TIs. In addition, the reaction profiles for 

the transformation of R- and S-propranolol were computed by using a Quantum Mechanics/Molecular 

Mechanics (QM/MM) approach. Only reactive MCCs were identified for R- and S-propranolol, in which their 

hydroxyl group is available to be acetylated by CalB. Moreover, the energy barrier for the transformation of R-

propranolol into O-acetyl-propranolol was estimated to be 4.5 kcal/mol lower than that of S-propranolol. In 

addition, enzyme-substrate interactions responsible for the enantioselectivity of the reaction were identified. On 

the other hand, in contrast to what is commonly suggested for lipase-catalyzed reactions, the TI was not found to 

be a good representation of the transition states. Generally speaking, the computational results obtained here 

provide an explanation for the chemo- and enantioselectivity of the reaction, as well as guide elements for 

improving the enantioselective synthesis of S-propranolol through a rational redesign of CalB or the reaction 

conditions. 
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Introduction 

Propranolol (1-iso-propylamino-3-(1-naphthoxy)-2-propanol), a beta-adrenergic blocking agent used 

for treatment of arterial hypertension and other cardiovascular disorders [1–3], is commercially 

available as a racemic mixture. However, the desired therapeutic effect is associated with the 

S-enantiomer, and administration of the racemic propranolol mixture causes serious side effects such as 

bronchoconstriction or diabetes [4–6]. Thus the design of strategies for obtaining the S-propranolol 

with high enantiomeric purity is of great importance. In this context, several chemoenzymatic or 

chemical synthesis routes for obtaining R- and S-propranolol in enantiomerically pure form have been 

proposed [7–12]. Several authors have also reported the biocatalytic resolution of (R,S)-propranolol 

through lipase catalyzed transesterification and hydrolysis reactions [13–16]. 

 

Lipase catalyzed reactions offer an environmentally friendly way for the synthesis of enantiomerically 

pure chiral drugs in comparison with conventional chemical methods. Many of these reactions are 

highly selective and can be performed under very mild reaction conditions [17]. Moreover, lipases are 

well established catalysts in organic synthesis nowadays, because they are highly stable and active in 

organic solvents [18–20], and they can catalyze a number of biotransformations which involve 

carboxylic-groups, such as esterification, transesterification and aminolysis [19,21–26]. 

 

Attempts to increase the rate and the enantioselectivity of lipase-catalyzed reactions are focused on the 

modulation of the catalytic properties of the enzyme using protein engineering (e.g. directed mutation 

and immobilization of the enzyme), different organic solvents and acyl donors, and by controlling the 

water activity [19,24–27]. Complementary to the experiments, computational modeling has become a 

useful tool to improve the understanding of lipase-catalyzed reactions, giving insight into these 

reactions at a level of detail which is experimentally not accessible. This often helps to improve the rate 

and enantioselectivity of these reactions through a more rational design of the reaction conditions [28–

31]. The methodologies applied in the computational studies range from studies on small model 

systems over quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) studies and docking studies to 

molecular dynamics (MD) studies [32–39]. 

 

Recently, immobilized Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB) has been used to carry out the acetylation of 

(R,S)-propranolol with vinyl acetate in toluene. The enantioselectivity was moderate (maximum E 

value of 57; R-selective), but higher than or comparable to the enantioselectivity observed in the kinetic 
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resolution of propranolol either via esterification or hydrolysis reactions using other lipases such as 

Pseudomonas cepacia, Rhizopus niveus and Pseudomonas fluorescens [13]. Using immobilized CalB 

allows to reuse the biocatalyst and to simplify its separation from the reaction products. Moreover, the 

stereopreference of CalB toward R-propranolol is advantageous since it allows the direct production of 

S-propranolol as unreacted substrate of the enzymatic acylation. All of this makes the reaction 

attractive for industrial application, but the enantioselectivity has to be improved for this purpose. 

 

The aim of the present study was to gain insights into the origin of the enantioselectivity of the CalB 

catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol in toluene, which may help to improve the enantioselective 

synthesis of this drug. In the first place a detailed analysis of all reactions which may occur in this 

system was carried out. Propranolol has two reactive centers (-NH and –OH) available to be acylated 

(Fig. 1) [40], thus one or two acylation reactions (O- and N-acylation) could be responsible for the 

enantioselectivity. In other words, the acetylation of propranolol catalyzed by CalB is expected to be 

chemo- and enantioselective (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the chemoselectivity of CalB catalyzing this 

reaction was not known until the development of this thesis [41]. In this work, the acetylation reaction 

of propranolol catalyzed by CalB was carried out using the free enzyme, vinyl acetate as acyl donor, 

and a mixture of toluene/methanol as reaction medium. Methanol was added in small quantities as 

cosolvent for increasing the solubility of propranolol in toluene. 
1
H- and 

13
C-NMR spectroscopy was 

used for determining the chemoselectivity of the reaction. In addition, the enantioselectivity of the 

reaction was determined. 

 

 

Fig. 1 (R,S)-propranolol. 

 

Once a complete picture of the selectivity (chemo- and enantioselectivity) of the reaction was obtained 

through experiments, computational modeling was used to figure out what is the molecular basis of this 

selectivity. The generally accepted mechanism of lipase-catalyzed reactions was taken into account 

[19,42]. This involves two steps. The first step is the acylation of the enzyme by the acyl donor in the 

reaction medium –vinyl acetate in this study- (acylation step). In the second step, the acylated enzyme 

(acylenzyme) can transfer the acyl group to several nucleophiles, such as amines, alcohols or peroxides 
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–propranolol in this study- (deacylation step) (Fig. 3). Acylation as well as deacylation proceed via an 

initial noncovalent enzyme-substrate complex (Michaelis complex; MCC) and a tetrahedral 

intermediate (TI). The computational study of the CalB catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol was 

focused on the deacylation step, since the chemo- and enantioselectivity of this reaction is originated 

when the racemic propranolol reacts with the previously generated acetylated enzyme (namely, 

AcCalB). AcCalB as well as the MCCs and TIs of the deacylation step were studied using combined 

docking and MD simulations. In addition, the energy profiles of the deacylation step for the 

transformation of R- and S-propranolol were computed by QM/MM calculations. 

 

 

Fig. 2 General visualization of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol. 

 

Initially molecular modeling of AcCalB was carried out in order to generate target structures for the 

non-covalent docking of R- and S-propranolol (i.e. for building the MCCs). Then the MCCs between 

AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol were modeled by using a docking protocol similar to the implemented 

in other studies of lipase-catalyzed reactions. This allowed testing the accessibility of the nucleophilic 

groups of propranolol in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation reaction. The chemoselectivity of the reaction 

was explained from the results obtained up to this point of the research [41]. Thereafter MD 

simulations of the MCCs of R- and S-propranolol were performed for rationalisation of the 

enantioselectivity [43]. MD simulations were also carried out for molecular modeling of the 

corresponding TIs. The analysis of the MD simulations of the MCCs and TIs was focused on the 

dynamic behaviour of propranolol, essential hydrogen bond interactions for the catalytic process, and 

hydrophobic interactions between CalB and propranolol which were identified to be important for the 

stabilization of the respective transition states (TSs). Thereby, based on the analysis of the MD 

trajectories, key factors for the enantioselectivity of the reaction were identified. Finally, representative 

snapshots of the TIs were selected from the MD simulations to be used in subsequent QM/MM 

calculations. These structures were subjected to QM/MM geometry optimization at the 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level and then used as starting points to compute the reaction energy 

profiles for the transformation of R- and S-propranolol at the same level of theory. In addition, other 
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DFT levels were evaluated in single-point calculations. QM/MM calculations were also carried out 

using semiempirical methods and the self-consistent charge-density functional tight binding 

(SCC-DFTB) method. The accuracy of these methods for describing the thermochemistry and kinetic 

of the reaction was analyzed. From the QM/MM calculations the energy barriers for the transformation 

of R- and S-propranolol via different TIs were obtained and thus more quantitative information about 

the origin of the enantioselectivity. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Lipase catalyzed reactions. Enzymatic mechanism of lipases involves a catalytic triad consisting of Serine, 

Histidine and either Aspartate or Glutamate. Taken from Ghanem et al. [19]. 
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In the computational work key residues for the enantioselectivity of the reaction were identified, which 

constitute the first guiding elements for the development of a new biocatalyst able to catalyze the 

acylation of propranolol with an elevated chemo- and enantioselectivity, by a rational redesign of CalB. 

 

This doctoral dissertation consists of eight chapters plus appendices and is organized as follows. 

Chapter 1 contains a theoretical background of lipase-catalyzed reactions and its application to the 

resolution of racemic compounds. This includes an analysis of the problem of enantioselectivity in the 

light of, but not exclusively, a computational approach. The following five chapters address the results 

of this investigation with the respective procedures used and should be read in succession. Chapter 2 

contains the experimental results of the chemo- and enantioselectivity of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation 

of (R,S)-propranolol. Chapter 3 focuses on the rationalisation of the chemoselectivity of the reaction 

by molecular modeling of the MCCs using a docking protocol. Chapter 4 is about the rationalisation 

of the enantioselectivity from MD simulations of the MCCs. In addition, a QM approach based on 

small model systems of the MCCs identified from the MD simulations is presented. Chapter 5 

corresponds to the rationalisation of the enantioselectivity by molecular modeling of the TIs. Chapter 

6 focuses on the analysis of the reaction energy profiles computed by QM/MM calculations. Chapter 7 

contains general conclusions of the research. On the other hand, appendices contain supplementary 

information for the Chapter 2 to the Chapter 6, which has been separated from the main text in order 

to enhance readability. Appendices are referred to in the appropriated places and may be required for a 

full comprehension of the results obtained in this work. 
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Chapter 1. Theoretical background 

1.1. Chirality 

 

An object is said to be chiral if its mirror image cannot be brought to coincide with itself. The pair of 

non-superimposable entities are termed enantiomers. This definition applies to macroscopic objects 

(e.g. our left and right hands) but also exists on the molecular level. Molecules which are enantiomers 

have identical sum formulas and bonding patterns, but they differ in the arrangement of the constituent 

groups in space (i.e. present a different configuration) [44]. The stereoconfiguration of enantiomers is 

usually indicated by R and S according to the nomenclature of Cahn, Ingold and Prelog [45]. This 

spatial arrangement discriminating the enantiomers must be stable under predefined conditions, 

otherwise interconversion of one enantiomer into the other one occurs and a racemic mixture 

(racemate) is formed as a 1:1 mixture of the enantiomers. In other words, enantiomers are required to 

be minima on the Born-Oppenheimer surface separated by a sufficiently high barrier to suppress 

interconversion [46]. 

 

Enantiomers have identical physicochemical properties and show the same behaviour in a symmetric 

(i.e. achiral) environment, but may display very different behaviour in a chiral one. Thus enantiomers 

cannot be distinguished from each other unless an asymmetric probing (either chemical or physical) is 

applied. The physical method of choice for discrimination of enantiomers is the rotation of 

plane-polarized light. The magnitude of the rotation is the same for both enantiomers but in opposite 

direction (indicated by +/-). Hence chiral molecules and enantiomers are also referred to as optically 

active molecules and optical isomers, respectively [44]. An example of a chiral or optically active 

molecule is the lactic acid (Fig. 4). 

 

Many examples where enantiomers function very differently when they are exposed to a chiral entity 

may be found, since chirality is a widespread phenomenon in nature. Particularly, the effects of chiral 

drugs on the body of the human being (in which a chiral receptor is usually the drug target) are a topic 

of great importance nowadays. Generally, only one enantiomer of a chiral drug presents optimal 

therapeutic action, while the other one can be less active, inactive or even responsible for adverse side 
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effects (Fig. 5) [47]. An example of the latter was the birth of a number of children with developmental 

malformations in the late 1950s after pregnant mothers had been prescribed thalidomide (as a racemic 

mixture) for the treatment of morning sickness. R-thalidomide was the therapeutic agent while 

S-thalidomide was responsible for the malformations [48,49]. Consequently, legislation now requires 

pharmacological effects of both enantiomers of a racemate drug to be studied [50]. Thus 

pharmaceutical industry is highly demanding for both new medicaments containing only enantiomers 

with desirable biological activities, and methods for obtaining enantiomerically pure chiral compounds 

[51–53]. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Enantiomers of the lactic acid. R- and S-lactic acid are non-identical mirror images of each other. R-lactic 

acid cannot be rotated to be superimposable on S-lactic acid. The stereocenter responsible for the asymmetry of 

the molecule consists of a carbon atom (gray) with four different substituents. 
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Fig. 5 Examples of chiral molecules with distinctly different biological functions of the enantiomers. The 

position of the stereocenter is indicated by *. This figure has been adapted from Ottosson [54]. 
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1.2. Preparation of enantiomerically pure compounds 

 

Different methods exist which may be used to access enantiomerically pure compounds. These 

methods can be classified into three groups depending on the type of starting material used (Fig. 6) 

[55]. The first approach is simply to use a chiral pool present in nature, as many natural products are 

enantiomerically pure and can be isolated at low cost. The second one is the resolution of racemic 

mixtures. Resolution is the separation of the enantiomers from the racemate with the recovery of at 

least one of the enantiomers. The third method is referred to as asymmetric synthesis. In the latter a 

chiral center is created in a non-chiral molecule (namely, prochiral substrate) by induction from a 

second source of chirality (i.e. a non-chiral molecule is converted into a non-racemic chiral compound) 

[56,57]. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Methods to obtain enantiomerically pure compounds. This figure has been adapted from Ghanem and 

Aboul-Enein [18]. 

 

The main method for obtaining enantiomerically pure compounds on an industrial scale is the 

resolution of racemic mixtures [18,58–60]. Approaches for resolution of racemic mixtures can be 

divided into four categories: i) direct preferential crystallization, ii) diastereomeric salt crystallization, 

iii) chiral chromatography, and iv) kinetic resolution. The success of the kinetic resolution approach 

depends on the fact that two enantiomers may react with different rates with a chiral entity. The chiral 

entity may be a biocatalyst (enzyme or microorganism) or a chemocatalyst (chiral acid or base or even 

a chiral metal complex), and should be present in catalytic amounts. Particularly, enzymatic kinetic 

resolution is considered as a versatile method for obtaining enantiomerically pure compounds. 

Reactions catalyzed by enzymes may be highly selective and offers an interesting alternative from an 
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economical and ecological point of view compared to classical chemical synthesis. The most used 

enzymes for carrying out the kinetic resolution of racemates are lipases [61–68]. The latter are the 

focus of the next sections. 

 

1.3. Lipases 

 

Lipases (triacyl glycerol hydrolases, EC 3.1.1.3) are established as the most versatile biocatalysts in 

organic synthesis nowadays, because the majority of lipases accept a wide range of non-natural 

substrates and show in many cases excellent selectivity [20,68,69]. These enzymes can catalyze 

hydrolysis reactions (in aqueous medium) as well as acylation reactions (in organic medium; 

e.g. esterification) from acyl donors and nucleophile compounds (e.g. alcohols, amines or peroxides). 

Kinetic resolution is the most common lipase-catalyzed chemical transformation, because the enzyme 

can discriminate between two enantiomers in a racemic mixture, transforming one enantiomer faster 

than the other one. This approach has been widely used for kinetic resolution of racemic mixtures of 

carboxylic acids, alcohols, esters and amines, among others compounds [70–76]. Several racemic 

drugs, precursors or intermediates have been resolved via hydrolysis, esterification or 

transesterification reactions catalyzed by lipases [16,77–79]. More applications of lipases in organic 

synthesis have been discussed in several reviews [17–19,80–82]. 

 

The success of the application of lipases in the kinetic resolution of racemates depends on the 

enantioselectivity (ability of the enzyme to discriminate between the enantiomers of a racemic mixture 

–see below-). The enantioselectivity of a lipase catalyzed reaction can be affected by changing the 

enzyme (either by screening for novel catalysts or by protein engineering of an existing catalyst) or the 

reaction conditions (e.g. temperature and solvent) and by modification of the substrates. An interesting 

overview of means to control the enantioselectivity of lipases has been reported by Berglund [80]. 

 

Different lipases have been used in different biotransformations, ranging from natural forms obtained 

with different organisms to bio-engineered forms. Due to their versatility and promising features, 

research on lipase catalyzed reactions is still a very active field. These reactions had been subject of a 

number of both computational and experimental studies. The general aim of the computational studies 

is to improve the understanding of the experimentally observed results (e.g. selectivities, effects of 

mutations, etc.), in order to improve reaction conditions and lipases as biocatalysts. Details about 

computational modeling of lipase-catalyzed reactions are given below in section 1.7. 
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1.3.1. Enantioselectivity of lipases 

There are two important concepts which are necessary to understand in lipase catalyzed kinetic 

resolution: the enantiomeric excess (ee) and the enantiomeric ratio E. The enantiomeric purity of any 

compound is expressed in terms of its ee value (Equation 1). For a racemic compound the ee value is 

zero while for an enantiomerically pure compound the ee value is 1 (or 100 % of ee). Moreover, as 

mentioned above, the ability of an enzyme to discriminate between the enantiomers of a racemic 

mixture is referred to as enantioselectivity or stereoselectivity. The parameter for describing the latter is 

called the enantiomeric ratio E, which is defined as the ratio of the specificity constant (kcat / KM) for 

the two enantiomers (Equation 2) [18]. 

 

Equation 1 

concentration of major enantiomer - concentration of minor enantiomer
% ee= 100

concentration of major enantiomer + concentration of minor enantiomer
  

 

Equation 2 

 

 
cat M faster reactant enantiomer

cat M slow reactant enantiomer

k K
E

k K


     ;      cat

M

k  is the rate or turnover constant

K  is the Michaelis-Menten constant
 

 

Chen et al. [83] have developed Equation 2 in terms of the enantiomeric excess of the product (eep), 

the unreacted substrate or slow reactant enantiomer (ees), and the conversion (c). Thus the E value for a 

given reaction can be expressed by Equation 3. E can also be expressed in terms of only the ees and 

eep by another equation presented by Rakels et al. (Equation 4). Thereby, to calculate the E value two 

of the three variables ees, eep and c can be measured. An E value of 1 corresponds to a 

non-enantioselective reaction, while an E value above 20 is the minimum for an acceptable resolution 

[68]. Equation 3 and Equation 4 apply to irreversible reactions. For reversible reactions the 

equilibrium constant (K) is incorporated to the equations [83]. 

 

Equation 3 
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Equation 4 
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Fig. 7 Progression of the ees (black) and eep (red) at different E values for a lipase catalyzed irreversible kinetic 

resolution. Graphs have been built by using data obtained with the program Selectivity developed by the group of 

professor Faber at the University of Gratz (http://borgc185.kfunigraz.ac.at/). 

 

The progress of the ees and eep versus the degree of conversion at different E values for a lipase 

catalyzed kinetic resolution is shown in Fig. 7. Generally speaking, at low conversion the enzyme is 

exposed to a nearly racemic concentration of the substrate and the faster reacting enantiomer is 

transformed yielding a high eep. As the reaction proceeds the concentration of the faster reacting 

enantiomer decreases and the enzyme is now exposed to a relatively higher concentration of the slow 

reacting enantiomer, raising its probability to be transformed, ees increases and eep decreases. The 
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progression of the ees and eep as the reaction proceeds depends on the E value (Fig. 7). Enzymes 

displaying high E values allow obtaining higher ees and eep values at a high conversion degree, which 

lead to obtain better yields of the enantiomerically pure materials. 

 

1.4. Reaction mechanism of lipase-catalyzed reactions 

 

All lipases are characterized by a catalytic triad consisting of Serine, Histidine and either Glutamate or 

Aspartate (Ser105, His224 and Asp187 in Candida antarctica lipase B –CalB-; the enzyme studied in 

this thesis). The generally accepted mechanism for reactions catalyzed by lipases involves two steps 

(Fig. 8). The first step (namely, acylation) is the addition of an acyl-group to the catalytic serine of the 

enzyme, yielding the acyl-enzyme. In the second step (namely, deacylation), the acyl-group can react 

with several nucleophiles, such as water, alcohols, amines or peroxides [19]. Acylation as well as 

deacylation proceed via a tetrahedral intermediate (TI), which is stabilized by the so-called oxyanion 

hole of the enzyme (constituted by the residues Thr40 and Gln106 in CalB).  

 

All aminoacids of the catalytic triad play an important role for the reaction. Histidine exerts a general 

acid/base catalysis during the reaction which mediates in the acylation and subsequent deacylation of 

the serine. The deprotonated histidine acts as a base and enhances the nucleophilicity of the serine and 

the nucleophile in the reaction medium during the acylation and deacylation steps, respectively. In the 

doubly protonated form histidine acts as an acid donating the excess proton to the TIs. This ability of 

histidine to act both as an acid and a base is attributed to a pK value near neutrality in the enzyme 

[84,85]. On the other hand, the main role of the aspartate is to increase the basicity of the histidine, 

such that proton abstraction either from the serine (in the acylation step) or the nucleophile in the 

reaction medium (in the deacylation step) become probable. 

 

The oxyanion hole is a very important structural feature of lipases as its function is the stabilization of 

the negative charge developing on the carbonyl oxygen coming from the acyl donor in the TIs. It is 

composed of NH functions in the backbone of aminoacids or hydrogen bond donating side chains 

(e.g. the OH side chain of Thr40 in CalB; Fig. 8) and is located in the vicinity of the catalytic serine. It 

was discovered in enzyme crystals that had an inhibitor attached to the active site serine [86,87]. 

Moreover, vibrational spectroscopy studies carried out by Carey and Tonge [88] showed that 

interactions between the carbonyl oxygen of the acylenzyme and the oxyanion hole exist. In fact, they 
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found a correlation between the C=O bond length of the acylenzyme and its deacylation rate. 

Acylenzymes with longer C=O bond lengths were more reactive than those with short ones. 

 

 

Fig. 8 Generally accepted reaction mechanism for lipase catalyzed reactions. The case of the CalB-catalyzed 

acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol is shown as example. The reaction is a two-step process: acylation (1) followed 

by deacylation (2) of CalB. X = N or O, according to the nucleophile groups of propranolol (Fig. 1). 

 

The evidence supporting the reaction mechanism shown in Fig. 8 has been reviewed extensively [89–

91]. It is strongly recommended to revise the review of Hedstrom [42] to get a brief (but not 

incomplete) description about these evidences. On the other hand, it is important to note that this 

reaction mechanism has been subject of several computational studies [30,92–94], in which the TIs 

have been found to be energetically and structurally close to the transition states (TSs) of the reaction. 

Thus the TIs are usually regarded as transition state analogues [28,31,36,95]. 

 

1.4.1. Mechanism for the chemoselective acylation of amino alcohols catalyzed by lipases 

Among the most frequently studied lipase catalyzed reactions is the enantioselective acylation of 

racemic amines and secondary alcohols in organic solvents [81,96–101]. In contrast, the lipase-

catalyzed acylation of amino alcohols (compounds which contain at the same time an amino and an 

alcohol group available to be acylated; e.g. propranolol or ethanolamine) has been less studied and has 
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recently gained attention [102–108]. Particularly, the chemoselectivity of these reactions is still not 

completely understood. It has been suggested that the lipase-catalyzed chemoselective N-acylation of 

short chain amino-alcohols such as ethanolamine, serine and 3-amino-1-propanol proceeds through 

initial O-acylation (catalyzed by the enzyme according to the reaction mechanism shown in Fig. 8) 

followed by spontaneous O- to N-acyl migration [109,110]. However, recently Le Joubioux et al. [103] 

have reported experimental results on the lipase-catalyzed acylation of amino-alcohols and related 

compounds which are not in accordance with the hypothesis of acyl migration as an explanation of the 

observed chemoselectivity and rate enhancement for N-acylation. Therefore, a new reaction mechanism 

has been proposed [103,111]. This mechanism suggests an N-acylation reaction catalyzed by the 

enzyme and involves a proton shuttling in the transition state mediated by the nucleophilic groups 

present in the amino-alcohols linked together through an intramolecular hydrogen bond and by the 

availability of a suitable base (histidine) to act as a proton acceptor in the active site of the enzyme. 

This proton shuttle is concomitant with a nucleophilic attack of the nitrogen atom of the amino group at 

the acyl enzyme (see Fig. 9). This new mechanism explains the observed chemoselectivity in case of 

amino-alcohols exhibiting a variable carbon chain length between the amino and alcohol groups, such 

as alaninol, isopropranolamine, 4-amino-1-pentanol and 6-amino-1-hexanol [103]. It also explains the 

N-acylation observed in case of bifunctional compounds which are structurally related to alaninol but 

exhibit no alcohol group in their structure (1-methoxy-2-propylamine and 1,2-diaminopropane) and 

thus cannot possibly be O-acylated, ruling out the hypothesis of an O- to N-acyl migration. 

 

 

Fig. 9 TS (left) and TI (right) to be formed in the proposed proton shuttle reaction mechanism for the lipase 

catalyzed N-acylation of amino alcohols. The case of R-alaninol is shown as example. This proton shuttle 

mechanism works also for diamines. This figure has been taken from Syrén et al. [112]. 
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Generally speaking, lipases catalyze N- or O- acylation of amino-alcohols with a chemoselectivity 

which depends on the amino-alcohol structure, the solvent, the acyl donor and the type of lipase used as 

biocatalyst [40,103,107,109,113,114]. In this thesis the chemoselectivity of the CalB-catalyzed 

acetylation of propranolol has been subject of an experimental and computational study, contributing to 

shed more light about the origin of the chemoselectivity of lipase-catalyzed acylation of amino 

alcohols. 

 

1.5. Microscopic basis for the enantioselectivity of lipases 

 

Different scenarios exist which may lead to an enantioselective lipase catalyzed reaction. These 

scenarios are described below for the acylation of racemic nucleophile compounds, which is the case of 

the system studied in this thesis. Similar scenarios occur when lipases catalyze the hydrolysis of 

racemic esters [115]. In the acylation of racemic nucleophile compounds catalyzed by lipases the 

acylation step is not enantiodiscriminative and identical acylenzymes are formed in the reaction. 

Enantioselectivity originates from the deacylation step when the racemic compound reacts with the 

acylenzyme molecules. This step requires that the substrate initially bind non-covalently to the 

acylenzyme (AcE), forming an acylenzyme substrate Michaelis complex (MCC). Then the MCC 

undergoes acyl cleavage to give the corresponding acylated product complex (PDC). This comprises 

two steps: forming of the second tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2) via a first transition state (TS1) and 

subsequent releasing of the acylated product via a second transition state (TS2) (Fig. 8). 

Enantioselection may occur at the binding and/or reaction steps and the enantioselectivity will be 

therefore determined by the free energy differences of both steps. Three types of scenarios are 

identified which lead to an enantioselective acylation reaction catalyzed by lipase: i) different 

activation energies for acyl transfer and identical binding free energies ii) identical activation energies 

for acyl transfer and different binding free energies iii) both the activation energies for acyl transfer and 

binding free energies are different. See Fig. 10. 

 

Considering the overall reaction of enantiomers (enzyme + substrate          [TS]
‡
        enzyme+product), 

the relation between the enantiomeric ratio E and the difference in activation free energy between the 

enantiomers (ΔRG
‡
 - ΔSG

‡
 ; ΔR-SΔG

‡
) that may be separated into an enthalpy and an entropic term, can 

be shown with transition state theory to be ΔR-SΔG
‡
 = ΔR-SΔH

‡
 - TΔR-SΔS

‡
 = -RT lnE. Originally the 

contribution of entropy to the enantioselectivity was considered negligible as both enantiomers are 

significantly restricted in the small volume of the enzyme active site [116–118]. However it was 
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pointed out later that ΔR-SΔS
‡
 in fact can contribute significantly to enantioselectivity [119]. At the 

molecular level several events related to free energy components have been identified to be responsible 

for the enantioselectivity in lipase catalyzed reactions. Some of these events are briefly revised in the 

following. 

 

ΔΔG

ΔΔG

ΔΔG

ΔΔG

ΔG

AcE+S

AcE+R

AcE+S

AcE+R

AcE+S

AcE+R
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AcE.R
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TI-2(R)

TI-2(R) TI-2(R)

 

Fig. 10 Possible scenarios for an enantioselective lipase catalyzed acylation of racemic nucleophile compounds. 

Only the deacylation reaction, which is the enantioselective step, is shown. Initially the nucleophile compound 

(R or S) and the acylenzyme (AcE) are well separated providing a reference. Formation of the Michaelis 

complex (AcE.R or AcE.S) and subsequent reaction take place on the asymmetric surface of the acylenzyme and 

give rise to enantioselectivity. Here the TI-2 is treated as transition state (as is often done for the TIs 

[28,31,36,39,95,120]) for simplicity of the schemes. This graph has been adapted from that presented by Otte for 

the case of an enantioselective ester hydrolysis [115]. 

 

Enthalphic contributions to the enantioselectivity (ΔR-SΔH
‡
) arise from charge-charge or general 

multipole-multipole interactions, which may preferentially occur for only one enantiomer upon binding 

in the MCC or the TS (or the TI as an approximation) [28,31,36,120–123]. Thus, for example, Bocola 

et al. [31] attributed the enantioselective ester hydrolysis by a lipase in favor of the S enantiomer to the 

electrostatic stabilization of its TI-1 by an additional hydrogen bond in the oxyanion hole, which was 

sterically hindered for the R enantiomer. Similarly, Nyhlén et al. [28] attributed the enantioselectivity 
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in favor of the R enantiomer displayed by a mutant lipase catalyzing acylation of a keto alcohol to the 

ability of this enantiomer to form an additional hydrogen bond with a residue of the enzyme active site 

in the TI-2. In some studies, the probability of formation of an important hydrogen bond interaction for 

stabilization of the TIs (evaluated from MD simulations) has been related to reactivity (higher 

probability implying higher reactivity) [124–126]. In addition to polar interactions, attractive Van der 

Waals (VdW) interactions with the enzyme leading to better stabilization of the TI-(1 or 2; depending 

on the enantioselective step of the reaction) of the preferred enantiomer may also contribute to 

enantioselectivity [36,43]. 

 

On the other hand, though in terms of enthalpy any binding event (of either nonpolar or polar origin) 

may favorably contribute to the enantioselectivity of the reaction, it has an unfavorable contribution in 

terms of entropy. The latter is due to loss in translational and rotational motion, which decreases the 

entropy (i.e. ΔR-SΔS
‡
 becomes more negative) and leads the TΔR-SΔS

‡
 term to make the process less 

spontaneous. However, ΔR-SΔH
‡
 is often observed to be negative and to outweigh the TΔR-SΔS

‡
 

[54,124,127,128]. Cases have also been reported in which the differential activation entropy is positive 

and increases the E value or even TΔR-SΔS
‡
 is the dominant contribution [128,129]. 

 

Several studies treating on the molecular events which contribute to the enantioselectivity of lipase 

catalyzed reactions in terms of enthalpy or entropy may be found in the literature. The reader is 

encouraged to revise the review article of the enantioselectivity of lipases provided by Ema [130], 

which includes both a variety of experimental and theoretical examples. 

 

1.6. Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB) 

 

Most biotransformations carried out with lipase use commercial preparations and Candida antarctica 

lipase B (CalB) is often the most enantioselective lipase toward racemic amines and secondary alcohols 

[54,81,131,132]. Therefore CalB seems to be the ideal enzyme for the acylation of amino alcohols. 

Immobilized CalB has been recently used for carrying out the acylation of several amino alcohols using 

myristic acid as an acyl donor and different organic solvents and an ionic liquid as reaction medium 

[103,107]. Immobilized CalB has also been used as catalyst for the acetylation of racemic propranolol 

using vinyl acetate as acyl donor and toluene as reaction medium. The enantioselectivity of CalB 

catalyzing this reaction was moderate (E=57), but higher compared to other lipases used for the kinetic 

resolution of propranolol via hydrolysis and esterification reactions in previous studies [13]. In this 
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thesis valuable information is provided about the origin of the enantioselectivity of CalB catalyzing 

acetylation of propranolol, which may help to improve the resolution of propranolol via this reaction by 

a rational redesign of CalB or the reaction conditions. 

 

1.6.1. Structure and origin of CalB 

CalB is a globular protein with an α/β hydrolase fold [133]. It is composed of 317 amino acid residues 

and has a molecular weight of 33 kDa, which makes it fairly small protein compared to other lipases. 

The lipase was isolated from the yeast Candida antarctica. The latter also produces another lipase 

which is called CalA and is different from CalB [134,135]. The three dimensional structures of CalB 

and CalB complexes have been determined by X-ray crystallography (Protein Data Bank codes: 1LBS, 

1LBT, 1TCA, 1TCB and 1TCC) [136,137]. The active site of the enzyme is buried in the core of its 

structure and the binding pocket has a funnel-like shape (Fig. 11a). As mentioned in section 1.4 the 

characteristic catalytic triad of lipases consist of the aminoacids Asp187, Ser105, and His224 in CalB. 

On the other hand, the oxyanion hole, which is responsible for the stabilization of the transition state, 

consist of the aminoacids Gln106 and Thr140. Viewed with the catalytic triad Asp-His-Ser oriented 

from left to right, the binding pocket of CalB is constituted by a large hydrophobic pocket above the 

catalytic triad and a medium size pocket below it. The large pocket is lined by Ile189 and Val190 on 

the left, Val154 on the far right, as well as Leu140 and Leu144 at the top. Deep in this pocket, Asp134 

is on the left and Gln157 on the right. The medium pocket is below the catalytic Ser105 and is crowded 

by Trp104 below it and the Leu278–Ala287 helix (helix α10) to the right (Fig. 11b). 

 

 

Fig. 11 Structure of CalB (a) with a zoom of its binding pocket (b). See the text for details. 
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1.7. Molecular modeling of lipase catalyzed reactions 

 

As it was already mentioned above the aim of the computational modeling of lipase catalyzed reactions 

is to get information at atomistic level about the catalytic events which leads to the selectivity of these 

reactions [30,31,37,138]. Models aimed at reproducing such complex systems 

(enzyme-substrate-solvent) at the molecular level need to fulfill essentially three criteria: 

i) reproduction of intramolecular forces (e.g. bonding) ii) proper description of bond breaking and 

forming iii) inclusion of environmental effects (e.g. solvent effects or interactions with 

macromolecules) [115,139,140]. Quantum mechanical (QM) methods are in principle capable to satisfy 

all needs, but the high computational costs of these methods limit their usability to very small systems. 

Consequently QM methods are used with small models systems of the enzyme active site and the 

substrate [32,141]. In contrast, Molecular Mechanics (MM), which is an empirical force-field method, 

may be used for treating large systems such as enzymes [142]. However, chemical reactions in which 

bonds are formed and broken cannot be studied, as electrons are not treated explicitly with MM. Here, 

mixed quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approaches have become methods more 

suited for analysis of chemical reactions [143–146]. In these methods a subset of the system is 

identified which is deemed important in the reaction and is treated by QM. The rest of the system, 

which is considered to be less involved in the reaction under study, is treated with MM. QM method in 

a QM/MM approach can range from very fast (but often less accurate) semi-empirical methods to 

ab-initio (density functional theory, or even higher level methods like Møller Plesset perturbation 

theory or the coupled cluster method). 

 

Interestingly, QM and QM/MM studies on the enantioselectivity in serine hydrolases (including 

lipases) have shown the TIs to be geometrically and energetically closely related to the corresponding 

transition states (TSs) [30,92–94]. Thus it is commonly accepted to consider the TIs as analogues of the 

TSs, and it is then suggested that the relative stability (ΔR-SΔG) of the TIs is a key factor in determining 

the enantioselectivity of lipase-catalyzed reactions. Thereby the most used computational approach to 

get insights at molecular level into the enantioselectivity of lipase catalyzed reactions is the molecular 

dynamics simulation (MD) of the tetrahedral intermediates (TIs) [28,31,36,39,95,120]. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental study of the chemo- and enantioselectivity 

of the acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB 

2.1. Overview 

 

The chemo- and enantioselectivity of the acetylation reaction of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB 

(the free enzyme) using vinyl acetate as acyl donor and toluene as organic solvent was studied. Because 

of the poor solubility of propranolol in toluene small quantities of methanol were added as cosolvent. 

The effects of the propranolol/vinyl acetate ratio, the enzyme purification procedure and the methanol 

concentration on the reaction were investigated. Though using methanol in the reaction medium 

increased the solubility of propranolol, at the same time it increased the complexity of the reaction 

system, due to competing reaction of methanol in addition to hydrolysis of vinyl acetate (Fig. 12). 
1
H- 

and 
13

C-NMR spectroscopy was used for monitoring all reactions occurring in the system and for 

determining the chemoselectivity of the acetylation of propranolol. For a full assignment of the 

chemical shifts corresponding to each chemical compound in the reaction mixture, DEPT135° as well 

as HMBC and HSQC heteronuclear correlation techniques were used. The major reactions were the 

hydrolysis and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate. Furthermore, the NMR analysis confirmed that 

O-acetyl-propranolol was formed exclusively. The reaction was also found to be enantioselective 

favoring the faster transformation of the R-propranolol. E values similar to the observed with the 

immobilized enzyme were obtained. 

 

 

2.2. Methodology 

 

2.2.1. Materials 

Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB) was obtained from Novozymes (Parana, Brazil). Racemic mixtures 

and pure enantiomers of (R,S)-propranolol-HCl, p-Nitrophenylbutyrate (pNPB), Triton X-100 and other 

reagents were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). All reagents and solvents used were of 

analytical or high-performance liquid chromatography grade. 
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Fig. 12 Scheme of the reactions occurring in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of propranolol using vinyl acetate as 

acyl donor and a solution of toluene/methanol as solvent. AcCalB denotes acetylated CalB or the acetyl-enzyme 

complex, an acyl-active intermediate in the reaction which can react with any of the nucleophiles participating of 

the reaction (methanol, water or propranolol). The competing reactions are the alcoholysis and hydrolysis of 

vinyl acetate, and the acetylation of propranolol. 

 

 

2.2.2. Lipase purification 

CalB was purified for being used in the acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol. The purification was done by 

chromatography based on the adsorption of the lipase on octyl agarose beads at low ionic strength 

[147]. A solution of CalB (20 mL, 0.7 mg/mL) in sodium phosphate buffer (5 mM, pH 7) having an 

activity of 167 U/mg in pNPB assay (see below) was incubated with octyl agarose beads (4 g) during 

2h. Periodically, the activity of suspensions and supernatants was assayed using the p-

nitrophenylbutyrate (p-NPB) assay as described below. The protein concentration in the supernatants 

was also determined, using Bradford´s method [148]. After immobilization, the adsorbed lipase was 
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filtered and washed with distilled water. Then the enzyme was desorbed using sodium phosphate buffer 

(20 mL, 5 mM, pH 7) containing Triton X-100 (1% v/v) [27,147]. This enzyme solution was diluted 5 

fold in sodium phosphate buffer (5 mM, pH 7) to dilute the detergent. A fraction (50 mL) of this 

diluted enzyme solution was dialyzed to remove the detergent. The rest was kept as it was. Finally, 

both enzyme fractions were lyophilized and used for the acetylation of propranolol. These enzyme 

preparations are referred here as CalB-I and CalB-II respectively. As Triton X-100 has been shown to 

promote an increase of the activity of CalB [27], these two enzyme preparations were obtained to 

evaluate the effect of this detergent on the activity, the chemo- and the enantioselectivity of CalB. 

 

2.2.3. Hydrolysis of p-NPB 

This assay was performed by measuring the increase in absorbance at 348 nm produced by the released 

p-nitrophenol in the hydrolysis of p-NPB (0.4 mM) in sodium phosphate buffer (25 mM, pH 7.0) at 

25 °C. To start the reaction, the lipase solution or suspension (0.02 mL) was added to the substrate 

solution (2.5 mL). One international unit of activity (U) was defined as the amount of enzyme that 

hydrolyzes 1 µmol of p-NPB per minute under the conditions described previously. 

 

2.2.4. Chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

This reaction was carried out using an analogous procedure to the classical methodology of Gatterman 

[149] for the synthesis of (R,S)-O-butyryl propranolol (RS-O-BP): (R,S)-propranolol-HCl (0.2 g; 

0.76 mmol) was refluxed with dichloromethane (20 mL) and acetyl chloride (0.08 mL; 0.76 mmol) was 

very slowly added. After two hours, the reaction mixture was washed successively with equal volumes 

of saturated aqueous sodium bicarbonate and brine. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous 

sodium sulfate and evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure to afford N-acetyl propranolol (N-AP) 

and O-acetyl propranolol (O-AP). 

 

2.2.5. Lipase-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

Different experiments were carried out in order to study the effect of the reaction conditions on the 

velocity, the chemo- and the enantioselectivity of the reaction. As propranolol is poorly soluble in 

toluene (<0.5 mg/mL), methanol was added as a cosolvent according to the amount of propranolol to 

be solvated: (a) (R,S)-propranolol (39 mM) was dissolved in a solution of toluene/methanol (20 mL, 

93/7 v/v) containing vinyl acetate (117 mM). (b) (R,S)-propranolol (8 mM - 28 mM) was dissolved in a 

solution of toluene/methanol (5mL, 96/4 v/v) containing vinyl acetate (54 mM). To start these reactions 
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the purified enzyme was added (3 mg). The reaction mixtures were continuously shaken at 200 rpm 

and 25 °C. 

 

Methanol was chosen as cosolvent based on the solubility of propranolol in this solvent (200 mg/mL). 

THF, hexane and ethanol were also tested, but the solubility of propranolol in these solvents is 

9 mg/mL, 3 mg/mL and 10 mg/mL, respectively. 

 

Blank experiments were carried out in addition, using the same reaction conditions but without addition 

of the enzyme. No acetylated product of propranolol was detected under these conditions. 

 

2.2.6. HPLC analysis 

The conversion of the enzyme reaction was determined by HPLC (Agilent 1100) using a Silica gel 

C-18 column (Zorbax C-18, Agilent Technologies). The mobile phase was composed of acetonitrile and 

phosphate buffer pH 6 (70:30) and the samples were eluted at 1.0 mL/min. A UV detector (at a 

wavelength of 289 nm) was used for quantification. The enantiomeric excess of the substrate (ees) and 

the product (eep) was determined using a chiral column (25cm, ES-OVM, Agilent-Technologies, USA) 

with methanol/phosphate buffer pH 6 (30:70) at 1.0 mL/min as mobile phase [13]. The 

enantioselectivity (E) was calculated using the equation reported by Chen et al. [83] (Equation 3). 

 

2.2.7. NMR analysis 

1
H-, 

13
C-, DEPT135°, HMBC and HSQC-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance III, 

400 MHz spectrometer, using CDCl3 as the solvent and tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal reference. 

The experimental conditions were: for 
1
H, spectral width (SW) = 4400 Hz (-0.5 to 10.5 ppm), Bruker 

pulse program zg30 and number of scans = 16; the quantitative 
13

C-NMR spectra were obtained in the 

inverse gated mode for fully decoupled spectra with no Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) with spectral 

width (SW) = 24038 Hz (-20 to 219 ppm), Bruker pulse program zgig30 and number of scans = 4096; 

the two-dimensional phase-sensitive gradient selected edited heteronuclear single quantum coherence 

-HSQC- spectra were obtained with the Bruker pulse program hsqcedetgp; for the two-dimensional 

heteronuclear multiple bond correlation –HMBC- spectra the Bruker pulse program hmbcgplpndqf was 

used; for distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer –DEPT135°- spectra the Bruker pulse 

program dept135 and 2048 scans were used. The products were identified by performing a full 

assignment of 
1
H and 

13
C chemical shifts using DEPT135° as well as 

1
H-

13
C HMBC and HSQC 

heteronuclear correlation techniques (see Appendix A for details). 
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2.3. Results and discussion 

 

2.3.1. Chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

The chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol was carried out as a first attempt to identify the possible 

acetylated products of propranolol directly from a mixture of these compounds using NMR 

spectroscopy. This was done in order to explore the feasibility of quantifying the chemoselectivity of 

any kind of acetylation reaction of propranolol, chemical or enzymatic, without any previous 

purification or separation of the reaction mixture. The NMR analysis of the reaction mixture revealed 

that a mixture of the mono-acetylated compounds O-AP and N-AP was formed. The di-acetylated 

product (N,O-AP: N,O-acetyl-propranolol) was not detected under the experimental conditions used 

here. The 
13

C-NMR data of propranolol and its acetylated products are shown in Table 1. The 
13

C- and 

1
H-NMR signals corresponding to the carbon and hydrogen atoms of the acetate group (-COCH3 in 

Table 1) were chosen to determine the chemoselectivity of the reaction. It was found by integration of 

any of these peaks that the chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol with acetyl chloride leads to the 

formation of both N-AP and O-AP, with a ratio of 3:1 in favor of N-AP (Table 2). This is consistent 

with the higher nucleophilicity of the amino compared to the hydroxyl group. A similar reactivity of 

the amino group has been observed in the chemical acetylation of other amino-alcohols [150,151]. 

 

2.3.2. CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

A first experiment was performed using 39 mM (R,S)-propranolol and 117 mM vinyl acetate in 20 mL 

of toluene/methanol (93:7 v/v). The reaction was very slow and was stopped after 18 days when the 

conversion rates reached 22% and 25% for CalB-I and CalB-II respectively. The higher conversion 

obtained with CalB-II may be attributed to hyperactivation of the enzyme due to the presence of Triton 

X-100 during its lyophilization. When CalB is exposed to Triton X-100, the formation of bimolecular 

lipase aggregates is avoided and the active site of the enzyme is expected to be more exposed to the 

reaction medium and the substrate, which results in a faster transformation of the substrate [27]. 

 

From the NMR analysis of the reaction mixtures the following reaction products were identified: 

acetaldehyde (aldehyde proton resonance at 9.38 ppm), acetic acid (carboxylic proton resonance at 

9.98 ppm), methyl acetate (acetyl protons resonance at 2.04 ppm) and O-AP (acetyl protons resonance 

at 2.18 ppm). The amount of acetaldehyde, acetic acid and methyl acetate increased faster than the 

amount of O-AP. This indicates that the main reactions were the alcoholysis and hydrolysis of vinyl 

acetate and not the desired acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol. 
13

C- or 
1
H-NMR chemical shifts for N-AP 
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and N,O-AP were not observed. The absence of N-AP and N,O-AP may be due to the inaccessibility of 

the amino group of propranolol for the acyl transfer by the AcCalB complex or its unavailability for an 

intramolecular O- to N-acyl transfer in the structure of O-AP as a consequence of the preferred 

conformation of propranolol in the active site of CalB (see section 3.3.2.1 to section 3.3.2.2). 

 

Table 1 
13

C-NMR chemical shifts (in ppm) of propranolol and its acetylated products in the reaction mixture of 

the chemical acetylation reaction. 

Carbon
a
 Propranolol 

Acetyl propranolol 

O-AP
b
 N-AP

c
 

Ar-C 

154.33 

134.49 

127.50 

126.46 

125.89 

125.53 

121.87 

121.57 

120.62 

104.88 

154.26 

134.47 

127.56 

126.42 

125.87 

125.38 

121.85 

121.57 

120.66 

104.81 

154.06 

134.51 

127.68 

126.42 

125.98 

125.28 

121.85 

121.57 

120.66 

104.81 

Ar-OCH2- 70.65 68.20 69.78 

Ar-OCH2CH- 68.40 71.63 72.41 

-CHCH2N- 49.46 45.40 46.15 

-CH(CH3)2 49.03 49.56 50.29 

-CH(CH3)2 
23.04 

22.92 

22.21 

21.78 

21.38 

21.23 

C=O
d
  171.38 173.92 

-COCH3
d
  21.02 20.64 

a
 Chemical shifts correspond to the underlined carbon atoms in bold. 

b
 O-acetyl-propranolol. 

c
 N-acetyl-propranolol. 

d
 Chemical shifts used for quantification of the chemoselectivity of the reaction. The 

1
H-NMR chemical shift of 

the methyl of the acetate group (-COCH3), with value of 2.16 and 2.22 ppm for O-AP and N-AP respectively 

was used in addition. 

 

In order to verify the chemoselectivity of CalB in favor of O-AP at higher conversions, the effect of the 

propranolol concentration on the synthesis of acetyl propranolol was evaluated with the aim of 

decreasing the reaction time. Using CalB-II as biocatalyst, the reaction was carried out with 

8 mM-28 mM of (R,S)-propranolol and 54 mM vinyl acetate in 5 mL of toluene/methanol (96:4 v/v).
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Table 2 Chemo- and Enantioselectivity of the chemical and enzymatic acetylation of propranolol. 

Enzyme preparation Solvent c
a
 (%) t (h) Ratio

b
 N-AP/O-AP ees (%) eep (%) E Sp

c
 

Chemical acetylation
d
 Dichloromethane 85 2 75/25 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 

CalB-I
e
 toluene/methanol (93:7) 22 432 <3/>97 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 

CalB-II
e
 toluene/methanol (93:7) 25 432 <3/>97 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 nd

g
 

CalB-I
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 21 12 <3/>97 26 96 63 R 

CalB-I
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 62 99.7 <3/>97 >99 61 63 R 

CalB-I
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 70 140 <3/>97 >99 42 63 R 

CalB-II
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 33 12 <3/>97 46 95 61 R 

CalB-II
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 73 99.7 <3/>97 >99 37 61 R 

CalB-II
f
 toluene/methanol (96:4) 82 140 <3/>97 >99 22 61 R 

a
 Conversion. 

b
 Determined by NMR spectroscopy. Assuming an error of 3 %. 

c
 Stereochemical preference. 

d
 Reaction conditions: propranolol (38 mM), acetyl chloride (38 mM) and 20 mL of solvent. 

e
 Reaction conditions: propranolol (39 mM), vinyl acetate (117 mM), CalB (3 mg) and 20 mL of solvent. 

f
 Reaction conditions: propranolol (28 mM), vinyl acetate (54 mM), CalB (3 mg) and 5 mL of solvent. The enantioselectivity of CalB-I and CalB-II was 

determined at a conversion of 21 % and 33 %, respectively. 
g
 Not determined. 
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Under these reaction conditions the alcoholysis of vinyl acetate is notably decreased and the 

transformation of propranolol occurs faster. 

 

As shown in Fig. 13, the reaction rate increases as the concentration of propranolol increases. The 

conversion rate of the substrate increased from 38% to 82% after 140 h by increasing the concentration 

of the substrate from 8 mM to 28 mM. The almost linear dependence of the reaction rate on the 

propranolol concentration suggests that CalB has not a very high affinity for this substrate. The same 

behavior has previously been observed in the acetylation of propranolol and atenolol (a similar 

compound) catalyzed by immobilized derivatives of CalB [13,24]. It is also observed that the 

competitive effect of both the hydrolysis and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate decreases as the concentration 

of propranolol is increased. The hydrolysis and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate are 2.6 and 4.4 times faster 

than the acetylation reaction, respectively, when 8mM of propranolol is used. With 28 mM of 

propranolol the alcoholysis of vinyl acetate is 1.2 times faster than the propranolol acetylation and the 

hydrolysis of vinyl acetate is not detected. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Effect of the propranolol concentration on the rate of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of 

(R,S)-propranolol. The biocatalyst was CalB-II. Experiments were performed as described in the section 2.2.5. 

(R,S)-propranolol: (♦) 8 mM (●) 18 mM (■) 28 mM. 

 

Because a reasonable conversion rate was obtained using 28 mM propranolol, the reaction was carried 

out under the same reaction conditions with the enzyme preparation CalB-I as biocatalyst. As it was 
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found previously, the reaction occurred faster with CalB-II (Fig. 14). The chemoselectivity of the 

reaction was then determined in the conversion range 21-82 %. Interestingly, as shown in Table 2, with 

all enzyme preparations of CalB the O-acetylated product is formed exclusively, even at high 

conversion of the substrate. This suggests the same acylation mechanism for both propranolol 

enantiomers. 

 

The chemoselectivity of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of propranolol mainly depends on the ability of 

the nucleophilic groups of propranolol to be transformed to the corresponding product in the active site 

of CalB. This suggests that the structure of the substrate is a determining factor for the 

chemoselectivity of CalB and not only the nucleophilicity of the hydroxyl and amino groups of 

propranolol. This conclusion is in agreement with the experimental results of this study and with recent 

results of Le Joubioux et al., who found that the chemoselectivity of the CalB catalyzed acylation of 

amino-alcohols depends on the structure of the substrate [103]. 

 

 

Fig. 14 Effect of the enzyme purification procedure on the rate of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of 

(R,S)-propranolol. Experiments were performed as described in the section 2.2.5 using 28 mM of 

(R,S)-propranolol. Biocatalyst: (■) CalB-II (●) CalB-I. 

 

The enantioselectivities of CalB-I and CalB-II were also investigated. The E values are 63 and 61, 

respectively, and the same enantiopreference in favor of the transformation of the R-propranolol (Table 

2). The E values obtained for CalB-I and CalB-II are quite similar, which means that the presence of 
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Triton X-100 during the purification procedure did not affect significantly the enantioselectivity of 

CalB. These E values are also similar (although slightly higher) to those obtained with immobilized 

CalB on Eupergit C (E=57) [13]. 

 

Thus the reaction conditions affect mainly the reaction rate of the acetylation of propranolol and of the 

competing alcoholysis and hydrolysis of vinyl acetate, and not the chemo- and enantioselectivity of the 

reaction. 

 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

 

The chemo- and enantioselectivity of the Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB)-catalyzed acetylation of 

(R,S)-propranolol using vinyl acetate as acyl donor and a mixture of toluene/methanol as solvent were 

studied. A competing hydrolysis and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate occurred in addition to the acetylation 

of propranolol. However, these reactions could be controlled by increasing the propranolol 

concentration, allowing suppress completely the hydrolysis and the alcoholysis of vinyl acetate to the 

extent that it was only 1.2 times faster than the acetylation of propranolol. The reaction conditions 

affected mainly the acetylation reaction rate but not the chemo- and enantioselectivity. Exclusive 

formation of the O-acetyl-propranolol was observed under all reaction conditions. CalB was also found 

to be enantioselective (E = 61-63) favoring the transformation of R-propranolol. 
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Chapter 3. Computational insights into the chemoselectivity of the 

CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

3.1. Overview 

 

The chemoselectivity of the acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB originates from the 

deacylation step of the reaction. In the latter the acetylated CalB (AcCalB) reacts with the propranolol 

forming a non-covalent AcCalB-propranolol complex (Michaelis complex; MCC) which undergoes 

acyl cleavage to give the acetylated product complex (PDC) via the second tetrahedral intermediate 

(TI-2) (Fig. 15). To gain a deeper understanding of the experimentally observed chemoselectivity 

(section 2.3.2), molecular modeling was used to study the formation of productive Michaelis 

complexes between AcCalB and propranolol, using a combined molecular docking and molecular 

dynamics procedure. This allowed testing the accessibility of the nucleophilic groups of propranolol in 

the CalB-catalyzed acetylation reaction. Only for the O-acetylation binding modes of the substrate 

leading to the formation of the product were found, which explains the exclusive chemoselectivity of 

CalB in favor of the formation of O-AP observed in experiments. 

 

This study involved the following stages: preparation of the starting structures corresponding to the 

protein and the substrate (R or S-propranolol), modeling of the acetylated CalB (the docking target), 

docking of both enantiomers of propranolol, optimization and structural analysis of the poses with 

highest interaction free energy from the docking procedure, and finally 100 ps of molecular dynamics 

simulations to check the reliability of the final models. 

 

 

3.2. Methodology 

 

3.2.1. Preparation of the acetylated CalB (AcCalB) structure 

The initial coordinates of CalB were taken from the crystal structure with entry number 1TCA in the 

Protein Data Bank [136]. This structure contains two units of N-acetyl-glucosamine (NAG) which are 
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far from the active site and are not expected to have any influence on the selectivity. Therefore these 

NAGs were removed. The PDB2PQR software package was used to add the missing hydrogen atoms, 

check the CalB structure together with its crystal waters by PROPKA in order to generate proposals for 

protonation states of amino acid side chains, and to correct flipped side chains of asparagine, histidine 

or glutamine residues [152–156]. All proposed protonation states and the side chains of asparagine, 

histidine or glutamine residues were rechecked for plausibility. Based on this procedure no flips of any 

residue were applied and all the polar and potentially charged amino acids were used in their ionized 

form, except Asp-134 which was protonated. 

 

 

Fig. 15 Deacylation step in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol (X = N or O, according to the 

nucleophile groups of propranolol –down to the left-). This reaction step occurs sequentially via an initial 

noncovalent acetyl-CalB (AcCalB) substrate complex (Michaelis complex; MCC) and the second tetrahedral 

intermediate (TI-2), to give a noncovalent CalB-product complex (PDC). 

 

Once the structure of CalB was protonated, the hydroxyl group of the Ser105 side chain was replaced 

by acetate in order to mimic the acylenzyme complex, and the new residue corresponding to the 

acetylated catalytic serine was labeled SEA. The acetate oxygen was placed in three different 

conformations in the oxyanion hole, ensuring that it can form hydrogen bonds with the residues of the 
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oxyanion hole, and mimicking the oxyanion orientation in the second tetrahedral intermediate. The 

structures obtained for the acylenzyme were named ACE01, ACE02 and ACE03 according to the order 

in which they were created. Each of the three structures was then saved and transferred to the 

CHARMM program [157] (version 35b5) to be used as initial structures for a first series of MD 

simulations in explicit toluene molecules. The CHARMM22 force field was used [158,159]. 

CHARMM force field parameters for the acetylated serine (SEA) were adopted from serine and methyl 

acetate. 

 

3.2.1.1. MD setup 

First, the positions of all hydrogen atoms in the acylenzyme were optimized performing 500 steps of a 

steepest descent (SD) energy minimization, keeping all other atom coordinates fixed. In this and all 

subsequent steps all distances involving hydrogen atoms were constrained by SHAKE [160]. On the 

other hand, the nonbonded interactions were treated using group-based extended electrostatics [161]. In 

this approach, the electrostatic interactions between particles closer than a cutoff distance (14 Å in this 

study) are treated by the conventional pairwise additive scheme, while the interactions at larger 

distance are approximated by a computationally cheaper multipole approach. Then a sphere of 40 Å 

radius containing 4454 toluene molecules cut out from an equilibrated simulation of toluene under 

periodic boundary conditions was superimposed on the enzymatic system, centered at the alpha carbon 

of the acetylated serine (SEA:CA). All added toluene molecules whose non-hydrogen atoms were 

within 2.8 Å of any existing non-hydrogen atom were deleted. This solvent sphere covered the entire 

enzyme (Fig. 16). An active region including all residues within 30 Å of the SEA:CA atom was 

defined. All atoms of protein residues outside this active region were kept fixed during the MD 

simulations. Furthermore, to keep the shape of the solvent spherical and to prevent evaporation of 

solvent molecules in the MD simulations, toluene molecules and crystal waters were restrained by a 

quartic spherical boundary potential which is zero until 38.5 Å, has a shallow minimum of 

-0.25 kcal/mol at 39.5 Å and increases at larger distances. This was done by using the parameters 

FORCE = 0.2, P1 = 2.25, and DROFF = 38.5. Thereafter the toluene molecules within the sphere and 

the crystal waters were geometry-optimized, performing first 250 steps of steepest descent (SD) 

followed by 250 steps of adapted-basis Newton–Raphson minimization (ABNR), keeping all other 

atoms fixed. Two more minimizations of 250 steps each (SD and ABNR) were performed, optimizing 

the active region with the water and toluene molecules, adding a restraint of k = 30 mol/Å
2
 on the 

active region. Then a heating molecular dynamics simulation (15000 steps) was performed starting at 

50 K and ending at 300 K, raising the temperature in steps of 10 K every 100 MD steps. The Verlet 
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algorithm was used with a time step of 1 fs. This solvation procedure was repeated 12 times, and in the 

last two cycles the number of steps used in the dynamics was increased to 30000. Resolvation is 

necessary since volume contraction of the solvent results from the enhanced interaction and relaxation 

of toluene on the enzyme surface. During the solvation procedure, harmonic positional restraints were 

applied to the protein atoms in the active region, which were successively lowered in each of the 

iterations. Finally, all the constraints were removed and a production molecular dynamics simulation of 

2 ns was run to complete the preparation of the acylenzyme. Again, the temperature was raised from 

50 K to 300 K in steps of 10 K every 100 MD steps. The system was equilibrated after 10 ps, so the 

remaining 1990 ps were used for analyses. Information about the different solvation cycles is given in 

Appendix B. 

 

 

Fig. 16 Sphere of equilibrated toluene molecules (left) and a representative snapshot of the solvated system 

taken from the MD simulations (right). 

 

3.2.2. Molecular modeling of the Michaelis complexes of acetyl-CalB propranolol 

To build the Michaelis complexes (MCCs), R and S-propranolol were non-covalently docked against 

each acetyl-CalB structure using the Autodock Vina software [162,163]. The protein was treated as a 

rigid receptor and seven water molecules (HOH130, HOH136, HOH149, HOH219, HOH238, 

HOH265, HOH285) were removed from the binding pocket to accommodate the substrate, following 

similar studies on lipase-catalyzed reactions [39,126]. Different searches using cubic grid boxes of 

different size (20 Å, 30 Å and 40 Å) centered at SEA:CA were done with each enantiomer, and the 

exhaustiveness parameter of the search was set to 20. This approach allowed exploring different 

orientations of these substrates within the binding pocket of CalB. The best complexes were chosen on 

the basis of the binding affinity as well as on the basis of geometrical criteria, namely the distance of 

the amine and hydroxyl groups of propranolol from the acetylated serine. These complexes were 

optimized and further analyzed (see below). 
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As the applied docking procedure treats the protein as a rigid body, the acetyl enzyme–substrate 

complexes selected were submitted to a careful post-docking optimization, in order to take into account 

a potential induced fit effect (little displacements in the protein structure due to the presence of the 

ligand) [164]. Because there are no CHARMM force field parameters for propranolol, a QM/MM 

approach was used. The QM region corresponding to R or S-propranolol was treated by the 

self-consistent charge-density functional tight binding (SCC-DFTB) method [165] and the MM region 

(acetylated CalB and crystal waters) by CHARMM. Three consecutive energy minimizations were 

performed using a similar procedure as De Oliveira et al. [166] but with some modifications, by using 

the steepest descent (SD) and adapted-basis Newton–Raphson (ABNR) algorithms: (1) a fixed 

constraint was applied to the protein backbone and all remaining parts of the systems were tethered 

with a harmonic restraint (k = 30 mol/Å
2
) in 100 steps of a steepest-decent minimization; (2) the 

protein backbone was kept fixed, the side chains and crystal waters were kept tethered and the docked 

ligand was free to move in 800 steps of a steepest decent minimization followed by 550 steps of an 

ABNR minimization; (3) only the backbone was kept fixed, with the rest of the system free to move in 

two minimizations of 2500 steps each (SD and ABNR).  

 

From the post-docking QM/MM optimization procedure possible productive binding modes (binding 

modes of the substrate which lead to formation of the product) for R and S-propranolol were identified. 

These complexes were then submitted to 100 ps of QM(SCC-DFTB)/MM MD simulation in explicit 

toluene in order to evaluate their dynamic behaviour. The QM region corresponded to R or 

S-propranolol and the MM region to acetylated CalB, crystal waters and toluene. The same MD 

procedure as for acetyl-CalB was used, treating the substrate as part of the active region. 

 

The results of all MD simulations were analyzed using the program VMD [167]. 

 

 

3.3. Results and discussion 

 

3.3.1. The acetyl-CalB (AcCalB) complex 

MD simulations of the AcCalB complex were performed in presence of explicit toluene molecules. 

Three possible orientations of the acetyl group were tested, which were named as ACE01, ACE02 and 

ACE03. The most predominant orientation of the acetyl group in each MD simulation is shown in Fig. 

17. It was found that the acetyl-CalB structure is well conserved after the MD simulations. The root 
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mean square deviation (RMSD) to the initial structure by superimposition of all the heavy atoms of the 

protein backbone increased gradually during the first 10 ps in each simulation due to the increasing 

temperature. After this equilibration phase the RMSD was in the range from 0.24 Å to 0.29 Å and each 

AcCalB complex was in equilibrium without any significant conformational change (Fig. 18). The size 

of the RMSD value shows that CalB has a reduced flexibility in toluene and conserves its structure 

close to the crystal structure (Fig. 19). As a measure of the flexibility of CalB the root mean square 

fluctuation (RMSF) averaged over all the residues and the total B-factor (sum of B-factors per residue) 

were also calculated over the last nanosecond of the MD simulation. The RMSF average value was 

0.21, 0.19 and 0.18 Å for ACE01, ACE02 and ACE03, respectively, which is in agreement with a low 

flexibility of CalB. The total B-factor was 2534, 2555 and 2548 Å
2
 for ACE01, ACE02 and ACE03, 

respectively, which also indicated a reduced flexibility of the protein as the total B-factor for CalB in 

water is 5267 Å
2
 [168]. 

 

 

Fig. 17 Predominant orientation of the acetyl group of the acetylated catalytic serine into the binding pocket of 

CalB in each MD simulation: ACE01 (violet), ACE02 (cyan), ACE03 (green). The catalytic triad and the 

oxyanion hole are shown in licorice representation. The entrance to the binding pocket of CalB is represented as 

grey surface. 

 

Essential hydrogen bonds in the AcCalB complex which are important for the catalytic activity were 

also studied. As shown in Table 3, the hydrogen bonds between the side chains of the residues Asp187 

and His224 have an average distance of 1.91 Å, 1.90 Å and 1.96 Å, for ACE01, ACE02 and ACE03, 

respectively. This interaction increases the basicity of the catalytic histidine in the acetyl-enzyme 

complex, such that proton abstraction from a nucleophile becomes likely, facilitating the nucleophilic 

attack on the carbonyl group of the acetylated serine. On the other hand, the hydrogen bonds between 

the carbonyl oxygen atom of the acetylated serine (SEA:O) and the residues of the oxyanion hole 
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(Thr40 and Gln106) are also important, as they are responsible for the stabilization of the anion 

intermediate to be formed once the nucleophilic attack occurs. Furthermore, these hydrogen bonds 

enhance the partial positive charge of the carbonyl carbon atom (SEA:C) enabling the nucleophilic 

attack. The average distances for these hydrogen bonds are also given in Table 3. In case of the 

configuration ACE02 only two of the three possible hydrogen bonds with the residues of the oxyanion 

hole were present; the average distance between the SEA:O atom and the side chain of Thr40 (-OH) 

was 3.25 Å for this configuration. Both hydrogen bonds between the Asp187 and His224 residues, and 

between the SEA:O atom and the residues of the oxyanion hole were stable throughout the MD 

simulations (Fig. 20). 

 

 

Fig. 18 (a) Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of all heavy atoms of the AcCalB backbone from the X-ray 

structure during the 2 ns MD simulation. (b) Superimposed AcCalB structures at intervals of 0.1 ns over the last 

1 ns of the MD simulation. 

 

Table 3 Essential hydrogen bond distances (in Å) for the catalytic activity of the AcCalB complex averaged over 

the last nanosecond of the MD simulations
a
. 

  
AcCalB complex 

ACE01 ACE02 ACE03 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND 1.91 1.90 1.96 

SEA:O-Gln106:NH 2.12 1.91 2.13 

SEA:O-Thr40:NH 1.93 1.74 2.09 

SEA:O-Thr40:OH 1.98 3.25 1.80 

a
 SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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Fig. 19 Crystal structure of CalB (ribbon representation) superimposed with the most predominant acetyl-CalB 

structures during the MD simulations: ACE01 (green), ACE02 (cyan) and ACE03 (red). The catalytic triad is 

shown in blue. Only in some loops minimal distortions were found after the MD simulations. 

 

 

Fig. 20 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of the AcCalB complexes in the 

MD simulations: (a) Hydrogen bond between the catalytic aspartate and histidine residues (b-d) Hydrogen bonds 

between the acetate oxygen of the acetylated serine and the residues of the oxyanion hole. 
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According to the information given above, in the three structures obtained for the AcCalB complex the 

catalytic triad is stable and well conserved after the MD simulations. Therefore these structures are 

reactive. Thus it was decided to use all of them as targets for the docking of R- and S-propranolol. 

 

3.3.2. AcCalB-propranolol complexes 

A total number of 163 (R-propranolol) and 149 (S-propranolol) complexes met the conditions described 

for the docking procedure (section 3.2.2). These complexes could be grouped according to two binding 

modes, which are referred here as binding modes I and II. In binding mode I the naphthoxy side chain 

of propranolol is located in the large hydrophobic pocket of CalB. The isopropylamine side chain is in 

the medium pocket and part of it may extend toward the entrance of the pocket (i.e. toward the 

solvent). In binding mode II the orientation of propranolol is reversed (Fig. 21). The binding free 

energies of both enantiomers are similar and in the range from -4.7 to -7.1 kcal/mol. In case of 

R-propranolol the complexes present a binding free energy between -4.9 and -7.0 kcal/mol, and those 

of S-propranolol between -4.7 to -7.1 kcal/mol. These values are in good agreement with the expected 

low affinity of CalB for propranolol according to the reaction rates observed in the experiments 

(section 2.3.2). 

 

According to the general mechanism of lipase catalyzed acylations, for N- or O-acetylation of 

propranolol, the amino or hydroxyl group of propranolol has to be positioned simultaneously close to 

the His224: Nε and SEA:C atoms of AcCalB, respectively. Only complexes satisfying this criterion for 

the hydroxyl group were found, which gives an explanation for the exclusive formation of 

O-acetyl-propranolol observed in the experiments. This can be understood taking into account that a 

proper position of the amino group in order to be acetylated by any of the AcCalB complexes requires 

that a large side chain with a naphthyl group is positioned in the binding pocket of CalB without 

unfavorable steric contacts. In contrast to this, in case of the acetylation of the hydroxyl group, two side 

chains of medium size have to be positioned in the binding pocket, resulting in more favorable 

structures. This also explains why complexes in which the amino group of propranolol is able to be 

acetylated by AcCalB via the mechanism proposed by Le Joubioux et al. [111] (see section 1.4.1) were 

not found. 

 

In the next step only complexes with a binding affinity stronger than -5.5 kcal/mol were considered and 

those in which the reaction could take place easily according to the proximity of the atoms involved in 

the reaction were selected for optimization. A total number of 12 and 7 complexes were selected for the 
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R- and S-enantiomer, respectively. These complexes are representative for the two binding modes 

found for R- and S-propranolol. The reader is referred to Appendix B for details about these 

complexes. Once the complexes were optimized, they were analyzed to determine if they correspond to 

productive binding modes according to three criteria used in previous studies dealing with molecular 

modeling of lipase-catalyzed reactions: (a) protein distortion (b) conservation of the hydrogen bond 

interactions between the acetate oxygen of SEA and the residues of the oxyanion hole (c) a short 

distance of the nucleophile groups of propranolol to the His224:Nε and SEA:C atoms [166,169,170]. 

 

 

Fig. 21 Schematic view of the binding modes of propranolol in the CalB binding pocket. The structure of 

acetyl-CalB (AcCalB) is shown on the left with the catalytic triad Asp-His-Ser oriented from left to right. In 

binding mode I (up to the right) the naphthoxy side chain of propranolol lies in the large hydrophobic pocket of 

CalB while its isopropylamine side chain in the medium pocket and may extends to toward the entrance of the 

binding pocket. Conversely, in binding mode II (down to the right) the former lies in the medium pocket and the 

latter in the large pocket. 

 

Although some conformational rearrangements of the protein could improve the binding affinity, a high 

distortion of the CalB structure would result in a loss of activity if some essential residues for the 

catalytic activity such as the residues of the oxyanion hole are disturbed. Therefore the RMSD value 

between the initial CalB crystal structure and the final optimized complex must be small. 

Vallikivi et al. [170] found that in case of complexes between AcCalB and prostaglandins, RMSD 
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values higher than 3.0 Å were experimentally well correlated with non-productive complexes. 

Therefore this RMSD value was chosen as a limit. This RMSD value has also been successfully used as 

a limit in other studies on lipase-catalyzed reactions [166,169]. In this work, the superimposition of all 

heavy atoms of the protein in the optimized AcCalB-propranolol complexes to the CalB crystal 

structure resulted in RMSD values of only about 0.55 Å, even though the side chains were finally free 

to move. 

 

To facilitate the acetylation reaction it is necessary that the AcCalB-propranolol complexes form 

hydrogen bonds with amino acids of the oxyanion hole, namely with the backbone (–NH) of the 

residues Thr40 and Gln106 and the side chain (–OH) of Thr40. A complex was considered as 

productive if at least two of these three hydrogen bonds are conserved after the post-docking 

optimization. Hydrogen bond distances and angles involving the substrate in the optimized complexes 

are given in Appendix B (Table 27). 

 

Finally, the third condition for considering a complex as productive is the proximity of the hydroxyl or 

amino group of propranolol to the catalytic residues. As mentioned above, any of these groups has to be 

positioned simultaneously close to the His224:Nε and SEA:C atoms. The proton transfer to the 

catalytic histidine enhances the nucleophilicity of the amino or hydroxyl group attacking the SEA:C 

atom. It was decided to use a maximal value of 4 Å for these distances, following other authors 

studying lipase-catalyzed acetylation reactions [166,169,171]. The distances involved in the 

nucleophilic attack corresponding to each complex after optimization are given in Appendix B (Table 

28). 

 

All complexes selected from the docking procedure satisfy the first two criteria after optimization. 

However, not all of them satisfy the third criterion. The best complexes obtained for R- and 

S-propranolol after the post-docking optimization (according to whether the nucleophile groups of 

propranolol have distances and angles suitable for the nucleophilic attack) are shown in Fig. 22. All of 

these complexes correspond to possible productive complexes for the O-acetylation of propranolol. 

 

3.3.2.1. Productive complexes between R-propranolol and AcCalB 

Three complexes were retained for R-propranolol after optimization, namely ORI, ORIV and ORIX 

(Fig. 22). In ORI and ORIX the substrate is oriented in binding mode I. In these complexes the 

naphthyl group of propranolol is positioned in the same plane, but pointing toward the exterior of the 
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binding pocket in ORI and toward the interior of it in ORIX. The isopropylamine group is oriented 

toward the exterior of the binding pocket in both ORI and ORIX. In the complex ORIV the substrate is 

positioned in binding mode II, with the naphthyl group pointing to the exterior of the binding pocket 

and the isopropylamine group toward the interior of it. 

 

 

Fig. 22 Top view of the best complexes obtained for R-propranolol (ORI, ORIV and ORIX) and S-propranolol 

(OSI, OSII, OSIV and OSVI) after optimization. The catalytic triad and the oxyanion hole are shown in CPK 

representation. The substrate is shown in licorice representation. Hydrogen bonds are shown as blue and red 

dashed lines, indicating whether the proton donor is a nitrogen or oxygen atom, respectively. 

 

The relevant interatomic distances corresponding to these complexes, including those used as criteria to 

consider a complex as productive, are given in Table 4. ORI is the only complex which satisfies the 

distance criteria to react, as the hydroxyl group of propranolol is positioned simultaneously at 3.99 Å 

from SEA:C and 1.98 Å from His224:Nε. Furthermore, the angle for the nucleophilic attack is 98°, 

which is just slightly smaller than the ideal angle (107°) for a nucleophilic addition to a carbonyl group 

as described by Burgi et al. [172]. Thus, ORI may be considered as a productive complex leading to 

formation of the O-acetylated product. In contrast, the N-acetylation of propranolol cannot occur via 

ORI as the amino group of propranolol is positioned at a distance larger than 4 Å from the catalytic 

residues. 
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Table 4 Relevant interatomic distances, bond lengths and angles corresponding to the best AcCalB-propranolol complexes after optimization
a
. 

Distance (Å) 
 R-propranolol 

 
S-propranolol 

ORI ORIV ORIX OSI OSII OSIV OSVI 

His224:Nε-Sub:H
 

 1.98 (173) 4.78 3.18 (135)  1.96 (169) 2.78 (162) 2.09 (167) 1.92 (170) 

SEA:C-Sub:O  3.99 (98) 3.50 (120) 4.65 (108)  3.90 (101) 4.67 (102) 3.68 (105) 4.03 (99) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H
 

 5.89 4.71 7.85  6.20 5.83 5.66 5.14 

SEA:C-Sub:N  6.59 4.88 7.90  6.73 7.33 4.87 6.73 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND  1.87 (168) 1.78 (171) 1.88 (165)  1.85 (168) 1.93 (164) 1.89 (168) 1.83 (166) 

SEA:O-Gln106:NH  2.09 (149) 2.03 (151) 2.31 (138)  2.11 (152) 2.29 (137) 2.08 (147) 2.15 (152) 

SEA:O-Thr40:NH  2.05 (161) 1.97 (160) 1.86 (165)  1.96 (162) 1.90 (164) 2.12 (160) 1.96 (163) 

SEA:O-Thr40:OH  1.86 (169) 1.83 (167) 1.66 (172)  1.85 (169) 1.65 (173) 1.89 (166) 1.87 (166) 

Gln106:H2N-Thr40:Oγ  1.98 (165) 1.99 (165) 2.04 (159)  1.98 (165) 2.06 (158) 1.99 (164) 1.98 (165) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  2.45 (95) 3.10 3.86  2.28 (99) 2.28 (123) 2.01 (133) 3.77 

Sub:H-Thr40:O  4.44 1.86 (154) 4.52  4.49 4.18 4.33 4.67 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of the substrate (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively. The Oxygen of the 

naphthoxy group of propranolol is indicated as Sub:O. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack 

(Sub:O···SEA:C=O) are given in brackets. SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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In ORIV and ORIX the amino group of propranolol is also positioned far from the catalytic residues, 

while its hydroxyl group is well positioned. However, these complexes do not satisfy completely the 

distance criteria to react. In ORIV the oxygen atom of the hydroxyl group of propranolol is positioned 

to a distance of 3.50 Å from SEA:C, but the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group is forming a 

hydrogen bond with the backbone of Thr40 (with a distance of 1.86 Å), such that the interaction with 

the His224:Nε atom is quite weak (4.78. Å). In contrast, in ORIX the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl 

group is positioned at a distance of 3.18 Å from the His224:Nε atom, but the distance for the 

nucleophilic attack is 0.65 Å larger than required, although the angle of attack is 108°, which is very 

close to the ideal angle. 

 

In all complexes for R-propranolol, the naphthyl and isopropylamine side chains of propranolol are 

stabilized in their positions in the binding pocket by the respective non-polar residues surrounding: 

Leu140, Ala141, Leu144, Val154, Ile189, Ile285, Ala281, Ala282, Leu278 and Trp104 (Fig. 23). 

Additionally, in ORI and ORIV there is an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino group and 

the oxygen atom of the naphthoxy group of R-propranolol, which also contributes to stabilize these 

complexes. This hydrogen bond is stronger in case of ORI with a distance of 2.45 Å. 

 

Considering the feasibility of a spontaneous O- to N-acyl migration, this hydrogen bond as well as the 

orientation of the amino group of propranolol would be responsible for the chemoselectivity observed 

in the reaction. In all complexes obtained for R-propranolol it is clearly observed that the nitrogen atom 

of the substrate is not well positioned for a nucleophilic attack at the O-acyl group. In addition, in the 

complexes where the proton of the amino group of propranolol is forming an intramolecular hydrogen 

bond with the naphthoxy oxygen, such O- to N-acyl migration is more difficult, as this interaction 

would avoid the proton transfer from the amino group of propranolol to the carbonyl oxygen. 

 

3.3.2.2. Productive complexes between S-propranolol and AcCalB 

Four complexes were retained for S-propranolol after optimization, namely OSI, OSII, OSIV and OSVI 

(Fig. 22). The substrate is positioned in binding mode I in OSI, OSII and OSVI. In these complexes the 

isopropylamine side chain of the substrate is oriented toward the exterior of the binding pocket, while 

its naphthyl group is oriented pointing toward the exterior of the pocket in OSI and OSII, and toward 

the pocket in OSVI, but in the same plane. OSI and OSII are very similar; the main difference is the 

orientation of the isopropylamine group of propranolol in the binding pocket. In the complex OSIV, the 
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substrate is oriented in binding mode II, with the naphthyl group positioned toward the exterior of the 

binding pocket and the isopropylamine group toward the interior. 

 

 

Fig. 23 Surface representation of the CalB binding pocket showing the non-polar residues stabilizing the 

substrate in the productive complexes of R- and S-propranolol. Hydrophobic regions of the enzyme pocket are 

shown in white and polar ones in green. The acetylated serine is shown in cyan. 
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The relevant interatomic distances involving the S-propranolol complexes are also given in Table 4. 

Similar to the R-propranolol complexes, the hydroxyl group of propranolol is positioned close to the 

catalytic residues while its amino group is far from these residues. OSI and OSIV fulfill the distance 

criteria to react. The hydroxyl group of S-propranolol is positioned toward the SEA:C and His224:Nε 

atoms with distances of less than 4 Å in these complexes. Furthermore the angle of attack is 101° and 

105° respectively, which is close to the Burgi angle. Therefore these complexes may be considered as 

productive complexes for S-propranolol. 

 

OSVI and OSII do not fulfill the distance criteria strictly. The hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group of 

S-propranolol is positioned at a distance less than 4 Å from the His224:Nε atom, but the distance for 

the nucleophilic attack is 4.03 Å and 4.67 Å for OSVI and OSII, respectively. It can be noted that in 

case of OSVI this distance is only slightly larger than the threshold. In case of OSII this distance is 

larger but the angle of attack is 102°, which is close to the ideal angle. 

 

As in the case of R-propranolol, in the S-propranolol complexes, the naphthyl and isopropylamine 

groups of propranolol are also stabilized by interactions with non-polar residues of the binding pocket 

surrounding (Fig. 23). Furthermore, the intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino and 

naphthoxy groups is also observed in the complexes OSI, OSII and OSIV, and is stronger than in the 

R-propranolol complexes. This hydrogen bond has a distance of 2.28 Å in OSI and OSII, and 2.01 Å in 

OSIV. Thus, the S-propranolol complexes exhibit a similar behavior as the R-propranolol complexes. 

Because S-propranolol is the slowly reacting enantiomer, this intramolecular hydrogen bond and the 

orientation of the amino group of propranolol explains why no N-acetylated product resulting from a 

possible O- to N-acyl migration was found even at high conversion of the substrate. This corroborates 

the previous suggestion given in section 2.3.2 that the acylation mechanism is the same for both 

propranolol enantiomers. 

 

3.3.2.3. MD simulations of the complexes 

In order to complement this computational study, 100 ps of molecular dynamics simulations were 

carried out on the complexes retained after optimization. Essentially the stability of both the hydrogen 

bond interactions and the position of the hydroxyl group and the dynamic behaviour of the docked 

substrates were revised. The results showed that the protein did not undergo significant conformational 

changes; the maximal RMSD values considering all the heavy atoms of the protein backbone were 

about 1.0-1.2 Å. The visual analysis of trajectories showed that the hydrogen bonds between the 
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carbonyl oxygen (SEA:O) and the residues of the oxyanion hole (Thr40 and Gln106) were stable 

during the MD simulations. The stability of the position of the hydroxyl group was evaluated by 

monitoring the acetylation distances (SEA:C-Sub:O) along the trajectories. The minimal and maximal 

values for the distance between the hydroxyl oxygen atom of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of 

SEA are given in Table 5. All complexes were able to form productive complexes during the MD 

simulation except ORIX. In particular, in the MD simulation of ORIV it was observed that the 

hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl group of propranolol flips to form a hydrogen bond with the His224:Nε 

atom without affecting the distance for the nucleophilic attack, leading therefore to a productive 

complex. A different temporal stability was observed for each complex as revealed by the value of the 

maximal fluctuation in the acetylation distance. ORI, ORIV, OSIV and OSVI were the most stable 

complexes. ORIV and OSVI presented the lower maximal fluctuation of this distance, with a value of 

3.7 Å and 1.6 Å, respectively. The amino group of propranolol was never found at a distance less than 

4 Å from SEA in the MD simulations, which reinforces the previous conclusion about the 

chemoselectivity of the reaction. 

 

Table 5 Minimal and maximal values of the interatomic distance between the propranolol hydroxyl oxygen and 

the carbonyl carbon of SEA
a
 in the MD simulations of the productive complexes found after the post-docking 

optimization. 

SEA:C-Sub:O Distance (Å)
a 

 R-propranolol  S-propranolol 

ORI ORIV ORIX  OSI OSII OSIV OSVI 

Minimum
 

 3.1 2.9 4.2  2.9 3.4 3.3 2.8 

Maximum  6.8 7.2 13.5  9.5 6.4 6.5 4.4 

a
 SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 

 

 

3.4. Conclusions 

 

Molecular modeling of the Michaelis complexes between propranolol and acetylated CalB (AcCalB) 

was carried out. Only productive AcCalB-propranolol complexes leading to the formation of R- or 

S-O-acetyl-propranolol were identified, which is consistent with the experimental results. In these 

productive complexes, both propranolol enantiomers fit into the CalB binding pocket in two binding 

modes, with the naphthyl or amino group positioned either at the large or the medium pocket of CalB. 

Two events were identified as responsible for the observed chemoselectivity of CalB in favor of the 
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formation of O-AP. In the first place the direct acylation of the amino group of R- or S-propranolol by 

CalB is not possible, as a proper position of this group for executing the nucleophilic attack at the 

acetylated catalytic serine involves unfavorable steric contacts with the residues of the binding pocket. 

Secondly, in the identified productive conformations of R- and S-propranolol the amino group is not 

well positioned for a spontaneous O- to N-acyl migration. In some cases the latter is further avoided by 

the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino group and the naphthoxy oxygen 

of propranolol. 
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Chapter 4. Understanding the enantioselectivity since the first stages 

of the deacylation reaction: from the MCC to formation of the TI-2 

4.1. Overview 

 

In Chapter 3 molecular modeling of the Michaelis complexes of the deacylation step of the 

CalB-catalyzed acetylation of propranolol by using a docking protocol was presented. Only 

AcCalB-propranolol Michaelis complexes leading to the formation of O-acetyl-propranolol were 

identified, which explained the chemoselectivity of the reaction. In these complexes both propranolol 

enantiomers fit into the CalB binding pocket in two binding modes, with the naphthyl group positioned 

either at the large or medium pocket of CalB (binding mode I and II, respectively). To check the 

reliability of the complexes identified by docking, they were subjected to short (100 ps) MD 

simulations in explicit toluene. Interestingly, a different temporal stability was observed for each 

complex (see section 3.3.2.3), which is expected to play an important role for the enantioselectivity of 

the reaction [112]. With the aim to gain a deeper understanding of the molecular basis for the observed 

enantioselectivity in favor of the faster formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol (section 2.3.2), a more 

extensive sampling of the AcCalB-propranolol MCCs was performed. Starting from the optimized 

MCCs obtained in the previous study by docking (Fig. 23), multiple 1.5 ns MD simulations were 

carried out using different initial velocity distributions in order to improve the sampling of the 

conformational space [173–175]. The results obtained from these MD simulations are discussed in this 

chapter. 

 

The analysis of the MD trajectories was focused on the interatomic distances important for the catalytic 

process (Fig. 24), the enzyme-substrate-solvent interactions involved in the binding modes of the 

substrate, the temporal stability (lifetime) of the productive complexes, and the ability of the 

propranolol enantiomers to form near attack conformations (NACs). NACs are conformers in which the 

atoms involved in the bond formation are at van der Waals distance and the angle of approach is ±15º 

of the angle of the bond formed in the transition state (TS). NACs are turnstiles through which the 

reactants must pass in order to reach the TS. A higher population of the NACs indicates a lower free 

energy change required to reach the NACs, thus the population of NACs is indicative of the reaction 
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rate [38,138,176,177]. Thereby, based on the analysis of the MD trajectories, the reactivities of several 

conformations of both R- and S-propranolol were estimated and the enzyme-substrate interactions 

which are essential for the enantioselectivity were identified. 

 

In addition, quantum chemical (QM) calculations were carried out on small models of the 

enzyme-substrate complexes in order to assess the reactivity of both enantiomers and to get a first 

estimation of the energy barriers involved in their transformations. 

 

 

Fig. 24 Michaelis complexes (MCCs) between AcCalB and propranolol in the O-acetylation of propranolol 

catalyzed by CalB. a-f are the most important interatomic distances for the catalytic process. The acylated 

catalytic serine is referred to as SEA. The structure of propranolol with the atom numbering used in this chapter 

is shown at the right. 

 

 

4.2. Methodology 

 

4.2.1. MD simulations 

In the computational study described in Chapter 3 three and four possible productive complexes for R- 

and S-propranolol were identified, respectively (Fig. 23). For R-propranolol, two complexes in binding 

mode I and one complex in binding mode II were found. These complexes are referred to as R1-R3 in 

this chapter, respectively. For S-propranolol three complexes in binding mode I and one complex in 

binding mode II were identified. These complexes are referred to as S1-S4 in this chapter, respectively. 

These optimized complexes were used as starting structures for 1.5 ns MD simulations in explicit 

toluene. For each complex three MD simulations with different initial velocity distributions were 

performed, corresponding to values of the random seed parameter iseed of 314159, 835 and 234. The 

MD simulations carried out using the iseed values 835 and 234 are indicated by * and ** respectively. 
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The same procedure described in Chapter 3 (section 3.2.2) for 100 ps of MD simulation of the MCCs 

was used. 

 

In these MD simulations the temporal stability of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes and their ability 

to lead to the formation of the second tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2) and then to acetyl-propranolol 

were checked (Fig. 15). As a measure of the structural stability of the protein, the root mean square 

deviations (RMSD) with respect to the initial structure were calculated by superimposing all backbone 

heavy atoms of the protein. As it was done for the analysis of the optimized MCCs in Chapter 3 

(section 3.3.2), the MD trajectories were analyzed based on four criteria which have been successfully 

used in previous studies of lipase-catalyzed reactions for characterizing productive binding modes. 

These criteria are: (a) protein distortion, (b) hydrogen bond interactions between the acetate oxygen of 

the acetylated catalytic serine (SEA:O) and the residues of the oxyanion hole (distances d-f in Fig. 24), 

(c) the distance of the hydroxyl group of propranolol to the His224:Nε and SEA:C1 (carboxylic carbon 

of the acetylated catalytic serine) atoms (distances b and c in Fig. 24), (d) steric clashes with the 

enzyme [37,120,166,169,170]. Binding modes were considered as productive if all catalytically 

essential hydrogen bonds were maintained, the substrate avoided steric clashes with the enzyme, and its 

hydroxyl group was simultaneously positioned close to the catalytic residues His224 and SEA. The 

results of all MD simulations were analyzed using the program VMD [167]. 

 

4.2.2. QM calculations 

Quantum chemical calculations based on small model systems of the productive complexes identified 

for both propranolol enantiomers during the MD simulations were carried out. The aim was to 

determine whether a bond is formed between the alcohol oxygen of propranolol and the carbonyl 

carbon atom of the acetate group of the acetylated serine when the alcohol hydrogen is manually 

bonded to the His224:Nε atom, leading to the formation of the second tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2). 

These calculations were run with the GAUSSIAN 09 program [178]. A similar procedure to that 

described by De Oliveira et al. for analysing the reactivity of CalB-flavonoids complexes and to 

understand the selectivity of CalB catalysing the acetylation reaction of these substrates was used [32]. 

The QM models of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes were constituted by the substrate (R- or 

S-propranolol), the side chain carboxylate of Asp187, the imidazole ring of His224, the backbone –NH 

of Gln106, and the backbone and side chains of the residues SEA (acetylated serine) and Thr40. The 

remaining free valences in these systems were filled with methyl groups (-CH3). Thus the resulting 
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systems included a total of 107 atoms. These systems were used as input structures of the reactants for 

the QM optimizations. 

 

Geometry optimizations were performed using the self-consistent charge-density functional tight 

binding (SCC-DFTB) method [165], in order to execute the QM calculations at a reasonable 

computational cost for the size of the system. SCC-DFTB often yields good results (geometries and 

energetics) and performs well for biological systems [179,180]. The spatial coordinates of all heavy 

atoms constituting the protein backbone and the carbon atoms of the added methyl group were fixed, in 

order to conserve the spatial disposition of the protein residues and substrates in the complexes. A total 

charge of -1 was assigned to the system, due to the deprotonated Asp187 carboxylate. 

 

Thereafter, from the optimized reactant structures starting geometries for optimization of the TI-2s 

were constructed as follows: the hydroxyl group of propranolol was deprotonated, the His224:Nε atom 

was protonated and the SEA:C atom was assigned as sp
3
. After these modifications, the systems were 

again optimized, using the same procedure as for the reactant structures optimizations. 

 

Considering that the tetrahedral intermediates are commonly accepted as analogues of the transition 

states in the lipase catalyzed reactions (see section 1.4) [28,36], the energy barriers for the 

transformation of the propranolol enantiomers were calculated as the difference between the energies of 

the corresponding optimized reactants and TI-2s. 

 

 

4.3. Results and discussion 

 

4.3.1. MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes 

 

4.3.1.1. Protein distortion 

1.5 ns MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes were carried out. The RMSD value for 

all heavy atoms of the protein backbone with respect to the initial structure increased gradually during 

heating and equilibration time for the first 10 ps. After this phase a plateau with a RMSD value of about 

1 Å is reached in all simulations (see Fig. 62 in Appendix C). The largest movements are observed in 

several surface loops (residues 250-267, 215-222, 1-12, 22-26, 67-75 and 170-178), a β-sheet 

constituting the C-terminal (residues 310-317), two short α-helix (α2:residues 44-49 and α5: residues 
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139-150), a long α-helix (α10: residues 267-289) and several residues constituting the binding pocket 

of CalB (residues 104, 154, 189, 190 and those making part of the α10 and α5 helix) (Fig. 25). This is 

in agreement with the results reported by other authors about the flexibility of CalB in organic solvents 

(e.g. chloroform, methanol and cyclohexane) and water [168,181,182]. In these studies it has also been 

reported that the regions with higher flexibility in CalB are the same in water and organic solvents and 

that only the degree of flexibility depends on the solvent [168]. On the other hand, the average RMSD 

values with respect to the crystal structure of the protein are about 0.90 Å and 1.22 Å (see Table 29 in 

Appendix C), which shows that the CalB structure is well conserved during the MD simulations. In 

particular the hydrogen bond interaction between Asp187 and His224 is maintained (see the next 

section) and the average distance between the SEA:Oγ and His224:Nε atoms is about 3.21-3.36 Å (see 

Table 30 in Appendix C), indicating that the disposition of the catalytic triad is stable during the 

simulations. 

 

 

Fig. 25 Regions of CalB which exhibit more flexibility (or movements) during the MD simulations. These 

regions are colored in green (loop), blue (β-sheet) and yellow/purple (α-helix with residues being part of the 

CalB binding pocket/any other α-helix). A view from the front (left) and the back (right) with respect to the CalB 

binding pocket are shown. The regions with more flexibility involve several residues of the protein surface as 

well as residues constituting the medium and large pocket of CalB. The latter are shown in surface representation 

(yellow). 

 

As found by Vallikivi et al. [170] for acetylation of prostaglandins, and as has successfully been used 

by other researches working with lipase catalyzed reactions [166,169], a RMSD value of < 3 Å 

between the protein structures during the MD simulations and the CalB crystal structure was chosen as 
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the limit to consider a complex to be in a productive binding mode. Because this criterion is satisfied in 

all simulations, all complexes formed during the MD simulations which satisfy the other three criteria 

mentioned above (section 4.2.1) may be considered productive complexes. Therefore, subsequent 

analysis of the MD simulations was focused on those criteria. 

 

4.3.1.2. Hydrogen bonds between the catalytic residues 

The MD trajectories of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes were first analyzed with respect to the 

orientation of the acetylated serine (SEA) in the oxyanion hole, in order to check if this residue 

preserves a catalytic configuration. The average distances d-f (Fig. 24) for each complex in the MD 

simulations are given in Appendix C (Table 31). In all MD simulations the acetylated serine shows a 

similar behaviour. The carbonyl oxygen (SEA:O) of the acetate points towards the oxyanion hole 

during the whole simulation. A strong hydrogen bond is formed between the SEA:O atom and the side 

chain –OH of the residue Thr40 (distance e in Fig. 24) with an average distance between 1.78 and 

1.83 Å. The hydrogen bonds between the SEA:O atom and the -NH functions of the residues Gln106 

and Thr40 (distances d and f in Fig. 24) have average distances of 2.12-2.26 Å and 2.02-2.44 Å 

respectively. In general, the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole are stable throughout the MD 

simulations of all complexes. There are only short periods (less than 2 % of the total simulation time in 

most of the MD simulations) in which mainly the SEA:O-Thr40:NH hydrogen bond (distance f in Fig. 

24) is disrupted due to the conformational changes of the substrate during the MD simulations. Thus at 

least two of the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole are formed throughout the MD trajectory. See 

Fig. 63 to Fig. 68 in Appendix C. 

 

The hydrogen bond between the catalytic residues Asp187 and His224 (distance a in Fig. 24) has an 

average distance between 1.90 and 2.06 Å and is stable throughout the MD simulations of all 

complexes (See Table 31 and Fig. 63 to Fig. 68 in Appendix C). This hydrogen bond is also important 

for the catalytic process as this interaction increases the basicity of the catalytic histidine, such that 

proton abstraction from the hydroxyl group of propranolol becomes likely, facilitating the nucleophilic 

attack on the carbonyl group of the acetylated serine (SEA). 

 

The stability of these hydrogen bonds throughout all the simulations suggests that neither the 

orientation of the acetyl group toward the oxyanion hole nor the catalytic role of the residue Asp187 are 

determining factors for the formation of productive complexes between AcCalB and R- or 

S-propranolol and thus for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. Instead the enantioselectivity of the 
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reaction mainly depends on the ability of the propranolol enantiomers to adopt conformations inside the 

binding pocket of CalB which are suitable for a reaction and on the difference of the reactivities of 

these conformations. 

 

4.3.1.3. The nucleophilic attack 

As explained in section 4.2.1, for considering a complex as productive the hydroxyl group of 

propranolol has to be positioned simultaneously close to the His224:Nε and SEA:C1 atoms and steric 

contacts with the protein must not be observed. It was decided to use a maximal value of 4 Å for the 

distances b and c (see Fig. 24), following other authors studying lipase-catalyzed acetylation reactions 

[37,166,169]. Several conformers satisfying these distance criteria were identified for R- and 

S-propranolol, which exhibit H-H contact distances with the protein which are longer than 2.6 Å 

(i.e. no steric clashes are observed). Thus several reactive conformers were identified for both R- and 

S-propranolol. The reactivities of these conformers are analysed below in terms of the distances b and 

c, the enzyme-substrate interactions, the temporal stability and the formation of NACs. 

 

4.3.1.3.1. AcCalB-propranolol complexes in binding mode I 

In most of the MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes in binding mode I propranolol is 

stabilized with its hydroxyl group close to the catalytic residues only during some time of the MD 

trajectories (see details below). Then the substrate undergoes conformational changes leading to non-

productive complexes or movement of propranolol from the binding pocket to the solvent. The 

stabilization of propranolol close to the catalytic residues is mediated mainly by CH-π interactions 

established between its naphthyl group and the aliphatic side chains of the residues at the large pocket 

of CalB (Ile189, Ala141, Leu144, Val154 and Thr138) (Fig. 26 and Fig. 28). On the other hand, the 

destabilization of the complexes is mainly due to hydrophobic interactions established between the 

isopropyl side chain of propranolol and the solvent (toluene) during the simulations, which leads to the 

loss of the hydrophobic interactions between the isopropyl side chain of propranolol and the side chains 

of the residues at the medium pocket (Leu278, Ala281, Ala282, Ile285). Because the binding pocket of 

CalB is accessible to the solvent and in binding mode I the isopropyl side chain of propranolol may 

extends toward the entrance of the binding pocket, propranolol interacts continuously with toluene, 

leading to the loss of the CH-π interactions between the naphthyl group of propranolol and the residues 

at the large pocket. Thereby, as described in the following sections, it is found that the better exposition 

of the isopropyl group of propranolol toward the entrance of the binding pocket the shorter the 
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temporal stability of propranolol close to the catalytic residues (thus of the productive complexes) in 

binding mode I. 

 

(a) R-propranolol complexes in binding mode I 

 

The MD simulations of the R-propranolol complexes in binding mode I were carried out using two 

initial structures corresponding to the complexes R1 and R2 (ORI and ORIX in Fig. 23). In these 

structures the naphthyl group of propranolol is positioned in the same plane, but pointing toward the 

exterior of the binding pocket of CalB in R1 and toward the interior of the binding pocket in R2. 

Propranolol is near to the catalytic residues (SEA and His224) for a longer time in the simulations of 

R1 (more than 200 ps) than in the simulations of R2 (less than 5 ps). This is attributed to the better 

ability of the solvent to interact with the isopropyl group of propranolol in the system R2, as this 

isopropyl group is more exposed toward the exterior of the binding pocket in this system (see 

Appendix C for details). The predominant conformations of R-propranolol in the MD simulations of 

these complexes are shown in Fig. 26. The observed interaction between propranolol and the solvent in 

R2 does not permit the formation of productive complexes and only for R1 productive complexes are 

found (R1a and R1b). R1a is characterized by the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond 

between the amino and ether groups of propranolol (N1-H···O1). The average distance of this 

hydrogen bond is 2.43 ± 0.06 Å (Fig. 27). R1b is similar to R1a, but in this conformer the N1-H···O1 

intramolecular hydrogen bond is not formed due to the orientation of the isopropylamine side chain. 

Propranolol is switching between R1a and R1b while it is close to the catalytic residues, by rotation of 

the C2-C3-N1-C4 dihedral angle (Fig. 27). 

 

The average distances b and c for R1a and R1b are given in Table 6. It can be seen that the distance c 

is similar for both conformers, while the distance b is remarkably shorter for R1a compared to R1b. 

This shows that R1a is more accessible to be acylated by the enzyme, as a stronger hydrogen bond 

interaction with His224 (distance b) increases the nucleophilicity of the alcohol oxygen. Visual 

inspection shows that this behaviour is strongly related to the folding of the propranolol structure due to 

the formation of the N1-H···O1 intramolecular hydrogen bond. 

 

The average distances corresponding to the CH-π interactions stabilizing the reactive conformers of 

R-propranolol in binding mode I are shown in Table 7. Because of their linearity the CH-π interactions 

between the naphthyl group of propranolol and the side chains of the residues Ile189, Val154 and 
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Leu144 are expected to be stronger [183]. The side chains of these residues are pointing toward the 

center of the naphthyl rings, especially the side chain of Ile189. Thus Ile189 is expected to have a large 

contribution to the stabilization of the TS involved in the transformation of the R-propranolol in 

binding mode I (see the next section). 

 

 

 

Fig. 26 Predominant conformations of R-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between 

AcCalB and R-propranolol in binding mode I. R1a and R1b correspond to the major reactive conformers of 

R-propranolol observed in the MD simulations of the complex R1. The catalytic triad (Asp187, His224 and 

acetylated Ser105) and the oxyanion hole (Thr40 and Gln106) are shown in purple. The residues constituting the 

binding pocket of CalB are shown in wireframe representation (gray). The most important residues contributing 

to the stabilization of propranolol by CH-π interactions are shown in yellow. 
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Fig. 27 Time evolution of the N1-H···O1 intramolecular hydrogen bond and the C2-C3-N1-C4 dihedral angle of 

propranolol in the MD simulations of the complex R1. Only the first 600 ps of the simulations are shown. 

Simulations with different initial velocities are indicated by *. 

 

(b) S-propranolol complexes in binding mode I 

 

The MD simulations of the S-propranolol complexes in binding mode I were carried out using three 

initial structures corresponding to the complexes S1, S2 and S3 (OSI, OSII and OSVI in Fig. 23). In S1 

and S2 the naphthyl group of propranolol is oriented pointing toward the exterior of the binding pocket 

while in S3 it is oriented pointing toward the interior of the binding pocket. In general, propranolol is 

located near to the catalytic residues for a longer period of time in the simulations of S3 (more than 

1300 ps) than in simulations of S2 and S1 (less than 600 ps). This behaviour observed for S-propranolol 

in binding mode I differs from that of R-propranolol, which is stabilized close to the catalytic residues 

for a longer time in the system in which its naphthyl group is oriented pointing toward the exterior of 

the binding pocket (R1). This is explained by a better exposition of the isopropyl group of propranolol 

toward the exterior of the binding pocket (facilitating the interaction with the solvent) in systems S1 

and S2 than in S3. This contrasts with what is observed in R1 and R2, respectively. Details are given in 

Appendix C. 

 

The predominant conformations of S-propranolol in the MD simulations of these complexes are shown 

in Fig. 28. In all MD simulations propranolol is able to form productive complexes. As in the case of 

R-propranolol, when the naphthyl group of S-propranolol is oriented pointing toward the exterior of the 

binding pocket (complexes S1 and S2), propranolol switches between two reactive conformations 

during the MD simulations. These conformations are generated by rotation of the same C2-C3-N1-C4 
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Table 6 Average distances
a
 (in Å) between the hydroxyl group of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of the acetylated serine and the Nε atom of the 

catalytic histidine in the MD simulations
b
 of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol in binding mode I. 

Complex 
Distance 

b c b* c* b** c** 

R1a 2.31 (0.30) 3.77 (0.17) 2.26 (0.38) 3.67 (0.21) 2.25 (0.31) 3.71 (0.17) 

R1b 2.86 (0.40) 3.60 (0.21) 3.06 (0.45) 3.70 (0.12) 2.70 (0.47) 3.61 (0.21) 

S12a
c 2.47 (0.42) 3.61 (0.22) 2.31 (0.48) 3.60 (0.23) 2.22 (0.37) 3.49 (0.26) 

S12b
c 2.38 (0.29) 3.71 (0.24) 2.28 (0.44) 3.51 (0.29) 2.27 (0.38) 3.49 (0.24) 

S3a 2.15 (0.31) 3.28 (0.21) 2.19 (0.30) 3.63 (0.24) 2.29 (0.35) 3.42 (0.23) 

S3b 2.18 (0.35) 3.25 (0.20) 2.18 (0.28) 3.28 (0.23) 2.20 (0.31) 3.37 (0.22) 

a
 Distances b and c correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. Only periods during which the distances b and c were simultaneously less than 4 Å were taken 

into account. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from average values. 
b
 MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution are indicated by *. 

c
 Averages have been performed over the MD simulations of S1 and S2. 
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Table 7 Average distances
a
 (in Å) of the interactions between the carbon atoms

b
 of the naphthyl rings of propranolol and the residues of the binding pocket 

of the surrounding protein, in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol in binding mode I. 

Non polar interactions 
Complex 

R1a R1b S12a S12b S3a S3b 

Val154 Cγ2···C2’ 4.27 (0.08) 4.20 (0.06) 4.26 (0.14) 4.32 (0.25)   

Val154 Cγ2···C7’     4.22 (0.03) 4.22 (0.05) 

Val154 Cγ1···C3’ 4.10 (0.07) 4.08 (0.04) 3.90 (0.03) 4.00 (0.11)   

Val154 Cγ1···C4’ 4.24 (0.33) 4.21 (0.38) 3.78 (0.04) 3.71 (0.05)   

Val154 Cγ1···C10’ 4.37 (0.12) 4.33 (0.08) 4.38 (0.04) 4.27 (0.10) 4.54 (0.16) 4.64 (0.01) 

Val154 Cγ1···C5’     3.97 (0.07) 4.02 (0.02) 

Val154 Cγ1···C6’     3.68 (0.03) 3.70 (0.04) 

Leu144 Cδ1···C5’ 4.18 (0.16) 4.15 (0.11) 4.00 (0.10) 4.14 (0.16)   

Leu144 Cδ1···C6’ 3.88 (0.09) 3.85 (0.06) 3.96 (0.22) 4.00 (0.22)   

Ala141 Cβ···C5’ 3.99 (0.06) 3.99 (0.06) 4.14 (0.17) 4.22 (0.06) 4.21 (0.17) 4.35 (0.13) 

Thr138 Cγ2···C4’ 4.05 (0.08) 3.99 (0.03) 3.93 (0.21) 3.98 (0.23)   

Thr138 Cγ2···C6’     3.82 (0.11) 3.87 (0.06) 

Ile189 Cγ2···C10’ 3.92 (0.07) 3.88 (0.06) 4.09 (0.06) 4.10 (0.11) 3.96 (0.00) 3.97 (0.03) 

Ile189 Cγ2···C9' 3.76 (0.05) 3.74 (0.05) 3.66 (0.04) 3.66 (0.09) 3.79 (0.05) 3.73 (0.01) 

a
 Averages have been performed over the three MD simulations with different seed velocities. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations 

from average values. 
b
 Labels for the carbon atoms of propranolol are given in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 28 Predominant reactive conformations of S-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between AcCalB and S-propranolol in binding mode I. The catalytic triad (Asp187, His224 and acetylated 

Ser105) and the oxyanion hole (Thr40 and Gln106) are shown in purple. The residues constituting the binding 

pocket of CalB are shown in wireframe representation (gray). The most important residues contributing to the 

stabilization of propranolol by CH-π interactions are shown in yellow. 

 

 

dihedral angle, and differ by a N1-H···O1 intramolecular hydrogen bond. As this behaviour is observed 

in the MD simulations of S1 and S2, it is referred to these two conformations as S12a and S12b, S12a 

being the conformation in which the N1-H···O1 hydrogen bond is present. The average distance of this 

hydrogen bond is 2.46 ± 0.09 Å, which is close to the value obtained for R1a. A similar behaviour is 

observed in the simulations of S3, where two major reactive conformers of propranolol are observed 

(S3a and S3b) differing in the C2-C3-N1-C4 dihedral angle, but without formation of a N1-H···O1 

intramolecular hydrogen bond. This hydrogen bond cannot be formed because the oxygen atom O1 is 
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positioned far from the amino group (N1-H) when the naphthyl group of propranolol is oriented 

pointing toward the interior of the binding pocket. 

 

The average distances b and c for the productive complexes of S-propranolol in binding mode I are also 

shown in Table 6. These complexes present a different dynamic behaviour compared to the 

R-propranolol complexes. Productive complexes of S-propranolol in which the naphthyl group is 

oriented pointing toward the exterior of the binding pocket (S12a and S12b) present a similar ability to 

be transformed by the enzyme, as in these complexes the hydroxyl group of propranolol is 

simultaneously positioned near to His224 and SEA at similar distances. Furthermore, the S-enantiomer 

is also able to form productive complexes when its naphthyl group is oriented pointing toward the 

interior of the binding pocket, which is not the case for R-propranolol, due to the destabilization of the 

corresponding complex (R2) by the solvent (see the previous section). 

 

The hydroxyl group of propranolol is closer to the catalytic residues in the S-propranolol complexes 

than in the R-propranolol complexes, especially in comparison to the R1b complex. This means that in 

binding mode I S-propranolol fits into the CalB binding pocket in conformations in which its hydroxyl 

group is in a better position to be acetylated by CalB than the R-propranolol. This suggests a faster 

transformation of the S-propranolol over R-propranolol. However, analysis of the CH-π interactions 

contributing to the stabilization of the reactive S-propranolol conformers shows that these conformers 

are more weakly stabilized by this type of interaction (according to the average distances and standard 

deviations, and to the linearity of the interactions) in comparison to the reactive R-propranolol 

conformers (Table 7). This suggests a better stabilization of the TS involved in the transformation of 

the R-enantiomer, which would enhance the reactivity of this enantiomer. Particularly it should be 

noted that S3a and S3b loose the interaction with Leu144 (Fig. 28). Furthermore, as is reflected in the 

average distances and standard deviations, R1a and R1b are more strongly stabilized by the residues 

Leu144, Ala141, Thr138 and Ile189 in comparison to S12a and S12b. For example, the average 

distances between the atom Cγ2 of Ile189 and the atoms C10’ and C9’ of propranolol are 3.92 ± 0.07 Å 

and 3.76 ± 0.05 Å in case of R1a, while in case of S12a (specular binding mode of R1a) are 

4.09 ± 0.06 Å and 3.66 ± 0.04 Å, respectively. The average distance between the atom Cβ of Ala141 

and the atom C5’ of propranolol is 3.99 ± 0.06 Å in case of R1a, while in case of S12a it is 

4.14 ± 0.17 Å. Finally, the average distance between the atom Cδ1 of Leu144 and the atom C6’ of 

propranolol, which is 3.88 ± 0.09 Å for R1a and 3.96 ± 0.22 Å for S12a. 
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Several studies have been reported showing experimental and theoretical evidence of a major 

stabilization of the transition state involved in the transformation of the faster enantiomer by 

hydrophobic interactions. One example is the resolution of methyl (±)-3-hydroxypentanoate catalyzed 

by Candida antarctica lipase B using ammonia and benzyl amine as nucleophiles. Molecular dynamics 

simulations carried out over the second tetrahedral intermediate revealed that the higher number of 

contacts involving non-polar atoms of both the acyl chain (substrate) and some of the residues of the 

CalB binding pocket (including Ile189) are responsible for the higher enantioselectivity observed in the 

aminolysis reaction [36]. Another good example showing specifically the contribution of the CH-π 

interactions to the enantioselectivity is the improvement of the catalytic activity and enantioselectivity 

of Burkholderia cepacia toward secondary alcohols through the I287F/I290A double mutation. 

Substrate mapping analysis strongly suggested that Phe287 contributes to enhancement the reactivity of 

the R-enantiomer by a CH-π interaction with the substrate, of which the estimated energy was 

-0.4 kcal/mol [184]. The CH-π interactions have also shown to be responsible for the enantioselectivity 

observed in other reactions such as the transfer hydrogenation of aromatic carbonyl compounds 

catalyzed by chiral n
6
-Arene-Ruthenium (II) complexes [185]. 

 

4.3.1.3.2. AcCalB-propranolol complexes in binding mode II 

In contrast to binding mode I, in the MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes in binding 

mode II the substrate never leaves the binding pocket. This is because in this binding mode the solvent 

interacts mainly with the naphthyl group of propranolol, which is strongly stabilized by CH-π 

interactions with the residues at the medium pocket of CalB (Ile285, Val286, Ala282 and Leu278, see 

Fig. 29 and Fig. 30). As the strength of a CH-interaction depends on its linearity [183], the temporal 

stabilization of propranolol (in binding mode II) with its hydroxyl group close to the catalytic residues 

depends on the orientation of its naphthyl group in the medium pocket. Generally speaking, the better 

the stabilization of the naphthyl rings by the residues of the surrounding protein and the less exposed 

they are to the solvent, the longer the temporal stability of propranolol close to the catalytic residues 

(thus of the productive complexes) in binding mode II (see Appendix C). 

 

(a) R-propranolol complexes in binding mode II 

 

In the MD simulations of R3 a total of six productive complexes of R-propranolol are found (R3a-R3f 

in Fig. 29). Interestingly, not all complexes are observed in all MD simulations, except R3a and R3b. 
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R3c and R3d occur in two of the three MD simulations while R3e and R3f only in one MD simulation. 

These results show the versatility of using multiple MD simulations with different initial velocity 

distributions for sampling the conformational space in this type of systems. See Appendix C. 

 

Similar to the simulations of the complexes in binding mode I, a rotation of the C2-C3-N1-C14 

dihedral angle of propranolol is observed, resulting in a temporal formation of the N1-H···O1 

intramolecular hydrogen bond. R3a, R3c and R3e are characterized by the formation of this hydrogen 

bond, with an average distance of 2.60 ± 0.21 Å, 2.41 ± 0.07 Å and 2.47 ± 0.24 Å, respectively. The 

main difference between these complexes is the orientation of the naphthyl group of propranolol in the 

medium pocket of CalB. R3c is generated from R3a by the simultaneous rotation of the O1-C1-C2-C3 

and C1’-O1-C1-C2 dihedral angles, from 44 ± 6° to 57 ± 1° and from 139 ± 0.3° to 102 ± 0.9°, 

respectively. These rotations move the naphthyl group of propranolol from a plane almost 

perpendicular to the Leu278-Ala287 helix (helix α10) in R3a to an orientation parallel to this helix in 

R3c. In turn R3e is generated from R3c by the simultaneous rotations of the same dihedral angles, 

from 57 ± 1° to 79 ± 9° and from 102 ± 0.9° to 69 ± 11°, respectively. These rotations move the 

naphthyl group of propranolol toward the interior of the medium pocket. R3b, R3d and R3f are 

structural analogues of R3a, R3c and R3e, respectively. They only differ in the orientation of the amino 

group of propranolol, which does not favour the formation of the N1-H···O1 hydrogen bond in R3b, 

R3d and R3f. 

 

The average distances b and c for the productive complexes of R-propranolol in binding mode II are 

given in Table 8. In the complexes R3a-R3d the hydroxyl group of propranolol is simultaneously 

positioned closer to the catalytic residues when the N1-H···O1 intramolecular hydrogen bond is 

formed. While in R3e and R3f the hydroxyl group is positioned at a similar distance, suggesting that 

these complexes have the same ability to be acetylated by CalB. In general, the distances b and c in 

R3e and R3f are shorter than the ones observed in R3a-R3d. Furthermore, even though R3e and R3f 

are only found in one of the MD simulations, they are temporally more stable than the other 

R-propranolol conformers (more than 500 ps; see Table 10 and Appendix C). This is attributed to the 

higher number of protein residues contributing to the stabilization of these conformers through CH-π 

interactions as well as to a reduced exposition of the naphthyl group of propranolol to the solvent. In 

R3a-R3d propranolol is mainly stabilized through CH-π interactions between their naphthyl rings and 

the residues Ile285, Ala282, Leu278 and Val286, while in R3e and R3f it is also stabilized by the 

residues Ile189 and Glu188 as shown in Fig. 29 (see also Table 9). The larger number of CH-π 
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Fig. 29 Predominant reactive conformations of R-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between AcCalB and R-propranolol in binding mode II. The catalytic triad (Asp187, His224 and acetylated 

Ser105) and the oxyanion hole (Thr40 and Gln106) are shown in purple. The residues constituting the binding 

pocket of CalB are shown in wireframe representation (gray). The most important residues contributing to the 

stabilization of propranolol by CH-π interactions are shown in yellow. 
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interactions contributing to the stabilization of these conformers may also play an important role in 

stabilizing the corresponding transition states. Thus these results suggest that the acetylation of R3e 

and R3f by CalB is favored compared to the other R-propranolol conformers. 

 

(b) S-propranolol complexes in binding mode II 

 

In the MD simulations of S4 two productive complexes of S-propranolol could be identified (S4a and 

S4b in Fig. 30). S4a and S4b are specular binding modes of R3c and R3d, respectively. They are also 

stabilized in the binding pocket of CalB by the residues Ile285, Ala282, Leu278 and Val286 by CH-π 

interactions. S4a and S4b differ in the orientation of their amino group, which forms an N1-H···O1 

hydrogen bond only in S4a. This hydrogen bond is stronger than in the other reactive conformers of R- 

and S-propranolol, with an average distance of 2.29 ± 0.03 Å. 

 

The average distances b and c of the S4a and S4b complexes are shorter than in the R3a-R3d 

complexes (Table 8). According to this, the transformation of S4a and S4b is favoured over R3a-R3d. 

In contrast, in terms of these distances, R3e and R3f display a similar ability to S4a and S4b to be 

acetylated by CalB. However, as observed in the complexes in binding mode I, the reactive conformers 

of R-propranolol are more strongly stabilized (by CH-π interactions with the surrounding protein 

residues) than the reactive conformers of S-propranolol in binding mode II (Table 9). For example, it 

can be seen in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 that R3e and R3f are stabilized by a larger number of CH-π 

interactions than S4a and S4b. This suggests that these interactions are also responsible for a better 

stabilization of the transition states involved in the transformation of the R-propranolol complexes in 

binding mode II, leading to a faster transformation of this enantiomer, which would explain the 

experimentally observed enantioselectivity. 

 

It is important to note that from the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and 

propranolol is not possible to quantitatively estimate the contribution of the hydrophobic interactions 

between the substrate and CalB to the stabilization of the corresponding transition states, and therefore 

to the enantioselectivity. However, at least a qualitative idea is obtained, which may help to improve 

the enantioselective synthesis of propranolol through a rational redesign of CalB. The actual 

contribution of these interactions to the stabilization of the TS can be estimated from hybrid quantum 

chemical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations [186]. The latter are the focus of Chapter 6. 
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Table 8 Average distances
a
 (in Å) between the hydroxyl group of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of the acetylated serine and the Nε atom of the 

catalytic histidine in the MD simulations
b
 of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol in binding mode II. 

Complex 

Distance 

b c b* c* b** c** 

R3a 2.87 (0.33) 3.55 (0.21) 2.82 (0.69) 3.63 (0.27) 2.69 (0.56) 3.69 (0.21) 

R3b 2.81 (0.41) 3.61 (0.19) 3.11 (0.52) 3.74 (0.21) 3.08 (0.56) 3.65 (0.21) 

R3c   2.74 (0.51) 3.70 (0.18) 2.34 (0.46) 3.60 (0.24) 

R3d   3.11 (0.57) 3.76 (0.19) 2.99 (0.54) 3.76 (0.21) 

R3e     2.20 (0.36) 3.43 (0.24) 

R3f     2.39 (0.40) 3.15 (0.21) 

S4a 2.18 (0.34) 3.28 (0.21) 2.18 (0.28) 3.62 (0.23) 2.28 (0.35) 3.41 (0.23) 

S4b 2.14 (0.31) 3.24 (0.20) 2.18 (0.29) 3.45 (0.30) 2.23 (0.32) 3.39 (0.22) 

a
 Distances b and c correspond to those shown in the Fig. 24. Only periods during which the distances b and c were simultaneously less than 4 Å were 

taken into account. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from average values. 
b
 MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution are indicated by *. 
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Table 9 Average distances
a
 (in Å) of the interactions between the carbon atoms

b
 of the naphthyl rings of propranolol and the residues of the binding pocket 

of the surrounding protein in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol in binding mode II. 

Non polar interactions 
Complex 

R3a R3b R3c R3d R3e R3f S4a S4b 

Ile285 Cγ2···C8’ 4.24 (0.55) 4.21 (0.38) 3.97 (0.01) 3.87 (0.13)   3.98 (0.20) 4.16 (0.13) 

Ile285 Cγ2···C7’ 4.36 (0.51) 4.37 (0.37) 4.04 (0.01) 4.07 (0.18)   4.21 (0.13) 4.25 (0.17) 

Ala282 Cβ···C3’ 3.59 (0.07) 3.69 (0.15) 4.19 (0.25) 4.13 (0.15)   4.05 (0.03) 4.03 (0.12) 

Ala282 Cβ···C4’ 3.95 (0.19) 4.02 (0.23) 4.05 (0.28) 3.99 (0.10)   4.31 (0.11) 4.13 (0.01) 

Ala282 Cβ···C8’     3.66 (0.27) 3.68 (0.29)   

Ala282 Cβ···C7'     3.77 (0.31) 3.75 (0.31)   

Val286 Cγ2···C7’   4.78 (0.71) 4.41 (0.57)   4.48 (0.27) 4.33 (0.01) 

Val286 Cγ2···C6’   4.75 (0.71) 4.55 (0.45)   4.44 (0.34) 4.30 (0.02) 

Leu278 Cδ2···C2’ 4.02 (0.18) 4.10 (0.06) 4.00 (0.16) 3.95 (0.07)   4.19 (0.26) 4.10 (0.01) 

Leu278 Cδ2···C3’ 4.15 (0.10) 4.07 (0.07) 3.90 (0.00) 3.91 (0.07)   4.45 (0.29) 4.37 (0.01) 

Leu278 Cβ···C3’     3.75 (0.31) 3.82 (0.27)   

Leu278 Cβ···C4’     3.84 (0.36) 3.86 (0.36)   

Leu278 Cβ···C10’     4.41 (0.46) 4.44 (0.50)   

Leu278 Cγ···C4’     4.54 (0.28) 4.05 (0.31)   

Leu278 Cδ1···C4’     4.19 (0.44) 3.58 (0.45)   

Ile189 Cδ···C10’     3.84 (0.26) 4.19 (0.29)   

Ile189 Cδ···C9’     3.86 (0.24) 4.12 (0.30)   

Glu188 Cγ···C4’     4.36 (0.36) 4.54 (0.35)   

a
 Averages have been computed over the three MD simulations with different seed velocities. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from 

average values.   
b
 Labels for the carbon atoms of propranolol are given in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 30 Predominant reactive conformations of S-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between AcCalB and S-propranolol in binding mode II. The catalytic triad (Asp187, His224 and acetylated 

Ser105) and the oxyanion hole (Thr40 and Gln106) are shown in purple. The residues constituting the binding 

pocket of CalB are shown in wireframe representation (gray). The most important residues contributing to the 

stabilization of propranolol by CH-π interactions are shown in yellow. 

 

4.3.1.4. Formation of near attack conformers (NACs) 

Finally the ability of the reactive conformers of propranolol to form near attack conformers (NACs) 

was analyzed. Because the reactants must pass through the NACs in order to reach the TS, the 

population of NACs is an indicative of the reaction rate [176]. NACs for the AcCalB-propranolol 

complexes were defined as those in which the distances b and c are simultaneously ≤ 2.7 Å and ≤ 3.2 

Å, respectively. The fraction of the lifetime of each reactive conformer of propranolol in which NACs 

are formed during the MD simulations was analyzed. All reactive conformers are able to form NACs 

and thus will reach the TS. The percentage of NACs of the two propranolol enantiomers is similar in all 

MD simulations with different initial velocity distributions. Therefore only the results of the analysis of 

the MD simulations with the third initial velocity distribution (iseed 234) are shown in Table 10. In this 

simulation all reactive propranolol conformers are present. It can be seen that in binding mode I the 

reactive conformers of S-propranolol occur more frequently and have a better ability to form NACs 

than the reactive conformers of R-propranolol. The lifetime of the reactive conformers of R-propranolol 

is < 120 ps and the percentage of NACs is < 2 %, while for the reactive conformers of S-propranolol 

the lifetime is > 300 ps and the percentage NACs is > 4 %. In contrast, in binding mode II, the 

percentage of NACs in the productive complexes of S-propranolol is higher than in the R3a-R3d 

complexes but lower than in the R3e and R3f complexes. This is explained by the strong binding of 

propranolol to the active site of CalB in the R3e and R3f complexes (see Appendix C). The percentage 
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of NACs in these complexes is higher than in the other complexes. This means that this stage of the 

reaction is kinetically favored for R-propranolol, which is in agreement with the experimental results. 

The moderate enantioselectivity of CalB may be partly attributed to the high percentage of NACs 

formation observed for the S-propranolol. See Table 32 to Table 33 in Appendix C for details on the 

other simulations. 

 

Table 10 Lifetime and percentage of NACs
a
 of each reactive conformer of R- and S-propranolol in the MD 

simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes carried out with the third initial velocity distribution. 

Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

Conformer Lifetime** (ps) NACs** (%)  Conformer Lifetime** (ps) NACs** (%) 

R1a 116.7 0.09  R3a 9.5 1.05 

R1b 118.4 1.18  R3b 24.5 0.41 

S12a
b
 372.5 4.00  R3c 38.7 0.78 

S12b
b
 715.8 13.90  R3d 214.4 0.05 

S3a 1024.9 13.01  R3e 520.6 26.89 

S3b 465.1 21.29  R3f 679.4 36.74 

    S4a 577.4 1.52 

    S4b 912.6 1.89 

a
 The percentage of NACs formation is given related to the lifetime of each reactive conformer. 

b
 Averages have been calculated over the MD simulations of S1 and S2 (see section 5.3.1.3.1(b)). 

 

4.3.2. QM calculations 

The implemented QM methodology allowed identifying the TI-2 structure for most of the productive 

complexes of R- and S-propranolol (see Table 11). The key geometrical parameters in the optimized 

reactant states (RS) and TI-2s as well as the corresponding atomic charges of the involved atoms 

(calculated by the Mülliken population analysis approach [187,188]) are reported in Appendix C 

(Table 34 to Table 37). Most of the observed geometrical changes and the variations of the atomic 

charges as the reaction proceeds are different for each reactive conformer of propranolol. The first 

observed geometrical change is the decrease of the distance between the His224:Nε atom and the 

alcohol hydrogen of propranolol (His224:Nε-Sub:H), from 1.85-1.90 Å to 1.04-1.06 Å. This change 

occurs simultaneously with the increase in the O-H distance of the alcohol group of propranolol 

(Sub:O-Sub:H), from 1.00 Å to 1.73-2.17 Å. This is further accompanied by a decrease in the charge of 
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the His224:Nε atom about 10 folds (from -0.4 to -0.04, approximately). Together, these changes 

indicate that the proton transfer from the alcohol group of propranolol to His224 actually results in the 

formation of a NH bond, with a bond length about 1.06 Å. Another noticeable change is that the 

distance between the alcohol oxygen of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of the acetate group of the 

acetylated serine (SEA:C-Sub:O) decreases until 1.56-1.76 Å, which is compatible with formation of 

an ester bond between propranolol and the acetylated serine. Simultaneously, the SEA:Oγ atom 

becomes more negative (atomic charge variation from -0.3 to -0.5 in all complexes, approximately) and 

the distance of the SEA:C-SEA:Oγ bond increases (from 1.37-1.38 Å to 1.50-1.54 Å), suggesting a 

weakening of this bond in the formed intermediate. A slight increase in the distance between the 

carbonyl oxygen and the carbonyl carbon of the acetate group of SEA (SEA:C-SEA:O) as well as in 

the negative charge of the SEA:O atom are also observed. In addition, the three hydrogen bonds with 

the oxyanion hole remain stable, but depending on the reactive conformer they become stronger or 

weaker in the TI-2. 

 

All these findings corroborated that the TI-2 is actually expected to be formed when propranolol docks 

in the AcCalB complex with its hydroxyl group positioned to a distance less than 4 Å from the catalytic 

residues His224 and SEA. In case of the propranolol conformers for which it was not possible to get 

the TI-2 structure by the QM methodology used here, it not necessarily means that they are not able to 

reach the TS as they are able to form NACs (section 4.3.1.4). This may be a consequence of some 

protein residues important for the catalytic process missing in the QM model, for example, some 

residues of the CalB binding pocket which participate in stabilizing propranolol in a particular reactive 

conformation. One of the reasons why the TI-2 was not found for some of the reactant QM systems is 

that the substrate drastically changes its conformation during the optimization. 

 

On the other hand, a proton transfer from His224 to Asp187 is observed during optimization of the 

TI-2, such that the His224:ND proton is covalently bound to Asp187 and forming a hydrogen bond with 

the deprotonated His224:ND atom in the optimized TI-2s (Fig. 31). This suggests that the reaction 

follows a double proton transfer mechanism. However, in QM/MM calculations which were carried out 

for this system, the His224:ND proton is observed to stay coordinated to this atom as the reaction 

proceeds (Chapter 6). Thus the proton transfer from His224 to Asp187 is attributed to the QM model 

used, as in this model Asp187 is naked respect to its environment in the protein, in which conversely is 

forming hydrogen bonds with the backbone (-NH) of nearby residues (namely, Ile189 and Val190). 

These interactions would be responsible for avoiding a possible proton transfer from His224 to Asp187 
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by increasing the associated energy barrier to this process. Similar results have been reported in the 

computational study of the lipase-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1-(2-naphthyl)-ethyl-acetate by using a QM 

gas-phase model and QM/MM calculations at a high level of theory (BLYP) [115], and have been 

attributed to the same event (missing residues in the QM model which participate in hydrogen bonds 

with the catalytic Asp in the protein environment). In this study the energy barrier associated to this 

proton transfer is calculated to be more than 4 kcal/mol higher in presence of the residues participating 

in hydrogen bond interactions with the catalytic Asp compared to a “naked” Asp. This indicates that 

the QM model used here is somewhat artificial. However, it was useful to get a first impression of the 

factors which may affect the enantioselectivity of the reaction such as the changes in the hydrogen 

bond patterns with the oxyanion hole as the reaction proceeds (see below). 

 

Another important aspect which has to be noted about the QM calculations is that the optimized 

reactant states resulted to be basically a NAC. The hydrogen bond between the alcohol hydrogen and 

the His224:Nε atom has a distance less than 2.00 Å in all optimized reactants, and the distance between 

the alcohol oxygen and the carbonyl carbon of the acetate is less than 3.2 Å in most of them (see Table 

34 and Table 36 in Appendix C). Thus the QM calculations provide information about the formation 

of the TI-2 from the respective NAC. The discussion given in the next sections is focused on this step 

of the reaction. 

 

4.3.2.1. Transformation of R- and S-propranolol in binding mode I 

According to the calculated energy barriers (Table 11), in binding mode I the transformation of 

R-propranolol is kinetically favoured over the S-propranolol. The observed difference between the 

energy barriers for the transformation of the R- and S-propranolol conformers in binding mode I may 

be easily understood by analysing the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole and the position of the 

hydroxyl group of propranolol to execute the nucleophilic attack. It can be seen in Table 36 

(Appendix C) that in case of the S12b system, which presents the lower energy barrier of the 

S-propranolol conformers in binding mode I, the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole in both the RS 

and the TI-2 are stronger than in the other S-propranolol systems in binding mode I. Furthermore, the 

variations in these hydrogen bonds as the reaction proceeds contribute to a major stabilization of the 

TI-2 formed in the S12b system. One of the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole (SEA:O-

Thr40:NH) become weaker in the TI-2 of S12b and S3b, but the variation is smaller for S12b (0.19 Å) 

than for S3b (0.47 Å). With similar variations in both of these systems the other two hydrogen bonds 

become stronger. In case of S3a the SEA:O-Thr40:NH hydrogen bond does not suffer a significant 
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change while the other two hydrogen bonds become slightly stronger; the SEA:O-Thr40:OH distance 

change from 1.86 Å to 1.71 Å and the SEA:O-Gln106:NH distance is the same, but the angle of the 

latter become more planar. In the TI-2 of S12b an intramolecular hydrogen bond is also formed 

between the amino and naphthoxy groups of propranolol (with a distance of 2.67 Å), which may also 

contribute to a major stabilization of the TI-2 of this conformer. On the other hand, in case of the RS of 

the R1a system (see Table 34 in Appendix C) the interaction with the oxyanion hole is slightly weaker 

than that observed in the RS of S12b. However, all the hydrogen bonds with the oxyanion hole in the 

R1a system become stronger as the reaction proceeds, to the point that the interaction with the 

oxyanion hole in the TI-2 of this conformer is stronger than in the TI-2 of S12b. In addition, in the RS 

of R1a propranolol is forming an intramolecular hydrogen bond (with a distance of 2.10 Å), which 

remains in the corresponding TI-2 (with a distance of 2.36 Å). The TI-2 of R1a is further stabilized by 

a hydrogen bond formed between its amino group and the carbonyl oxygen of Thr40 (with a distance of 

2.09 Å). Furthermore, the SEA:C atom in the RS of R1a is slightly more electrophilic (with an atomic 

charge of +0.684; Table 35 in Appendix C) than in the RS of S12b (with an atomic charge of +0.667; 

Table 37 in Appendix C), and the hydroxyl group of propranolol is closer to this atom in the RS of 

R1a than in the RS of S12b. All of this makes easier the transformation of R1a respect to the other 

propranolol conformers in binding mode I, which explain the obtained lower energy barrier for this 

conformer. The optimized reactant state and TI-2 for this conformer are shown in Fig. 31. 

 

Table 11 Energy barriers for the transformation of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes into the corresponding 

second tetrahedral intermediates estimated by quantum chemical calculations using small model systems
a
. 

Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

Complex ΔE
b
 (kcal/mol)  Complex ΔE

b
 (kcal/mol) 

R1a -6.0  R3a -
c 

R1b -
c  R3b 11.2 

S12a -
c  R3c -

c 

S12b 0.1  R3d 9.8 

S3a 3.8  R3e 4.5 

S3b 8.1  R3f 7.5 

   S4a 9.1 

   S4b -4.8 

a
 The small model systems were only constituted by the substrate, the catalytic triad and the oxyanion hole, 

according to the procedure described in the section 4.2.2. 
b
 ΔE corresponds to the energy barrier. It was obtained 

by calculating the difference between the energies of the optimized reactant systems and the corresponding 
optimized tetrahedral intermediates. 

c
 No second tetrahedral intermediate could be localized. 
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Fig. 31 Optimized reactant state (RS) and the corresponding second tetrahedral intermediate (TI) for the 

conformer of R- and S-propranolol with the lower energy barrier. 

 

4.3.2.2. Transformation of R- and S-propranolol in binding mode II 

In contrast to the binding mode I, in binding mode II the transformation of S-propranolol is favoured 

over the R-propranolol, being the conformer S4b that with the lower energy barrier (see Table 11 and 

Fig. 31). A similar analysis to the given above for the propranolol conformers in binding mode I may 

be done for the conformers in binding mode II. Thus, the higher energy barrier obtained for S4a respect 

to S4b is mainly attributed to the distance of the hydroxyl group of propranolol to execute the 
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nucleophilic attack, which is 3.52 and 2.55 Å in the RS of S4a and S4b, respectively (Table 36 in 

Appendix C). The higher energy barrier obtained for R3b respect to the rest of R-propranolol 

conformers in binding mode II is also attributed to the position of the hydroxyl group for the 

nucleophilic attack (Table 34 in Appendix C). The distance and angle for the nucleophilic attack in the 

RS of R3b are 3.68 Å and 99°, respectively. This distance is larger than the observed in the RS of R3e 

(2.52 Å) and R3f (2.73 Å), and is quite similar to that in the RS of R3d (3.69 Å). On the other hand, 

the angle for the nucleophilic attack is similar to that in the RS of Re (97°) and R3f (94°), and is quite 

smaller than the angle in the RS of R3d (105°). The ideal angle for a nucleophilic attack to a carbonyl 

carbon is 107° [172]. Others key parameters for the catalytic process which contribute to the observed 

energy barrier values are: the electrophilicity of the SEA:C atom in the RS, the nucleophilicity of the 

hydroxyl group of propranolol (this depends on the strength of the His224:Nε-Sub:H hydrogen bond, 

which in turn depends on the Asp187:OD-His224:HND hydrogen bond that can increase the basicity of 

the His224:Nε atom), and the interaction with the oxyanion hole in the RS and the corresponding TI-2. 

 

4.3.2.3. Understanding the enantioselectivity of CalB from the QM calculations 

The QM model of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes used was very useful to estimate the reactivity of 

the different propranolol conformers available to be acetylated by CalB. In general the model gives 

good results, as they explain the enantioselectivity of the reaction. The energy barriers obtained for the 

conformers R3a (-6.0 kcal/mol) and S4b (-4.8 kcal/mol) show that effectively the transformation of 

R-propranolol is favored over the S-propranolol. However, it is important to note that this QM model 

omits many factors that may play an important role for the stabilization or destabilization of the system 

as the reaction proceeds, such as the interaction of the protein and the substrate with the solvent and the 

interaction of the substrate with the residues of the protein surrounding. Thus, this QM model offers 

only a small picture about the origin of the enantioselectivity in the CalB catalyzed acetylation of 

propranolol. A more precise estimation of the energy barriers involved in this reaction is given in 

Chapter 6 by QM/MM calculations. 

 

 

4.4. Conclusions 

 

The dynamic behaviour of the Michaelis complexes of the deacylation reaction of the O-acetylation of 

propranolol catalyzed by CalB has been studied by multiple molecular dynamics simulations in explicit 

toluene. The analysis of the MD trajectories shows that different reactive conformations of R- and 
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S-propranolol exist, which may be transformed to the corresponding second tetrahedral intermediate 

(TI-2). These reactive conformations differ in their temporal stability and ability to reach the 

corresponding transition states. In Binding mode I, the reactive conformers of S-propranolol are 

temporally more stable and have a better ability to form NACs than those of R-propranolol. On the 

other hand, in binding mode II, reactive conformers of R-propranolol are identified, which have a better 

ability to form NACs than all reactive S-propranolol conformers (either in binding mode I or II). This 

provides an explanation for the preference of CalB to transform R-propranolol. The moderate 

enantioselectivity of CalB may be explained by the frequency of NACs observed for several reactive 

S-propranolol conformers, which is just slightly lower than the frequency of NACs for the 

R-propranolol conformers. 

 

The CH-π interactions established between the naphthyl group of propranolol and the surrounding 

protein residues are the major source of the stabilization of propranolol with its hydroxyl group near to 

the catalytic residues. These interactions are in general stronger in the productive complexes of 

R-propranolol than in those of S-propranolol. Thus these interactions are expected to play an important 

role in stabilizing the corresponding transition states involved in the transformation of the 

R-propranolol, enhancing the reactivity of this enantiomer. Based on the strength of their interactions 

with the naphthyl group of R-propranolol, Ile189, Ala282 and Leu278 have been identified as key 

residues for the enantioselectivity of CalB. Ile189 is particularly important as this residue is involved in 

CH-π interactions with R-propranolol in both binding mode I and II. These results suggest key residues 

for improving the enantioselective acylation of propranolol catalyzed by CalB, through the rational 

redesign of CalB. 

 

On the other hand, it has been explored the viability of using a simple gas-phase QM model for 

computing the energy barriers involved in the transformation of the productive MCCs identified from 

the MD simulations into the corresponding TI-2. The QM model used resulted to be somewhat 

artificial. However, it provided valuable information about some factors which may play an important 

role for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. According to the calculated QM energy barriers, in 

binding mode I a NAC of R-propranolol exists whose transformation into the TI-2 is kinetically 

favoured over the rest of NACs of R- and S-propranolol (either in binding mode I or II), which is in 

agreement with faster transformation of R-propranolol observed in experiments. Three factors are 

identified to be responsible for the lower energy barrier observed for the transformation of 

R-propranolol: a higher electrophilicity of the carbonyl carbon of the acetate group of the acetylated 
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serine (SEA:C) in the reactant state (RS), a strengthening of the hydrogen bond interactions with the 

residues of the oxyanion hole as the reaction proceeds to the formation of the TI-2, and the formation 

of a hydrogen bond interaction between the amino group of propranolol and the –NH function of Thr40 

in the TI-2. 
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Chapter 5. Molecular modeling of the second tetrahedral 

intermediate (TI-2) 

5.1. Overview 

 

Parallel to the MD simulations of the MCCs of the deacylation reaction presented in Chapter 4 

molecular modeling of the second tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2) was carried out in order to get more 

insights into the enantioselectivity of the reaction in favor of the formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol 

(section 2.3.2). This is the most used computational approach for rationalisation of the 

enantioselectivity of lipase catalyzed-reactions, as the tetrahedral intermediates are commonly accepted 

as transition state (TS) analogues in these reactions (see section 1.4). As it was done for molecular 

modeling of the MCCs (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) a combined docking and MD simulations protocol 

was used to model the TI-2. The analysis of the simulations was focused on aspects like the protein 

distortion, the hydrogen bonding patterns which are essential for the catalytic process (Fig. 32), and the 

interactions between the side chains of propranolol and the surrounding protein residues. Based on this 

analysis the enantioselectivity of the reaction was rationalised and key residues for it were identified. 

As another result several models of the TI-2 were selected to be used as starting structures for 

computing the reaction profiles of the deacylation step for the conversion of R- and S-propranolol into 

O-acetyl-propranolol, which is described in the next chapter. 

 

 

 

Fig. 32 Schematic view of the second tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2) for the O-acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

catalyzed by CalB. The essential hydrogen bond interactions for the catalytic process are shown in dashed lines. 

The acylated catalytic serine is referred in the text to as SEA. 
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5.2. Methodology 

 

Generally speaking, molecular modeling of the TI-2 involved the following stages: covalent docking of 

R- and S-propranolol against acetylated CalB (AcCalB), optimization and structural analysis, and 

finally MD simulations in explicit toluene using different initial velocity distributions for improving the 

sampling of the conformational space and checking the reliability of the final models. 

 

5.2.1. Docking target (AcCalB) 

Molecular modeling of AcCalB was presented in Chapter 3. As described in this chapter three AcCalB 

structures (corresponding to three different orientations of the acyl group into the CalB binding pocket) 

were tested for modeling of the MCCs. One of these structures (namely, ACE03; Fig. 17) was involved 

in most of the productive MCCs identified for R- and S-propranolol. Therefore ACE03 was used for the 

covalent docking of R- and S-propranolol. 

 

5.2.2. Building the TI-2: covalent docking of R- and S-propranolol against AcCalB 

The TI-2 was built by manual docking and taking into account the torsion angles observed for R- and 

S-propranolol in the respective Michaelis complexes (Chapter 3). Thereby, conformationally distinct 

structures were created by varying the dihedral angles shown in Fig. 33. During the docking procedure 

the protein was treated as a rigid body and five water molecules (HOH130, HOH149, HOH238, 

HOH265 and HOH285) were removed from the binding pocket of CalB to accommodate the substrate. 

It was ensured that steric contacts with the residues of the binding pocket were avoided and all essential 

hydrogen bond interactions for the catalytic process were formed (Fig. 32). 

 

 

Fig. 33 Torsion angles (ω1-ω9) considered for building the TI-2. 
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5.2.3. Post-docking optimization 

The TI-2 structures obtained from the docking procedure were submitted to a careful post-docking 

optimization, in order to take into account a potential induced fit effect (little displacements in the 

protein structure due to the presence of the ligand) [164]. Because there are no CHARMM force field 

parameters for propranolol, a QM/MM approach was used. The QM region corresponded to the Cα 

atom of the residue Ser105 bound to R- or S-propranolol, such that Ser105 was truncated at its Cα-Cβ 

atoms (sp3-hybridized carbon atoms). The QM region was treated by the SCC-DFTB method [165] and 

the MM region (residual enzyme and crystal waters) by CHARMM force fields. The QM/MM 

boundary atoms were treated by the Generalized Hybrid Orbital Method (GHO) [189]. Three 

consecutive energy minimizations were performed by using the same procedure as for the molecular 

modeling of the MCCs (see section 3.2.2). 

 

5.2.4. MD simulations of the TI-2 

To complement the molecular modeling of the TI-2, the optimized structures were submitted to 1.5 ns 

of QM(SCC-DFTB)/MM MD simulation in explicit toluene. The QM region corresponded to the Cα 

atom of the residue Ser105 bound to R- or S-propranolol and the MM region to the residual enzyme, 

crystal waters and toluene. For each TI-2 structure two MD simulations with different initial velocity 

distributions were performed, corresponding to values of the random seed parameter iseed of 314159 

and 835. The MD simulations carried out using the iseed value 835 are indicated by *. The same MD 

setup as for the MD simulations of AcCalB (section 3.2.1.1) was used, treating the QM region as part 

of the active region. 

 

 

5.3. Results and discussion 

 

5.3.1. Docking results 

From the docking procedure described in section 5.2.2 six TI-2 structures were identified for both R- 

and S-propranolol. These structures were named as TI-R or TI-S to emphasize whether it is the R or S 

enantiomer, followed by 1, 2, 3, … according to the order they were created. In four of these structures 

propranolol is oriented in binding mode I (namely, TI-R1(S1) – TI-R4(S4)) while in the other two it is 

oriented in binding mode II (namely, TI-R5(S5) – TI-R6(S6)) (Fig. 34 to Fig. 35). The lower number 

of structures obtained in binding mode II is due to the bulky size of the naphthyl group of propranolol, 

which is difficult to fit at the medium pocket of CalB avoiding steric contacts with the protein residues. 
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Fig. 34 TI-2 structures of R-propranolol after post-docking optimization. The TI-2 and the catalytic triad are 

shown in licorice with the carbon atoms in green. The residues stabilizing the side chains of propranolol into the 

binding pocket are also shown in licorice, and with a unique color indicating the secondary structure to which 

they belong: α-helix (purple), β-conformation (yellow) and loops (cyan). 
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Fig. 35 TI-2 structures of S-propranolol after post-docking optimization. The TI-2 and the catalytic triad are 

shown in licorice with the carbon atoms in green. The residues stabilizing the side chains of propranolol into the 

binding pocket are also shown in licorice, and with a unique color indicating the secondary structure to which 

they belong: α-helix (purple), β-conformation (yellow) and loops (cyan). 
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Post-docking optimization was the first opportunity to judge whether the proposed structures were 

stable. After optimization these structures were analyzed to determine if they correspond to possible 

productive binding modes (binding modes of the substrate leading to formation of the product). The 

analysis was focused on the protein distortion and the essential hydrogen bond interactions for the 

catalytic process. The latter are the hydrogen bond interactions with the oxyanion hole, the hydrogen 

bonds between the protonated His224 and the reactive oxygen atoms (the SEA:Oγ atom and the alcohol 

oxygen of propranolol -Sub:O-), and the hydrogen bond between the residues Asp187 and His224 (see 

Fig. 32) [42,126]. As it was done for analysis of the MCCs (following other studies of lipase-catalyzed 

reactions), a RMSD value less than 3 Å between the initial CalB crystal structure and the final 

optimized TI-2 was chosen as a limit for considering a TI-2 as productive [170]. As shown in 

Appendix D (Table 38) this criterion is satisfied in all TI-2s, as the superimposition of all heavy atoms 

of the protein in the optimized TI-2s to the CalB crystal structure resulted in RMSD values of only 

about 0.55 Å, even though the side chains were finally free to move during the optimization. On the 

other hand, in all optimized TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol all hydrogen bonds important for the 

catalytic process are formed (Table 12). Thus all of them may be considered as possible productive 

binding modes. 

 

Interestingly, in all TI-2 structures of R-propranolol in binding mode I a hydrogen bond interaction 

between its amino group and the carbonyl oxygen of Thr40 (Sub:H-Thr40:O) is observed, with a 

distance between 1.85 Å and 2.39 Å. In contrast, this hydrogen bond is only formed in one of the TI-2 

structures of S-propranolol (in binding mode I), with a distance of 2.52 Å (Table 12). This interaction 

may be partly responsible for the selective acetylation of R-propranolol, as it may contribute 

significantly to the stabilization of the respective TSs (those connecting the MCC with TI-2 and the 

latter with the PDC). This is similar to the observed for the acetylation of hexane-2,5-diol (a 

δ-functionalized secondary alcohol) catalyzed by CalB [28]. 

 

On the other hand, in the TI-2 structures the naphthoxy and isopropylamine side chains of R- and 

S-propranolol are stabilized in their positions in the binding pocket by the respective non-polar residues 

surrounding them: Trp104, Thr138, Leu140, Ala141, Leu144, Val154, Ile189, Leu278, Ala281, Ala282 

and Ile285. It is especially observed that the naphthyl rings of propranolol form CH-π interactions with 

these residues. Because the strength of a CH-π interaction depends on its distance and directionality 

(the stronger the interaction, the stronger the trend for the linearity) [183], the contribution of these 

interactions to the stabilization of the TI-2s vary from one structure to another, due to the 
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Table 12 Hydrogen bond distances
a
 and angles

b
 involving the TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol

c
 after post-docking 

optimization. 

TI-2 
SEA:O

d
-

Gln106:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:OH 

His224:H-

SEA:Oγ
e 

His224:H-

Sub:O 

Asp187:OD-

His224:HND 

Sub:H-

Thr40:O 

TI-R1 
1.81 

(164) 

1.70 

(165) 

2.01 

(174) 

2.19 

(125) 

1.74 

(159) 

1.60 

(177) 

1.85 

(149) 

TI-R2 
1.78 

(161) 

1.81 

(164) 

2.11 

(174) 

2.06 

(124) 

1.88 

(150) 

1.64 

(174) 

2.39 

(106) 

TI-R3 
1.84 

(166) 

1.64 

(165) 

2.01 

(172) 

2.03 

(135) 

1.84 

(143) 

1.62 

(166) 

1.92 

(170) 

TI-R4 
1.81 

(162) 

1.77 

(165) 

2.09 

(173) 

2.12 

(124) 

1.87 

(150) 

1.63 

(173) 

2.02 

(128) 

TI-R5 
1.92 

(155) 

1.96 

(168) 

2.07 

(174) 

2.02 

(124) 

1.95 

(134) 

1.67 

(171) 
7.70 

TI-R6 
1.89 

(150) 

2.18 

(169) 

2.36 

(171) 

2.17 

(116) 

2.09 

(123) 

1.71 

(169) 
7.76 

        

TI-S1 
1.89 

(164) 

1.66 

(166) 

1.95 

(173) 

2.09 

(135) 

1.80 

(144) 

1.60 

(168) 

3.94 

 

TI-S2 
1.72 

(160) 

1.74 

(158) 

1.89 

(175) 

1.83 

(139) 

2.22 

(139) 

1.65 

(171) 

2.52 

(113) 

TI-S3 
2.02 

(162) 

1.76 

(173) 

2.12 

(170) 

2.14 

(133) 

1.98 

(128) 

1.64 

(164) 

4.00 

 

TI-S4 
1.93 

(158) 

1.80 

(165) 

1.91 

(175) 

1.92 

(132) 

1.96 

(137) 

1.65 

(171) 

4.72 

 

TI-S5 
1.80 

(166) 

1.67 

(164) 

2.02 

(171) 

2.03 

(129) 

1.79 

(149) 

1.63 

(172) 

3.98 

 

TI-S6 
1.83 

(156) 

1.90 

(164) 

1.99 

(172) 

2.13 

(120) 

1.97 

(144) 

1.67 

(173) 
7.78 

a
 Distances are given in Å. A maximum distance of 3 Å was chosen as a limit to be considered a hydrogen bond. 

b
 Angles are in degrees (º) and given in brackets. 

c
 The atoms corresponding to the amino and hydroxyl group of propranolol (Sub) are shown in italic and bold 

respectively. 
d
 Oxyanion. 

e
 Reactive oxygen of the acylated catalytic serine (SEA). 
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conformational diversity of the TI-2s identified. Thereby these interactions are expected to have an 

important influence on the stabilization of the corresponding TSs and thus on the enantioselectivity of 

the reaction. As it was already mentioned in section 5.3.1.3.1(b) several studies on enantioselective 

reactions have been reported showing experimental and theoretical evidence of a major stabilization of 

the TS involved in the transformation of the faster reactant enantiomer by CH-π interactions [184,185]. 

 

In the subsequent sections, a detailed analysis of the enzyme-substrate interactions occurring in the 

optimized TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol is presented. According to this analysis the TSs involved in 

the transformation of R-propranolol are expected to be better stabilized than those for S-propranolol, 

which is in agreement with faster formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol as observed in experiments. 

 

5.3.1.1. Enzyme-substrate interactions in the TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol in binding mode I 

In the TI-2 structures of both R- and S-propranolol in binding mode I, the naphthyl group of 

propranolol is positioned at the large pocket of CalB in four different orientations, where it is stabilized 

by the residues Thr138, Leu140, Ala141, Leu144, Ile189 and Ile285, through CH-π interactions. This 

type of interaction is also formed between the isopropylamine side chain of propranolol and the residue 

Trp104 at the medium pocket of CalB, most specifically with the six-member ring of this residue, 

which is in agreement with its energetic preference to form CH-π interactions over the five-member 

ring [190]. The isopropylamine side chain is also stabilized through hydrophobic interactions by the 

surrounding aliphatic residues of the medium pocket (namely, Leu278 and Ala281). However, these 

interactions are similar in all TI-2s in binding mode I and are not expected to have a major influence on 

the relative stabilization of the TI-2s (i.e. the stabilization of a TI-2 configuration respect to another 

one) in comparison to the CH-π interactions. 

 

The distances of the CH-π interactions established between the side chains of propranolol and the 

surrounding non-polar residues, in the TI-2s in binding mode I, are shown in Fig. 36. Comparison of 

the CH-π interactions presented in the TI-2s of R-propranolol with those in the corresponding 

analogues TI-2s of S-propranolol (according to the orientation of the naphthyl group) shows that the 

major differences related to these interactions are observed for TI-R1 and TI-S1 respect to TI-R2 and 

TI-S2, respectively. In TI-R1 and TI-S1 the naphthyl group of propranolol is oriented pointing toward 

the entrance of the binding pocket, where it is strongly stabilized through CH-π interactions by the 

residues Ile189 and Val154; the side chains of these residues (mainly that of Ile189) are partly directed 

to the center of the naphthyl rings, favoring the formation of CH-π interactions more lineal in 
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Fig. 36 Distances between the side chains (center of mass of naphthyl rings and the carbon atoms of the 

isopropyl methyl groups) of R- and S-propranolol and the surrounding residues of the binding pocket, in the 

TI-2s in binding mode I after post-docking optimization. Every set of analogues structures (related to the 

orientation of the naphthyl group) is shown separately. * Center of mass of the six-member ring. 
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comparison to the other residues at the large pocket. Ile189 stabilizes both naphthyl rings while Val154 

interacts mainly with the naphthyl ring A (that which is forming the ether bond in the propranolol 

molecule). Furthermore, the CH-π interactions with Ile189 are in general stronger in TI-R1 than in 

TI-S1, while the CH-π interactions with Val154 are stronger in TI-S1. The strongest CH-π interaction 

with Ile189 in TI-R1 is between the Cγ2 atom of this residue and the center of mass of the naphthyl 

ring A, with a distance of 3.77 Å. While in TI-S1 the strongest CH-π interaction with Val154 has a 

distance of 4.35 Å. On the other hand, the CH-π interactions between the isopropyl group of 

propranolol and Trp104 are slightly stronger in TI-R1. All this plus the additional Sub:H-Thr40:O 

hydrogen bond formed in TI-R1 (Table 12) suggest a better stabilization of the corresponding TSs 

involved in the transformation of TI-R1 respect to those of TI-S1. This would favor in turn the faster 

transformation of TI-R1 respect to TI-S1. 

 

In TI-R2 and TI-S2, the naphthyl group of propranolol is oriented pointing toward the residues Ile285, 

Val154 and Leu144. The position of the naphthyl rings in these TI-2s favors the formation of strong 

CH-π interactions (trend to the linearity) between them and the residues Ala141, Leu144 and Val154. 

The CH-π interactions between the naphthyl rings and Val154 (through its Cγ1 and Cγ2 atoms) are 

stronger in TI-S2 than in TI-R2, while the CH-π interactions with Leu144 (through its Cδ1 atom) are 

stronger in the latter. In contrast, the CH-π interactions with Ala141 are similar in both structures. On 

the other hand, the CH- π interactions between the isopropyl group of propranolol and Trp104 are quite 

stronger in TI-R2 than in TI-S2. All this suggests a better stabilization of the TSs involved in the 

transformation of TI-R2 respect to those of TI-S2, which would lead in turn to a faster transformation 

of TI-R2 over TI-S2. The Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond is formed in both TI-R2 and TI-S2, therefore 

it is not considered to have a major effect on the transformation of TI-R2 relative to TI-S2. 

 

In the rest of TI-2s in binding mode I the CH-π interactions between the naphthyl group of propranolol 

and the surrounding protein residues are similar for both enantiomers. However, the formation of the 

Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in TI-R3 and TI-R4 may contribute to a better stabilization of the 

corresponding TSs involved in the transformation of these TI-2s, favoring their transformations over 

TI-S3 and TI-S4, in which such hydrogen bond is not formed. 

 

5.3.1.2. Enzyme-substrate interactions in the TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol in binding mode II 

In the TI-2s of both propranolol enantiomers in binding mode II, the naphthyl group of propranolol is 

positioned at the medium pocket of CalB in two distinct orientations (pointing outward or inward the 
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binding pocket), where it is also stabilized through CH-π interactions, by the nonpolar residues Trp104, 

Ile189, Leu278, Ala281, Ala282 and Ile285. In contrast to binding mode I, in binding mode II the 

isopropylamine side chain of propranolol is not forming CH-π interactions and is only stabilized 

through hydrophobic interactions by the surrounding aliphatic residues of the large pocket. These 

interactions are similar in all TI-2s in binding mode II. Thus, as in binding mode I, the relative 

stabilization of the TI-2s in binding mode II is expected to depend mainly on the CH-π interactions 

established between propranolol and the surrounding protein residues. The distances for these CH-π 

interactions are shown in Fig. 37. 

 

 

Fig. 37 Distances between the centers of mass of naphthyl rings of R- and S-propranolol and the surrounding 

residues of the binding pocket, in the TI-2s in binding mode II after post-docking optimization. Every set of 

analogues structures (related to the orientation of the naphthyl group) is shown separately. * Center of mass of 

the six-member ring. 

 

Following the same scheme of analysis used for the TI-2s in binding mode I, the transformation of 

TI-R5 is expected to be favored over TI-S5. In these TI-2s the naphthyl group of propranolol is 
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pointing toward the entrance of the binding pocket, but is more exposed toward the entrance of the 

pocket in TI-S5 than in TI-R5. This affects the strength of the CH-π interactions established with the 

residues Leu278, Ala281, Ile189 and Trp104. The CH-π interaction between naphthyl ring A and 

Trp104 is stronger in TI-R5 than in TI-S5. Furthermore, in TI-R5 both naphthyl rings of propranolol 

are strongly stabilized by Leu278 and Ala281, while in TI-S5 the CH-π interactions between these 

residues and the naphthyl ring B are partly lost. In addition, considering the orientation of the naphthyl 

rings in these TI-2s, the CH-π interactions with Ala281 and Ile189 (through its Cγ2 atom) are stronger 

(more lineal) in TI-R5 than in TI-S5 (see Fig. 34 to Fig. 35). All this suggest a better stabilization of 

the TSs involved in the transformation of TI-R5 respect to those of TI-S5, which would favor in turn a 

faster transformation of TI-R5. 

 

In TI-R6 and TI-S6 the naphthyl group of propranolol is oriented toward the interior of the binding 

pocket. This leads to the formation of CH-π interactions between the naphthyl ring B and the residues 

Ala281 and Leu278 stronger compared to the naphthyl ring A (based on the linearity of the 

interactions). In addition, the residue Trp104 forms a CH-π interaction with this ring. In contrast, the 

residue Ile189 is interacting mainly with the naphthyl ring A. The observed distances for these 

interactions show TI-R6 to be better stabilized than TI-S6, suggesting a better stabilization of the TSs 

involved in the transformation of the former. 

 

5.3.2. MD simulations of the TI-2s 

 

To complete the molecular modeling of TI-2, all optimized TI-2s were submitted to 1.5 ns MD 

simulations in explicit toluene, using different initial velocity distributions. Essentially, the stability of 

the hydrogen bond interactions relevant for the catalytic process and the dynamic behaviour of the 

docked substrates were revised. The MD results show that the protein does not undergoes significant 

conformational changes, as given by the average RMSD values (respect to the CalB crystal structure) 

considering all heavy atoms of the protein backbone (see Table 39 in Appendix D) The maximal 

average RMSD values observed for the TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol are 1.08 ± 0.17 Å and 

1.14 ± 0.22 Å, respectively. Related to the stability of the essential hydrogen bond interactions for the 

catalytic process, some differences are observed for R- and S-propranolol depending on the binding 

mode. Furthermore, not all TI-2s are stable throughout the MD simulations. A complete description of 

the dynamic behaviour of the TI-2s of both propranolol enantiomers is given in the next sections. 
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5.3.2.1. MD simulations of the TI-2s of R-propranolol 

 

5.3.2.1.1. Stability of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic process in the MD 

simulations of the TI-2s of R-propranolol 

The time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic process in the MD simulations of 

the TI-2s of R-propranolol is given in Appendix D (Fig. 77 to Fig. 82). It can be seen that the 

hydrogen bond between Asp187 and His224 is stable throughout the MD simulations. Furthermore, the 

average distance of this hydrogen bond is similar for all TI-2s (1.71-1.75 Å; Table 13). The hydrogen 

bond interactions between the oxyanion and the residues of the oxyanion hole are also stable 

throughout the MD simulations. However, the average distance of the hydrogen bond with Gln106 

(SEA:O-Gln106:NH) is particularly different depending on the binding mode of R-propranolol. As 

shown in Table 13, this hydrogen bond is shorter in the TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode II 

(1.70-1.71 Å) than in binding mode I (1.98-2.01 Å). This is strongly related to the dynamic behaviour 

of the hydrogen bonds between the protonated His224 and the reactive oxygen atoms. The alcohol 

oxygen of propranolol (Sub:O) is displaced toward the oxyanion hole in the MD simulations of the 

TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode II, leading to that the hydrogen bond between the oxyanion and 

Gln106 becomes stronger, in order to keep the stabilization of the oxyanion. In turn, the hydrogen bond 

between the protonated His224 and the Sub:O atom (His224:H-Sub:O) is disrupted in these TI-2s; this 

interaction has an average distance of 2.09-2.30 Å in the TI-2s in binding mode I and 3.21-3.49 Å in 

the TI-2s in binding mode II. Meanwhile, the hydrogen bond between the protonated His224 and the 

SEA:Oγ atom becomes stronger; this hydrogen bond has an average distance of 2.01-2.14 Å in the 

TI-2s in binding mode I and 1.79-1.81 Å in the TI-2s in binding mode II (see Fig. 77 to Fig. 82 in 

Appendix D and Table 13). 

 

The disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond and the displacement of the Sub:O atom toward 

the oxyanion hole in the TI-2s in binding mode II, show that in this binding mode R-propranolol 

undergoes difficulties for reaching an orientation which allows the reaction to proceed (i.e. to reach the 

TS leading to formation of the TI-2 from the respective MCC) [28]. 

 

5.3.2.1.2. Dynamic behaviour of R-propranolol throughout the MD simulations of their TI-2s 

In the MD simulations of the TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode I two major configurations are 

identified (TI-R[number]a and TI-R[number]b), which differ in the orientation of the isopropylamine 

side chain of propranolol in the medium pocket. Configuration a is characterized by the formation of 
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Table 13 Hydrogen bond distances
a
 involving the TI-2s of R-propranolol

b
 averaged throughout the 1.5 ns MD 

simulations
c
 

TI-2 
SEA:O

d
-

Gln106:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:OH 

His224:H-

SEA:Oγ
e 

His224:H-

Sub:O
f 

Asp187:OD-

His224:HND 

Sub:H-

Thr40:O 

TI-R1 1.99 (0.15) 1.81 (0.14) 1.70 (0.14) 2.14 (0.25) 2.10 (0.31) 1.72 (0.11) 2.69 (0.64) 

TI-R1* 1.98 (0.15) 1.82 (0.12) 1.71 (0.12) 2.13 (0.25) 2.14 (0.28) 1.73 (0.11) 2.69 (0.78) 

TI-R2 1.99 (0.15) 1.83 (0.15) 1.70 (0.12) 2.05 (0.23) 2.15 (0.28) 1.73 (0.13) 3.30 (1.05) 

TI-R2* 1.99 (0.15) 1.81 (0.14) 1.72 (0.13) 2.12 (0.25) 2.09 (0.26) 1.72 (0.11) 3.12 (1.01) 

TI-R3 2.01 (0.15) 1.75 (0.11) 1.72 (0.13) 2.03 (0.24) 2.14 (0.33) 1.71 (0.11) 2.81 (0.64) 

TI-R3* 1.99 (0.15) 1.75 (0.11) 1.73 (0.13) 2.09 (0.25) 2.09 (0.31) 1.72 (0.11) 5.08 (0.78) 

TI-R4 1.99 (0.15) 1.79 (0.15) 1.72 (0.13) 2.04 (0.24) 2.18 (0.37) 1.72 (0.11) 2.73 (0.70) 

TI-R4* 1.98 (0.15) 1.81 (0.17) 1.71 (0.13) 2.01 (0.25) 2.30 (0.41) 1.72 (0.11) 3.01 (0.60) 

TI-R5 1.70 (0.09) 1.76 (0.12) 1.65 (0.10) 1.80 (0.11) 3.24 (0.31) 1.72 (0.12) ··· 

TI-R5* 1.70 (0.09) 1.78 (0.13) 1.65 (0.10) 1.79 (0.11) 3.23 (0.32) 1.72 (0.12) ··· 

TI-R6 1.71 (0.09) 1.73 (0.10) 1.66 (0.10) 1.79 (0.10) 3.49 (0.22) 1.75 (0.14) ··· 

TI-R6* 1.70 (0.10) 1.79 (0.13) 1.65 (0.10) 1.81 (0.13) 3.21 (0.37) 1.74 (0.13) ··· 

a
 Distances are given in Å. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from average values. A 

maximum distance of 3 Å was chosen as a limit to be considered a hydrogen bond. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the amino and hydroxyl group of propranolol (Sub) are shown in italic and bold 

respectively. 
c
 Two MD simulations of each TI-2 were carried out using a different initial velocity distribution as 

indicated by *. 
d
 Oxyanion. 

e
 Reactive oxygen of the acylated catalytic serine (SEA). 

f
 This hydrogen bond is disrupted when the Sub:O atom moves toward the oxyanion hole. 

 

 

the hydrogen bond between the amino group of R-propranolol and Thr40 (Sub:H-Thr40:O), while in 

the configuration b this hydrogen bond is missing. Propranolol is switching between these two 

configurations throughout the MD simulations of these TI-2s, by rotation of the ω5 dihedral angle of 

TI-2 (see Fig. 33). The Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond is present more than 50 % of the simulation 
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time in almost all MD simulations of these TI-2s, except in the MD simulation of TI-R3 with the 

second initial velocity distribution, in which is only present during 96 ps (see Fig. 83 in Appendix D). 

Particularly, this hydrogen bond is quite stable in the MD simulations of TI-R1, in which is present 

about 80 % of the simulation time and has an average distance of 2.69 Å (Table 13). Thus, the 

configuration a of TI-R1 is temporally more stable than the configuration a of the other TI-2s in 

binding mode I (Table 14). Considering only the orientation of the naphthoxy group of propranolol in 

the large pocket, TI-R1 and TI-R3 are temporally more stable than TI-R2 and TI-R4. This naphthoxy 

group preserves its initial orientation throughout the MD simulations of TI-R1 and TI-R3, while in the 

MD simulations of TI-R2 and TI-R4 adopts the orientation observed in TI-R1 (after less than 80 ps) 

and TI-R3 (after less than 570 ps), respectively (Table 14). Interestingly, in the MD simulations of 

TI-R1 or when it is formed in the MD simulations of TI-R2, the residue Leu140 is reoriented 

establishing a stronger CH-π interaction with the naphthyl group of propranolol (Fig. 38), which 

remains stable throughout the MD simulations and is therefore not dependent on the observed change 

on the orientation of the isopropylamine side chain of propranolol during the simulations. This 

reorientation of Leu140 is expected to contribute to a better stabilization of TI-R1. 

 

The rotation of the ω5 dihedral angle is also observed in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of 

R-propranolol in binding mode II. This results in the temporal formation of an intramolecular hydrogen 

bond between the amino and naphthoxy groups of propranolol (Sub:H-Sub:O) in the MD simulations 

of TI-R5 (see Fig. 84 in Appendix D). Thus two configurations are observed, one in which this 

hydrogen bond is formed (TI-R5a) and one in which is missing (TI-R5b). However, as shown in Table 

14, TI-R5a is temporally more stable (more than 990 ps) than TI-R5b (less than 500 ps). In contrast, in 

the MD simulations of TI-R6, distinct configurations (significantly) are not identified. Considering 

only the orientation of the naphthoxy group of propranolol in the medium pocket, the TI-2s identified 

in the MD simulations of TI-R5 and TI-R6 are stable throughout the MD trajectories. However, it is 

important to note that they are different from the starting structures (Fig. 38); during heating and 

equilibration time an structural rearrangement is presented in response to the movement of the Sub:O 

atom toward the oxyanion hole and the interaction of the naphthyl group with the solvent. 

 

Based on the stability of the essential hydrogen bond interactions for the catalytic process observed in 

the MD simulations of the TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode I, as well as on the ability of 

R-propranolol to form the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in these TI-2s, the transformation of 

R-propranolol is expected to be favored in binding mode I respect to the binding mode II. Particularly, 
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its transformation is expected to be faster when its naphthyl group is pointing toward the exterior of the 

binding pocket and its isopropylamine side chain is oriented such that the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen 

bond is formed (TI-R1a). This conclusion is based on the observed temporal stability for TI-R1a in the 

MD simulations of TI-R1 (about 1200 ps), which is longer in comparison to the observed for the other 

R-propranolol configurations in which the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond is also formed (Table 14) 

[112]. 

 

 

 

Table 14 Lifetime
a
 (in ps) of the TI-2s of R-propranolol identified during the MD simulations

b
 

TI-2
c 

 Lifetime Lifetime* 

TI-R1a  1175.5 1204.5 

TI-R1b  314.5 285.5 

TI-R2a
d 

 71.4 68.3 

TI-R2b
d 

 7.6 9.7 

TI-R3a  925.6 96 

TI-R3b  564.4 1394 

TI-R4a
e 

 147.7 227.5 

TI-R4b
e 

 170.3 333.5 

TI-R5a
f 

 1215.5
 

995.2 

TI-R5b
f
  274.5 494.8 

TI-R6
f 

 1490 1490 

a
 Lifetime corresponds to the simulation time during which each TI-2 is present. 

b
 Two MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution were carried out as indicated by *. 

c
 In all MD simulations of the TI-2s (except TI-R6) two distinct configurations (a and b) are observed. 

Configuration a is characterized either by the formation of the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond (in the TI-2s in 

binding mode I) or the Sub:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond (in TI-R5; binding mode II). The total lifetime of the TI-2s 

considering only the orientation of the naphthoxy group in the binding pocket is the sum of the lifetimes of the 

corresponding configurations. 
d
 The naphthoxy group is oriented as in TI-R1 after the first 79 ps and 78 ps of the MD simulations with the first 

and second seed velocity (*), respectively. 
e
 The naphthoxy group is oriented as in TI-R3 after the first 318 ps and 561 ps of the MD simulations with the 

first and second seed velocity (*), respectively. 
f
 These TI-2s are different from the corresponding starting structures (see section 5.3.2.1.2 and Fig. 38). 
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Fig. 38 Most predominant structures of the TI-2s in the MD simulations of TI-R1, TI-R5 and TI-R6. These 

structures are shown because they are significantly different from the starting structures. In the MD simulations 

of TI-R1 the residue Leu140 is reoriented establishing a stronger CH-π interaction with the naphthyl rings of 

propranolol. In the MD simulations of TI-R5 the naphthoxy group of propranolol is moved toward the entrance 

of the binding pocket. Finally, in the MD simulations of TI-R6 this group is moved toward the interior of the 

binding pocket. Furthermore, the Sub:O atom is displaced toward the oxyanion hole in the MD simulations of 

TI-R5 and TI-R6. 

 

5.3.2.2. MD simulations of the TI-2s of S-propranolol 

 

5.3.2.2.1. Stability of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic process in the MD 

simulations of the TI-2s of S-propranolol 

The time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic process in the MD simulations of 

the TI-2s of S-propranolol is shown in Appendix D (Fig. 85 to Fig. 90). As found for the TI-2s of 
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R-propranolol, the hydrogen bond between Asp187 and His224 is stable throughout the MD 

simulations of the TI-2s of S-propranolol and presents a similar average distance in all TI-2s 

(1.71-1.73 Å; Table 15). The hydrogen bond interactions between the oxyanion and the residues of the 

oxyanion hole are also stable throughout the MD simulations. Furthermore, the average distance of the 

SEA:O-Gln106:NH hydrogen bond as well as those of the hydrogen bonds between the protonated 

His224 and the Sub:O and SEA:Oγ atoms are observed to be dependent on the movement of the Sub:O 

atom toward the oxyanion hole. However, in contrast with the TI-2s of R-propranolol, the Sub:O atom 

is not observed to be displaced toward the oxyanion hole in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of 

S-propranolol in binding mode II but in binding mode I (see Fig. 85 to Fig. 90 in Appendix D and 

Table 15). This shows that in binding mode I the S-propranolol undergoes difficulties for reaching an 

orientation which allows the reaction to proceed [28], and not in binding mode II as observed for the 

R-propranolol. In addition, in the MD simulations of some TI-2s in binding mode I (TI-S1 and TI-S3) 

this displacement of the Sub:O atom is observed only after more than 45 ps, and not from the 

beginning of the production phase (after 10 ps) as observed in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of 

R-propranolol in binding mode II. Thus in the MD simulations of TI-S1 and TI-S3 two major 

configurations are clearly visible, one in which the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond is formed 

(configuration i: TI-S[1 or 3]i) and one in which is disrupted due to the displacement of the Sub:O 

atom toward the oxyanion hole (configuration ii: TI-S [1 or 3]ii). In the MD simulations of TI-S3 and 

that of TI-S1 with the second seed velocity, the configuration i (TI-S3i and TI-S1i, respectively) is 

stable during less than 190 ps and then the configuration ii (TI-S3ii and TI-S1ii, respectively) is 

formed. In contrast, in the MD simulation of TI-S1 with the first seed velocity, TI-S1i is stable during 

1360 ps and then TI-S1ii is formed (see Fig. 85 and Fig. 87 in Appendix D and Table 16). Since in the 

MD simulations of TI-S2 and TI-S4 the configuration ii predominates throughout the trajectories (see 

Fig. 86 and Fig. 88 in Appendix D), it is expected that among all TI-2s of S-propranolol in binding 

mode I the transformation of TI-S1 will be favored. 

 

5.3.2.2.2. Dynamic behaviour of S-propranolol throughout the MD simulations of their TI-2s 

Similar to the observed in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of R-propranolol, the orientation of the 

isopropylamine side chain of S-propranolol is observed to be continuously changing throughout the 

MD simulations of the TI-2s by rotation of the ω5 dihedral angle. This leads to the temporal formation 

of the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of S-propranolol in binding 

mode I (see Fig. 91 in Appendix D), resulting in two major configurations: configuration a (TI-

S[number]a) -this hydrogen bond is formed- and the configuration b (TI-S[number]b) –it is not formed. 
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Table 15 Hydrogen bond distances
a
 involving the TI-2s of S-propranolol

b
 averaged throughout the 1.5 ns MD 

simulations
c
 

TI-2 
SEA:O

d
-

Gln106:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:NH 

SEA:O
d
-

Thr40:OH 

His224:H-

SEA:Oγ
e 

His224:H-

Sub:O
f 

Asp187:OD-

His224:HND 

Sub:H-

Thr40:O 

TI-S1 2.18 (0.26) 1.94 (0.20) 1.68 (0.11) 1.88 (0.18) 2.48 (0.39) 1.72 (0.12) 2.37 (0.47) 

TI-S1* 1.71 (0.14) 1.74 (0.12) 1.66 (0.10) 1.81 (0.14) 3.27 (0.36) 1.72 (0.12) 4.10 (1.47) 

TI-S2 1.68 (0.09) 1.72 (0.10) 1.67 (0.10) 1.81 (0.12) 3.27 (0.29) 1.73 (0.12) 2.70 (0.66) 

TI-S2* 1.67 (0.08) 1.74 (0.11) 1.66 (0.10) 1.78 (0.10) 3.40 (0.21) 1.71 (0.11) 5.49 (0.42) 

TI-S3 1.67 (0.12) 1.71 (0.10) 1.68 (0.10) 1.77 (0.10) 3.51 (0.30) 1.73 (0.13) 5.61 (0.47) 

TI-S3* 1.72 (0.20) 1.73 (0.12) 1.68 (0.11) 1.80 (0.17) 3.32 (0.54) 1.72 (0.12) 5.49 (0.82) 

TI-S4 1.69 (0.09) 1.74 (0.11) 1.66 (0.10) 1.80 (0.11) 3.50 (0.24) 1.72 (0.11) 3.76 (0.98) 

TI-S4* 1.68 (0.08) 1.72 (0.10) 1.66 (0.10) 1.81 (0.11) 3.39 (0.28) 1.71 (0.11) 2.87 (0.77) 

TI-S5 2.01 (0.16) 1.86 (0.15) 1.71 (0.13) 1.92 (0.19) 2.08 (0.22) 1.72 (0.12) ··· 

TI-S5* 2.01 (0.15) 1.89 (0.15) 1.72 (0.13) 1.92 (0.19) 1.92 (0.20) 1.72 (0.11) ··· 

TI-S6 2.01 (0.15) 1.77 (0.12) 1.72 (0.13) 2.35 (0.31) 2.06 (0.26) 1.71 (0.11) ··· 

TI-S6* 2.03 (0.17) 1.88 (0.17) 1.70 (0.12) 2.39 (0.32) 2.47 (0.37) 1.73 (0.12) ··· 

a
 Distances are given in Å. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from average values. A 

maximum distance of 3 Å was chosen as a limit to be considered a hydrogen bond. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the amino and hydroxyl group of propranolol (Sub) are shown in italic and bold 

respectively. 
c
 Two MD simulations of each TI-2 were carried out using a different initial velocity distribution as indicated 

by *. 
d
 Oxyanion. 

e
 Reactive oxygen of the acylated catalytic serine (SEA). 

f
 This hydrogen bond is disrupted when the Sub:O atom moves toward the oxyanion hole. 

 

As shown in Table 16, the configuration b is temporally more stable than the configuration a in almost 

all MD simulations of the TI-2s in binding mode I. There is only two particular cases in which it is not 

observed: (1) the MD simulation of TI-S1 with the first seed velocity, in which the configuration 

TI-S1ia (that in which the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond interaction is formed –see the previous 

section-) is temporally more stable (1285.7 ps) than TI-S1ib (74.3 ps); (2) the MD simulation of TI-S4 
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with the second seed velocity, in which the configuration TI-S4iia is temporally more stable (332.6 ps) 

than TI-S4iib (257.4 ps). This suggests that R-propranolol has a major ability than the S-propranolol to 

form the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in the TI-2 (generally speaking). Considering only the 

orientation of the naphthoxy group of propranolol in the large pocket of CalB, TI-S1 and TI-S3 are 

temporally more stable than TI-S2. The naphthoxy group preserves its initial orientation throughout the 

MD simulations of TI-S1 and TI-S3, while in the MD simulations of TI-S2 adopts the orientation 

observed in TI-S1 after less than 90s. This group also preserves its initial orientation throughout the 

MD simulation of TI-S4 with the first seed velocity, but in the MD simulation with the second seed 

velocity adopts the orientation observed in TI-S1 after 590 ps (see Table 16). Interestingly, when TI-S1 

is formed in the MD simulations of TI-S2 and TI-S4, the Sub:O atom remains displaced toward the 

oxyanion hole (configuration ii) throughout the MD simulations (more than 60 % of the simulation 

time; see Fig. 86 and Fig. 88 in Appendix D). This shows that in binding mode I the preferred 

configuration of the TI-2s of S-propranolol is in fact the configuration ii, even though in the MD 

simulation of TI-S1 with the first seed velocity the configuration i is found to be stable during 1360 ps, 

since finally after this time the configuration ii is formed (see previous section). 

 

Related to the TI-2s of S-propranolol in binding mode II, the rotation of the ω5 dihedral angle results in 

the temporal formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino and naphthoxy groups 

of propranolol (Sub:H-Sub:O) in the MD simulations of TI-S5 (see Fig. 92 in Appendix D), similar to 

the observed in the MD simulations of TI-R5 (analogue structure of TI-S5). Thus two configurations 

are observed, one in which this hydrogen bond is formed (TI-S5a) and one in which is missing 

(TI-S5b). However, as shown in Table 16, TI-S5b is temporally more stable (more than 870 ps) than 

TI-S5a (less than 620 ps). This shows that the R-propranolol has a major ability to form this hydrogen 

bond, as TI-R5a is stable by more than 900 ps (see Table 14). Meanwhile, in the MD simulations of 

TI-S6, distinct configurations (significantly) due to the rotation of the ω5 dihedral angle are not 

identified. But, interestingly, in the MD simulation of TI-S6 with the second seed velocity two 

configurations are identified due to the rotation of the ω9 dihedral angle of TI-2 (see Fig. 33) after 

1293 ps (see Table 16). The most predominant structures in the MD simulations of TI-S5 and TI-S6 

are shown in Fig. 39, as they are different from the starting structures respect to the orientation of the 

naphthoxy group in the medium pocket of CalB; similar to the observed for the R-propranolol in 

binding mode II, during heating and equilibration time a structural rearrangement is presented, which is 

mainly attributed to the presence of the solvent. 
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Table 16 Lifetime
a
 (in ps) of the TI-2s of S-propranolol identified during the MD simulations

b
 

TI-2
c 

 Lifetime Lifetime* 

TI-S1ia  1285.7 1.4 

TI-S1ib  74.3 68.6 

TI-S1iia  61 582.8 

TI-S1iib  69 837.2 

TI-S2iia
d 

 0.6 0.8 

TI-S2iib
d
  76.4 42.2 

TI-S3ia  3.4 21.4 

TI-S3ib  31.6 161.6 

TI-S3iib  1455 1307 

TI-S4iia
e 

 504.3 332.6 

TI-S4iib
e
  985.7 257.4 

TI-S5a
f 

 616.3 491.5 

TI-S5b
f 

 873.7 998.5 

TI-S6i
f 

 1490 1283 

TI-S6ii
f 

 0 207 

a
 Lifetime corresponds to the simulation time during which each TI-2 is present. 

b
 Two MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution were carried out as indicated by *. 

c
 Different configurations of the TI-2s are identified throughout the MD simulations. In the TI-2s in binding 

mode I the configuration i is characterized by the formation of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond, while in the 

configuration ii this hydrogen bond is disrupted as the Sub:O atom is displaced toward the oxyanion hole. In 

turn, the configuration a (ia or iia) is characterized by the formation of the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond. By 

the other hand, TI-S5a is characterized by the formation of the Sub:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. The total lifetime 

of the TI-2s TI-S1 to TI-S5 considering only the orientation of the naphthoxy group of propranolol in the binding 

pocket is the sum of the lifetimes of the corresponding configurations. Meanwhile, configurations i and ii of 

TI-S6 differ on the orientation of the naphthoxy group at the medium pocket. 
d
 The naphthoxy group is oriented as in TI-S1 after the first 77 ps and 43 ps of the MD simulations with the first 

and second seed velocity (*), respectively. 
e
 The naphthoxy group is oriented as in TI-S1 after the first 590 ps of the MD simulation with the second seed 

velocity (*). 
f
 These TI-2s are different from the corresponding starting structures (see section 5.3.2.2.2 and Fig. 39). 

 

Based on the stability of the essential hydrogen bond interactions for the catalytic process, the 

transformation of the S-propranolol is expected to be favored in binding mode II respect to the binding 

mode I. However, as it was mentioned in section 5.3.2.2.1 an important transformation of TI-S1 is also 

expected. 
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Fig. 39 Most predominant structures of the TI-2s in the MD simulations of TI-S5 and TI-S6. These structures are 

shown because they are significantly different from the starting structures. In the MD simulations of TI-S5 the 

naphthoxy group of propranolol is oriented parallel to the Leu278-Ala287 helix (helix α10). In the MD 

simulations of TI-S6 two configurations differing on the orientation of the naphthoxy group at the medium 

pocket of CalB are identified (TI-S6i and TI-S6 ii). In TI-S6i the naphthoxy group is oriented toward the interior 

of the pocket. TI-S6ii is generated from TI-S6i by rotation of the ω9 dihedral. 

 

5.3.2.3. Explaining the enantioselectivity from the MD simulations of the TI-2s 

The MD simulations of the TI-2s show that in binding mode II R-propranolol undergoes difficulties to 

reach an orientation in which the reaction may proceed. The same is observed for the S-propranolol in 

binding mode I. Therefore, the competition between R- and S-propranolol to be transformed by CalB is 

expected to occur mainly via R-propranolol in binding mode I and S-propranolol in binding mode II. 

This explains (at least partly) the enantioselectivity of the reaction, as in binding mode I the amino 
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group of R-propranolol is able to forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen of Thr40 

(Sub:H-Thr40:O), which may play an important role on stabilizing the TI-2s and the corresponding 

TSs. On the other hand, even though an important transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I 

may occurs via TI-S1, its specular binding mode (TI-R1) is better stabilized by the surrounding protein 

residues through CH-π interactions, as shows the analysis of these interactions in the corresponding 

optimized TI-2s (see section 5.3.1.1). Furthermore, in the MD simulations of TI-R1 the residue Leu140 

is reoriented to form a stronger CH-π interaction with the naphthyl group of propranolol (Fig. 38), 

which is not observed in the MD simulations of TI-S1. Thus a faster transformation of TI-R1 respect to 

TI-S1 is expected. All this reinforces the previous conclusion about that these CH-π interactions may 

play an important role for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. 

 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

 

The TI-2 of the O-acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB was studied by using a combined 

docking and MD simulations protocol. As it was found from molecular modeling of the MCCs, several 

conformers of R- and S-propranolol were identified which may be transformed by CalB to 

O-acetyl-propranolol. Interestingly, in the MD simulations of the TI-2s of R- and S-propranolol in 

binding mode II and I, respectively, a displacement of the alcohol oxygen of propranolol (Sub:O) 

toward the oxyanion hole is observed, which leads to the disruption of the hydrogen bond between the 

protonated His224 and the Sub:O atom (His224:H-Sub:O) in these TI-2s. This reveals that R- and 

S-propranolol undergo difficulties to reach the TS which leads to formation of the TI-2 when they are 

oriented in these binding modes. Thereby the enantioselectivity of the reaction is expected to be mainly 

originated from the competing transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I and S-propranolol in 

binding mode II. The enantioselectivity of the reaction is thus attributed to the ability of the amino 

group of R-propranolol to form a hydrogen bond interaction with Thr40 in binding mode I, which may 

contribute significantly to the stabilization of the TSs. Moreover, the conformers of R-propranolol are 

found to be better stabilized than those of S-propranolol by the surrounding residues of the CalB 

binding pocket through CH-π interactions, which may enhance the reactivity of R-propranolol. Several 

residues are identified as key for the enantioselectivity, which constitute guide elements for improving 

the enantioselective synthesis of S-propranolol through a rational redesign of CalB. Particularly, the 

residue Ile189 is considered to be very important for the enantioselectivity, as the orientation of its side 
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chain facilitates the formation of CH-π interactions with the naphthyl rings of propranolol stronger in 

comparison to the other residues of the binding pocket. 
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Chapter 6. Reaction energy profiles: QM/MM calculations 

6.1. Overview 

 

In the precedent chapter the TI-2 of the O-acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB was 

studied by combined docking and MD simulations. Valuable qualitative information about the origin of 

the enantioselectivity of CalB in favor of the formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol was obtained from 

these simulations. To complete the computational study of this reaction the energy profile of the 

deacylation step was computed for several configurations of the TI-2 by using QM/MM calculations. 

This allowed calculating the reaction barriers for the conversion of R- and S-propranolol to 

O-acetyl-propranolol. In QM/MM geometry optimizations and reaction path calculations, it was 

essentially applied density functional theory (B3LYP/TZVP) to describe the QM region while the MM 

region is represented by CHARMM force fields. Semi-empirical methods (AM1, PM3, MNDO, OM2 

and OM3) and the SCC-DFTB method were tested in addition. Moreover the electrostatic influence of 

individual aminoacids on the reaction profiles was calculated by a perturbation approach. The results of 

these calculations are analyzed in this chapter. 

 

 

6.2. Methodology 

 

Representative snapshots of TI-2 were taken from the MD simulations carried out in Chapter 5 to be 

used as starting point for the QM/MM calculations (see Fig. 40a). The chosen QM/MM methodology 

is analogous to that used in other studies on enzymatic reactions [191,192]. The QM/MM calculations 

were performed with the ChemShell package [193]. QM/MM geometry optimizations were carried out 

with the hybrid delocalized internal coordinates optimizer (HDLCopt) [194]. The QM part of the 

system was treated at different levels of theory: (a) density functional theory -DFT- (BP86 [195–199], 

B3LYP [195–197,200], M06 [201], M06-2X [201] and wB97XD [202] functionals) with the TZVP 

[203] basis set, (b) semiempirical methods (AM1 [204], PM3 [205,206], MNDO [207], OM2 [208,209] 

and OM3 [179,210]) and (c) the SCC-DFTB [165] method. The BP86 and B3LYP functionals were 

applied using the TURBOMOLE 6.3 program [211], while in the case of the M06, M06-2X and 
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wB97XD functionals the Gaussian09 program [178] was used. The calculations with semiempirical 

methods and SCC-DFTB were done using MNDO2005 [212]. The energy and gradients of the MM 

part were computed by the DL_POLY code [213] applying the CHARMM22 force field. An 

electrostatic embedding scheme [214] was adopted incorporating the MM point charges into the one-

electron Hamiltonian during the QM calculation. To treat the QM/MM boundary hydrogen link atoms 

with the charge shift model were employed [215,216]. No cutoffs were applied for the nonbonding 

MM and QM/MM interactions. 

 

The QM region consisted of the catalytic residues Asp187, His224 and the Ser105 covalently bound to 

propranolol (Fig. 40b). The included residues were truncated at their Cα−Cβ bonds (sp3-hybridized 

carbon atoms). The total charge of the QM region was -1. During the QM/MM geometry optimizations, 

the active region to be optimized (Fig. 40a) included all QM atoms as well as all residues, crystal 

waters and toluene molecules of the MM region within 7 Å of the QM region. This radius was chosen 

such that all enzyme residues around the binding pocket and some toluene molecules surrounding the 

substrate were part of the active region. 

 

 

Fig. 40 (a) Representative snapshot of the TI-2 system. The active region in the QM/MM calculations is 

enlarged on the left with the QM region highlighted. (b) QM region and reaction coordinates (ξ1 and ξ2) used in 

the QM/MM calculations: ξ1 and ξ2 lead from TI-2 to the corresponding MCC and PDC, respectively. Torsion 

angles leading to distinct orientations of TI-2 into the CalB binding pocket are shown in green (ω1-ω9). Atoms 

coming from hydroxyl group of propranolol are marked in red. 

 

Reaction paths were scanned by performing constrained optimizations along properly defined reaction 

coordinates (see Fig. 40b) in steps of 0.1-0.2 Å. This provided starting structures for subsequent full 

optimization of all relevant stationary points. In the case of minimizations the low-memory Broyden-

Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm was employed [217,218]. While the microiterative 
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optimizer combining both the partitioned rational function optimizer [219,220] (P-RFO) and L-BFGS 

was used during the transition state search. All these algorithms are implemented in the HDLCopt 

module of ChemShell. Frequency calculations performed for the QM region confirmed that all 

optimized transition states are characterized by a single imaginary frequency and a suitable transition 

vector that corresponds to the investigated reaction. Subsequent intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) 

calculations and visual inspection ensured that the TS is indeed connected to the proper minima by a 

continuous pathway. 

 

QM/MM geometry optimizations at the DFT level were essentially carried out using the B3LYP 

functional. The BP86 functional was only used for an initial optimization of the TI-2 structures selected 

from the MD trajectories, in combination with the resolution of the identity (RI) approximation 

[221,222]. The TI-2 structures were then reoptimized at the B3LYP level before using them in the 

subsequent B3LYP/CHARMM pathway explorations. To check the influence of dispersion the 

stationary points were subjected to single-point calculations at the B3LYP level applying empirical 

dispersion corrections for DFT [223] (DFT-D2 and D3). Single-point calculations were also carried out 

using the M06, M06-2X and wB97XD density functionals for further validation using modern 

functionals that performs particularly well for main-group thermochemistry and kinetics. Furthermore, 

the electrostatic contribution of different amino acids on the reaction barriers was estimated by deleting 

their MM partial charges in additional single-point calculations. Finally, for the purpose of comparison, 

single-point pure QM calculations were performed at the B3LYP/TZVP level in the gas phase for the 

QM region. 

 

To complement the work, relaxed QM potential energy surface (PES) scans at the B3LYP/TZVP level 

along the dihedral angles of a propranolol model (R-1-methyl-3-(1-naphthoxy)-2-propanol) (Fig. 41) 

were carried out. This was done to identify the local minima for the dihedral angles of the naphthoxy 

side chain of propranolol, which allowed evaluating the influence of small variations of these dihedral 

angles as the reaction proceeds on the reaction profiles. 

 

 
Fig. 41 R-1-methyl-3-(1-naphthoxy)-2-propanol. ω7- ω9 are the dihedrals of interest for the PES scans. 
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6.3. Results and discussion 

 

6.3.1. QM/MM reaction paths for the transformation of R-propranolol 

The QM/MM reaction profiles for the transformation of R-propranolol were computed for a total of 

four configurations of TI-2, two in binding mode I and two in binding mode II. These TI-2s are referred 

to as ORI-ORIV, respectively (see Fig. 42). In the TI-2s in binding mode I (ORI and ORII) the 

naphthyl group of propranolol is forming CH-π interactions with the residues at the large pocket of 

CalB (Leu140, Ala141, Leu144, Val154 and Ile189). In these TI-2s this naphthyl group is practically 

positioned in the same plane, but pointing toward the entrance of the pocket in ORI and toward the 

interior of the pocket in ORII. Thus in ORI the naphthyl rings of propranolol are in a better position to 

form CH-π interactions with the surrounding protein residues. Meanwhile, the isopropylamine side 

chain of propranolol is oriented such that a hydrogen bond between the amino group of propranolol and 

the carboxyl oxygen of Thr40 (Sub:H-Thr40:O) is formed in both ORI and ORII. In addition, its 

isopropyl group is forming hydrophobic interactions with the residues at the medium pocket (Leu278, 

Ala281 and Ala282), and a CH-π interaction with Trp104. The latter is stronger in ORI. 

 

In the TI-2s in binding mode II (ORIII and ORIV) the naphthyl group of propranolol is forming CH-π 

interactions with the residues at the medium pocket of CalB. However, this naphthyl group is exposed 

to the solvent in ORIII, while it is hindered in ORIV. Furthermore, it is observed to be in a more 

relaxed configuration and interacting through CH-π interactions with more protein residues in ORIII. 

Meanwhile, the isopropylamine side chain of propranolol is oriented toward the entrance of the binding 

pocket in ORV and toward the interior of the binding pocket in ORIII. In both TI-2s this side chain is 

stabilized by the nonpolar residues at the large pocket through hydrophobic interactions. Moreover, in 

ORIII it is oriented such that an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino and naphthoxy 

groups of propranolol (Sub:H-Sub:O) is formed. On the other hand, ORIV also significantly differs 

from ORIII about the hydrogen bond between the protonated His224 and the alcohol oxygen of 

propranolol (His224:H-Sub:O); this hydrogen bond is larger in ORIII (3.09 Å) than in ORIV (1.69 Å), 

as the Sub:O atom is slightly displaced toward the oxyanion hole in ORIII (its preferred orientation in 

the TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode II as observed in the MD simulations –see 

section 5.3.2.1.1-). As delineated later this contributes to significant differences between the reaction 

profiles obtained for these TI-2s. It was also tried a configuration of ORIV in which the Sub:O atom 

was slightly displaced toward the oxyanion hole, but attempts to connect the MCC to the TI-2 starting 

from this configuration failed and were not followed further. 
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Fig. 42 Second tetrahedral intermediates for R-propranolol in binding mode I (ORI-ORII) and binding mode II 

(ORIII-ORIV), optimized at the QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM level. Protein residues surrounding the 

substrate are shown in wireframe surface (white). The substrate, catalytic triad and oxyanion hole are in licorice. 

 

6.3.1.1. Reaction profiles for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I 

The QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM energy profiles for the transformation of R-propranolol via the 

TI-2s ORI and ORII are shown in Fig. 43. They are more or less similar. In both cases the initial phase 

of the deacylation reaction is the rate-limiting step, which is the formation of TI-2 from the MCC via a 

first TS (TS1). The energy barriers for the formation of the TI-2s ORI and ORII are similar 

(7.1 kcal/mol and 6.5 kcal/mol, respectively), thus the formation of ORII is kinetically favored over 

ORI just by 0.6 kcal/mol. However, a better stabilization of ORI respect to ORII is observed, as their 

energies (relative to their respective MCCs) are 0.5 kcal/mol and 3.2 kcal/mol, respectively. In the 

second step of the deacylation reaction (formation of the PDC from the TI-2 via a second transition 

state -TS2-), the energy barrier for the transformation of ORI to its respective PDC is 1.1 kcal/mol 

higher relative to ORII. This is due to the major stabilization of ORI respect to ORII, because the 
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relative energy of TS2 for ORI is lower (4.6 kcal/mol) than that of TS2 for ORII (6.2 kcal/mol). In 

other words, ORI acts as a thermodynamic sink and heightens the energy barrier to be overcome. 

Finally, the overall reaction (from the MCC to the PDC) is found to be exothermic via ORI (by 

-2.6 kcal/mol) while it is endothermic (or almost thermoneutral) via ORII (by 0.9 kcal/mol). This 

makes the transformation of R-propranolol via ORI energetically more favorable than via ORII. 

 

 

Fig. 43 QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM energy profiles for the conversion of R-propranolol to R-acetyl-propranolol, 

relative to the energy of the reactive complexes between AcCalB and R-propranolol (MCCs). ORI-ORIV 

correspond to different configurations of TI-2 in the CalB binding pocket. 

 

The major stabilization observed for ORI respect to ORII may be understood from the decomposition 

of the QM/MM energy into the QM (including the electrostatic interactions with the MM point 

charges) and MM contributions along their reaction profiles (see Table 40 in Appendix E). Relative to 

the MCC the MM energy of ORI is -3.1 kcal/mol, while that of ORII is 0.9 kcal/mol. Meanwhile, their 

relative QM energies are 3.6 kcal/mol and 2.3 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus a considerable decrease of 

the MM energy is responsible for the major stabilization of ORI. As these reactions proceed to the 

formation of the TI-2s ORI and ORII significant motions in the CalB binding pocket are not observed, 

except for the R-propranolol getting closer to the carbonylic carbon of the acetyl group (Ace:C) and 

undergoing slight rotations along its dihedral angles, which is accompanied by slight motions of the 

residues of the binding pocket (see Fig. 93 to Fig. 95 in Appendix E and Table 17). Therefore, 

considering that all atoms directly involved in the formation of TI-2 are part of the QM region, the 

decrease and rise of the MM energy in ORI and ORII are mainly attributed to the strengthening and 

weakening of the van der Waals interactions between propranolol and the 
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Table 17 Distribution of dihedral angles characterizing TI-2
a
 at the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM 

level for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I via the TI-2s ORI and ORII 

Dihedral (°) 
 ORI 

 
ORII 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

ω1  2 10 15 -20 -26  11 22 32 -3 3 

ω2  30 34 38 6 10  17 24 28 -2 9 

ω3  -148 -150 -151 -122 -114  -117 -124 -128 -102 -110 

ω4  160 159 157 160 154  178 -179 -178 178 177 

ω5  -168 -170 -171 -176 178  94 94 94 95 94 

ω6  63 61 59 61 63  -138 -140 -140 -132 -130 

ω7  120 127 133 136 152  -65 -68 -71 -62 -63 

ω8  -170 -171 -173 -172 -177  172 174 177 168 166 

ω9  -168 -174 -176 -174 -179  -161 -164 -162 -151 -148 

a
 ω1-ω3 are the dihedral angles directly involved in the formation of TI-2. ω4-ω9 are the dihedral angles involving the propranolol molecule. See Fig. 40b. 
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surrounding protein residues, respectively. This shows that the CH-π interactions between propranolol 

and the surrounding protein residues play an important role on the stabilization of ORI, as the total 

energy of this type of interaction has a great contribution of the dispersion energy [183], which is 

computed at the MM level as part of the van der Waals interactions. In this sense, these CH-π 

interactions are also observed to be very important for the stabilization of the TSs obtained for ORI, as 

the relative MM energies of TS1 and TS2 for ORI are -2.3 kcal/mol and -2.2 kcal/mol, respectively. 

 

To check the influence of the MM region on the reaction profiles obtained for ORI and ORII in more 

detail, single-point QM(B3LYP/TZVP) calculations in the gas phase were performed for the QM 

region of all stationary points along these reaction profiles (Fig. 44a). In the gas phase the energy 

profiles of ORI and ORII resulted to be very similar up to the formation of TS2. This shows that up to 

this point the geometrical changes occurring in the QM regions of ORI and ORII are not directly 

responsible for the energetic differences observed between their respective QM/MM reaction profiles, 

but how they may affect the interactions between the QM and MM regions. Moreover, in the gas phase 

the relative energies of the TI-2s ORI and ORII (21.6 kcal/mol and 23 kcal/mol, respectively) and their 

corresponding TSs (about 13-16 kcal/mol) are higher compared to the B3LYP/CHARMM calculations. 

Thus these TI-2s are the highest point in their respective gas-phase energy profiles. This is expected 

since the residues of the oxyanion hole (which contribute to the stabilization of the oxyanion) make 

part of the MM region. In contrast, the relative energy of the PDC of ORI in the gas phase is the same 

observed in the B3LYP/CHARMM calculations (-2.6 kcal/mol), and that of the PDC of ORII is just 

slightly lower (0.4 kcal/mol). Thus the overall reaction is found to be exothermic via ORI and 

endothermic (or almost thermoneutral) via ORII even in the gas phase calculations. This reveals that a 

structural rearrangement in the QM regions of the PDCs of ORI and ORII respect to their MCCs exists, 

which is directly responsible for the thermodynamic nature of these reactions. Such structural 

rearrangement is identified to be related to the naphthoxy side chain of propranolol (see below). 

 

From the energy values obtained in the gas phase, the contribution of the MM region to the electrostatic 

stabilization/destabilization of the QM system along the reaction profiles of ORI and ORII was 

calculated (Fig. 44b). In both cases the contribution of the MM region to the stabilization of TI-2 is the 

most prominent, with 18 kcal/mol and 20.7 kcal/mol for ORI and ORII, respectively (relative to their 

MCCs). Conversely, it abruptly decreases in the PDCs; the PDC of ORI is destabilized respect to its 

MCC by 0.8 kcal/mol, and the PDC of ORII is stabilized just by 0.3 kcal/mol. This is mainly attributed 

to the weakening of the hydrogen bonds between the acetate oxygen (Ace:O) and the residues of the 
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oxyanion hole in these PDCs: in the PDC of ORI the hydrogen bond interactions between the Ace:O 

atom and the –NH functions of Gln106 (Ace:O-Gln106:NH) and Thr40 (Ace:O-Thr40:NH) are 

diminished respect to its MCC, by 0.31 Å and 0.23 Å, respectively; the former is also diminished in the 

PDC of ORII by 0.59 Å (Table 18). This conclusion is based on the fact that the residues of the 

oxyanion hole are found to be the major source of the electrostatic stabilization/destabilization of the 

QM system along the reaction profiles of ORI and ORII. As shown in Table 19, the contribution of 

these residues to the stabilization of the TI-2s ORI and ORII represents about 94 % (16.9 kcal/mol) and 

75 % (15.6 kcal/mol) of the total contribution of the MM region, respectively. These residues also 

contribute with more than 60 % of the electrostatic stabilization of the TSs of ORI and ORII. By the 

other hand, Thr40 is the major responsible for the destabilization of the PDC of ORI (with 

2.7 kcal/mol). Meanwhile, Gln106 contributes to the destabilization of the PDC of ORII with 

1.4 kcal/mol. 

 

 

Fig. 44 (a) Gas-phase pure QM (B3LYP/TZVP) energy profiles for the conversion of R-propranolol to 

R-acetyl-propranolol, relative to the energy of the reactive complexes between AcCalB and R-propranolol 

(MCCs). Only the QM region is considered. (b) Electrostatic contribution of the MM region to the stabilization 

(positive values) or destabilization (negative values) of the QM region at the stationary points along the reaction 

profiles obtained for R-propranolol, relative to the MCCs. 

 

PES scans (at the B3LYP/TZVP level) along the dihedral angles involving the naphthoxy side chain of 

propranolol (ω7-ω9) were also performed, by using R-1-methyl-3-(1-naphthoxy)-2-propanol as a model 

of the propranolol molecule (see Fig. 96 in Appendix E). This allowed evaluating the contribution to 

the reaction energy profiles of ORI and ORII of small torsions that R-propranolol undergoes along such 

dihedral angles as these reactions proceed from the MCC to the formation of the PDC (Table 17). 
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Table 18 Relevant interatomic distances and bond lengths
a
 corresponding to the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level for the transformation of R-propranolol
b
 in binding mode I via the TI-2s ORI and ORII

c 

Distance (Å)  

ORI 

 

ORII 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND  1.74 (169)
 

1.66 (169) 1.54 (170)
 

1.57 (174)
 

1.66 (173)
 

 1.83 (169)
 

1.75 (168)
 

1.67 (168)
 

1.62 (174)
 

1.69 (175)
 

His224:HND-His224:ND  1.05 1.06 1.09 1.07 1.05  1.04 1.05 1.06 1.06 1.04 

His224:H-Ser105:Oγ  - - 2.35(129)
 

1.37 (170)
 

1.01
 

 - - 2.40 (123)
 

1.36 (170)
 

1.02
 

Ace:C-Ser105:Oγ  1.34 1.37 1.47 2.01 2.54  1.33 1.37 1.46 1.96 2.43 

His224:Nε-Sub:H  1.83 (164)
 

1.22 (172)
 

1.03
 

1.15 (170)
 

1.65 (173)  1.71 (168)
 

1.17 (174)
 

1.04 1.14 (170) 1.57 (175) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  1.00
 

1.31
 

1.88 (162)
 

-
 

-  1.00 1.34 1.69 (166)
 

-
 

-
 

Ace:C-Sub:O  2.46 (100) 2.07 (105) 1.53 (114) 1.37 (122) 1.33 (124)  2.49 (98)
 

2.05 (106)
 

1.56 (114)
 

1.37 (122)
 

1.33 (124)
 

Ace:C-Ace:O  1.23
 

1.24
 

1.29
 

1.25
 

1.22
 

 1.23 1.24 1.29 1.25 1.23 

Ace:O-Gln106:NH  2.04 (145) 2.00 (154) 1.93 (165) 2.03 (153) 2.35 (141)  2.01 (149)
 

2.01 (157)
 

2.00 (166)
 

2.17 (158)
 

2.60 (149)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:NH  1.90 (167)
 

1.87 (169)
 

1.79 (170)
 

1.94 (165)
 

2.13 (158)
 

 1.87 (172)
 

1.80 (174)
 

1.73 (175)
 

1.76 (171)
 

1.84 (164)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:OH  1.71 (173)
 

1.72 (172)
 

1.71 (175)
 

1.73 (174)
 

1.68 (176)
 

 1.74 (170)
 

1.74 (170)
 

1.72 (171)
 

1.74 (170)
 

1.69 (169)
 

Sub:H-Thr40:O  1.93 (167)
 

1.90 (166)
 

1.87 (167)
 

1.89 (161)
 

1.96 (157)
 

 1.93 (163)
 

1.85 (168)
 

1.83 (168)
 

1.90 (174)
 

1.94 (172)
 

a 
Distances and bond lengths are given in Å. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···Ace:C=O) 

are given in brackets. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of propranolol (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively.  

c 
Ace is the acetyl group which is transferred from the acetylated catalytic serine (SEA) to the alcohol oxygen of propranolol. 
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When the transformation of R-propranolol occurs via ORI, ω8 and ω9 are shifted from -170° and -168° 

in the MCC to -177° and -179° in the PDC, respectively (closer to the global minimum which is 180°). 

Meanwhile, ω7 is shifted from 120° to 152° (closer to a local minimum). In contrast, when the 

transformation of R-propranolol occurs via ORII, ω8 and ω9 are shifted from 172° and -161° in the 

MCC to 166° and -148° in the PDC, respectively. ω7 is shifted only 2°. According to the PES scans 

results obtained for the propranolol model, such torsions that R-propranolol undergoes during its 

transformation via ORI are expected to stabilize the PDC (about 2.1 kcal/mol) respect to the MCC, 

while those via ORII are expected to destabilize the PDC (about 0.7 kcal/mol). Therefore such torsions 

are partly responsible for the exothermic formation of the PDC of ORI and the endothermic formation 

of the PDC of ORII. 

 

Table 19 Electrostatic contribution (in kcal/mol) of the residues of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization or 

destabilization of the QM region at the stationary points along the B3LYP/CHARMM reaction profiles of 

R-propranolol
a 

Reaction profile 
TS1  TI-2  TS2  PDC 

Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106 

ORI 3.0 2.4  9.6 7.3  2.0 3.9  -2.7 0.2 

ORII 3.6 2.2  9.8 5.8  3.7 2.2  0.2 -1.4 

ORIII 2.7 2.7  11.5 11.0  6.1 7.3  1.3 3.0 

ORIV 5.0 2.2  8.7 3.8  0.8 -2.0  -1.2 -2.5 

a
 The contribution of each residue was estimated by setting their point charges to zero in additional energy 

calculations (i.e. by electrostatic perturbation). Energy values are given relative to the MCC. Positive values 

mean stabilization, whereas negative values mean destabilization. 

 

6.3.1.2. Reaction profiles for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II 

The QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM energy profiles for the transformation of R-propranolol via ORIII 

and ORIV are also shown in Fig. 43. In contrast to the observed for ORI and ORII, these energy 

profiles are very different. The overall reaction is exothermic via ORIII by -8.8 kcal/mol, while it is 

endothermic via ORIV by 8.6 kcal/mol. The energy barriers for the formation of the TI-2s ORIII and 

ORIV from their respective MCCs are 10 kcal/mol and 16.2 kcal/mol, respectively. Furthermore, the 

formation of the former is exothermic by -3.8 kcal/mol, while the formation of the latter is endothermic 

by 14.7 kcal/mol. Finally, the energy barriers for the formation of the corresponding PDCs from these 

TI-2s are 2.0 kcal/mol and 3.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Thereby it is found that the transformation of 

R-propranolol is both kinetically and thermodynamically more favorable via ORIII than via ORIV. On 
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the other hand, as observed in binding mode I, the formation of the TI-2 is the rate-limiting step for the 

transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II. Thus the conversion of R-propranolol is kinetically 

favored in binding mode I over the binding mode II, as the energy barrier for the formation of the TI-2 

ORI is 2.9 kcal/mol lower relative to that for the TI-2 ORIII. 

 

Valuable information about the origin of the significant differences observed for the reaction profiles of 

ORIII and ORIV is obtained from the decomposition of the QM/MM energy into the QM and MM 

contributions (see Table 41 in Appendix E). In the reaction profile of ORIII the relative MM energies 

of TS1, TI-2, TS2 and PDC are -3.3, -3.9, -3.8 and -3.1 kcal/mol, while in the reaction profile of ORIV 

are -1.3, -1.7, -3.3 and -1.1 kcal/mol, respectively. This suggests a strengthening of the van der Waals 

interactions between propranolol and the surrounding protein residues in such stationary points respect 

to the MCC, which is more pronounced along the reaction profile of ORIII. Thus the CH-π interactions 

between the naphthyl rings of propranolol and the surrounding MM residues are found to be very 

important for the stabilization of these stationary points (see the case of the stabilization of the TI-2 

ORI described in section 6.3.1.1). Similar to the observed for the transformation of R-propranolol in 

binding mode I, as the reaction proceeds either via ORIII or ORIV, slight motions of the residues of the 

binding pocket are observed, as given by their RMSD values less than 1 Å (respect to the MCC) at the 

stationary points along such reaction profiles (see Fig. 97 in Appendix E). Interestingly, the motions of 

the residues at the loop making part of the CalB binding pocket (Glu188, Ile189 and Val190) are more 

pronounced when the transformation of R-propranolol occurs via ORIII. Visual inspection shows that 

such motions are destined to make stronger the CH-π interaction between the naphthyl group of 

propranolol and the Ile189:Cδ atom as the reaction proceeds. Thus this may be partly responsible for 

the lower relative MM energies observed for the stationary points along the reaction profile of ORIII. 

 

Though there is an important contribution of the MM energy, the fluctuations in the QM energy are the 

major source of the energetic differences between the reaction profiles of ORIII and ORIV (e.g. the 

relative QM energy of TI-2 ORIII is 0.1 kcal/mol while that of ORIV is 16.4 kcal/mol). Because the 

QM energy includes the electrostatic interactions between the QM and MM systems, gas-phase 

QM(B3LYP/TZVP) single-points calculations for the QM region of all stationary points along the 

reaction profiles of ORIII and ORIV were performed in order to better understand the origin of their 

energetic differences (Fig. 44a). This allowed calculating the electrostatic contribution of the MM 

region to the stabilization/destabilization of the QM system along these reaction profiles (see Fig. 44b). 

Interestingly, in the gas-phase calculations the formation of the PDCs of ORIII and ORIV resulted to 
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be endothermic by 4.7 kcal/mol and 9.0 kcal/mol, respectively. This shows that the MM region 

contributes significantly to the stabilization of the PDC of ORIII, as its formation is found to be quite 

exothermic in the QM/MM calculations (see above). In fact, it is found that the MM region contributes 

to the electrostatic stabilization of this PDC with 10.4 kcal/mol compared to the MCC. Conversely, it 

contributes to the electrostatic destabilization of the PDC of ORIV (with 0.7 kcal/mol), which explains 

the observed endothermic formation of this PDC in the QM/MM calculations. 

 

Moreover, in the gas-phase the relative energy of the TS1 for ORIV is 2.9 kcal/mol higher than that of 

the TS1 for ORIII. Accordingly about 47 % of the energy difference observed for these TSs in the 

QM/MM reaction profiles (6.2 kcal/mol) is directly due to the distinct geometrical changes occurring in 

the respective QM systems as the reaction proceeds (see Table 20 to Table 21). Interestingly, in the 

MCC and TS1 for ORIII the distance between the atoms involved in the formation of the ester bond 

(Ace:C-Sub:O) is 2.61 Å and 2.07 Å, while in these for ORIV is 2.73 Å and 1.87 Å, respectively. 

Meanwhile the key distance in the breaking alcohol bond (Sub:H-Sub:O) presents a similar pattern in 

both reaction systems, with 1.43 Å in the TS1 for ORIII and 1.47 Å in that for ORIV. This means that 

in the reaction system of ORIII the TS1 is reached earlier than in that of ORIV, which explains the 

lower relative energy obtained for the TS1 of ORIII even in the gas-phase. This is attributed to a 

shorter distance for the nucleophilic attack and a major nucleophilicity of the Sub:O atom in the MCC 

for ORIII respect to that for ORIV. The latter is due to a stronger hydrogen bond interaction between 

His224 and the hydroxyl group of propranolol (His224:Nε-Sub:H); this hydrogen bond has a distance 

(angle) of 1.81 Å (175°) in the MCC for ORIII, and 1.91 Å (168°) in that for ORIV. On the other hand, 

it is found that the TS1 for ORIII is electrostatically better stabilized by the MM region (with 

6.5 kcal/mol) in comparison to the TS1 for ORIV (with 5.2 kcal/mol). 

 

Finally, the relative energies of the TI-2s ORIII and ORIV as well as of their respective TS2s are found 

to be similar in the gas-phase; both of them differ by less than 1.5 kcal/mol. Thus the energetic 

difference observed for these stationary points in the QM/MM calculations comes mainly from the 

different contribution of the MM region to their stabilization. As shown in Fig. 44b, the contribution of 

the MM region to the electrostatic stabilization of such stationary points along the reaction profile of 

ORIII is notably higher (TI-2: 27.5 kcal/mol, TS2: 26.1 kcal/mol) than the observed for these along the 

reaction profile of ORIV (TI-2: 11.9 kcal/mol, TS2: 5.1 kcal/mol). 
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Table 20 Distribution of dihedral angles characterizing TI-2
a
 at the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM 

level for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II via the TI-2s ORIII and ORIV 

Dihedral (°) 
 ORIII 

 
ORIV 

 MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

ω1  -13 -13 -12 -8 -6  1 14 19 -8 -11 

ω2  105 89 122 137 159  63 52 52 30 22 

ω3  -46 -32 -69 -71 -79  45 58 59 74 80 

ω4  138 139 153 155 154  171 157 154 147 144 

ω5  -81 -83 -83 -84 -82  176 177 177 -175 -171 

ω6  -155 -155 -147 -151 -150  -178 -176 -176 -177 -175 

ω7  171 176 168 164 159  -47 -55 -55 -57 -57 

ω8  177 172 -179 -171 -168  -100 -100 -103 -118 -114 

ω9  163 167 158 155 153  -146 -134 -129 -101 -110 

a
 ω1-ω3 are the dihedral angles directly involved in the formation of TI-2. ω4-ω9 are the dihedral angles involving the propranolol molecule. See Fig. 40b. 
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Table 21 Relevant interatomic distances and bond lengths
a
 corresponding to the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level for the transformation of R-propranolol
b
 in binding mode II via the TI-2s ORIII and ORIV

c 

Distance (Å) 
 ORIII 

 
ORIV 

 MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND  1.94 (166)
 

1.82 (166)
 

1.65 (171)
 

1.69 (172) 1.76 (174)
 

 1.88 (170)
 

1.69 (172)
 

1.63 (172)
 

1.60 (177)
 

1.70 (177)
 

His224:HND-His224:ND  1.03 1.04 1.07 1.06 1.04  1.04 1.06 1.07 1.06 1.04 

His224:H-Ser105:Oγ  - - 1.64 (173)
 

1.40 (175) 1.02  - - 2.37 (128) 1.38 (169)
 

1.01
 

Ace:C-Ser105:Oγ  1.34 1.38 1.58 1.97 2.49  1.33 1.40 1.48 1.93 2.66 

His224:Nε-Sub:H  1.81 (175)
 

1.15 (176)
 

1.05 1.14 (175) 1.58 (176)  1.91 (168)
 

1.11 (169)
 

1.05 1.14 (169) 1.66 (171) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  1.00
 

1.43
 

3.09 (138) - -  0.99
 

1.47
 

1.69 (161) - - 

Ace:C-Sub:O  2.61 (96) 2.07 (106) 1.44 (112)
 

1.38 (114) 1.34 (117)  2.73 (103) 1.87 (112) 1.55 (116)
 

1.39 (122) 1.33 (124)
 

Ace:C-Ace:O  1.22
 

1.24
 

1.29
 

1.25 1.22  1.23
 

1.25
 

1.28
 

1.25
 

1.22 

Ace:O-Gln106:NH  1.98 (146) 1.94 (154) 1.73 (166) 1.77 (160) 1.90 (156)  2.03 (152) 2.18 (163) 2.27 (168) 2.55 (161) 3.19 (152) 

Ace:O-Thr40:NH  1.96 (168) 1.99 (168)
 

1.83 (168)
 

1.86 (167)
 

1.89 (165)
 

 2.04 (161)
 

1.89 (167)
 

1.85 (168)
 

1.93 (163)
 

2.25 (151)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:OH  1.74 (172) 1.73 (172)
 

1.67 (176)
 

1.69 (179)
 

1.72 (174)
 

 1.69 (178)
 

1.70 (176)
 

1.69 (175)
 

1.69 (170)
 

1.68 (162)
 

Sub:H-Sub:O  2.74 (112) 2.64 (113) 2.47 (118) 2.40 (118) 2.47 (116)  4.57 4.48 4.42 4.36 4.47 

Sub:O-Thr40:NH  3.96 (131)
 

3.93 (144)
 

3.20 (139)
 

3.20 (139)
 

3.22 (137)
 

 4.05 3.86 3.77 3.94 4.24 

Sub:O-Thr40:OH  3.58 (137) 3.57 (140) 2.92 (131) 2.81 (128)
 

2.75 (122)
 

 4.00 3.77 3.64 3.61 3.77 

a 
Distances and bond lengths are given in Å. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···Ace:C=O) 

are given in brackets. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of propranolol (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively. The naphthoxy oxygen of 

propranolol is indicated as Sub:O. 
c 
Ace is the acetyl group which is transferred from the acetylated catalytic serine (SEA) to the alcohol oxygen of propranolol. 
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The individual electrostatic contribution of the residues of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization of the 

QM system along the reaction profiles of ORIII and ORIV was also evaluated (Table 19). According 

to the energy values obtained such residues are identified to play an important role on the 

stabilization/destabilization of the QM system along these reaction profiles, similar to the observed for 

the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I (e.g. these residues (together) represent about 

83 %, 82 %, 51 % and 41 % of the total electrostatic contribution of the MM region to the stabilization 

of the TS1, TI-2, TS2 and PDC involving the reaction system of ORIII, respectively). It is also 

observed a strong correlation between the total contribution of the MM region and that of the residues 

of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization of the reaction profiles of ORIII and ORIV after formation of 

the TI-2. For example, the contribution of the residues of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization of 

ORIII is 10 kcal/mol higher relative to ORIV. These residues are also observed to contribute to the 

stabilization of the PDC of ORIII (with 4.3 kcal/mol), while contribute to the destabilization of the 

PDC of ORIV (with 3.7 kcal/mol). Thereby the hydrogen-bond patterns with the oxyanion hole 

presented at the stationary points along these reaction profiles are found to contribute significantly to 

the energetic differences between them, and thus to the thermodynamic nature of such reactions. 

Interestingly, when the reaction proceeds via ORIV, the Ace:O-Gln106:NH hydrogen bond interaction 

decreases continuously; this hydrogen bond has a distance of 2.03 Å, 2.18 Å, 2.27 Å, 2.55 Å and 

3.19 Å, in the MCC, TS1, TI-2, TS2 and PDC, respectively. In addition, the Ace:O-Thr40:NH 

hydrogen bond is diminished in the PDC compared to the MCC (by 0.21 Å). In contrast, these 

hydrogen bonds are preserved when the reaction proceeds via ORIII, and in fact they become shorter 

(about 0.1-0.3 Å respect to the MCC) in the TI-2 and TS2. Moreover, the Sub:O atom is found slightly 

displaced toward the oxyanion hole in the TI-2, such that it may forms a weak hydrogen bond 

interaction with the –OH function of Thr40 (2.92 Å), which is not present neither in the MCC nor in 

the TS1. This hydrogen bond becomes stronger as this reaction proceeds to the formation of the PDC. 

See Fig. 98 to Fig. 99 in Appendix E and Table 21. 

 

6.3.2. QM/MM reaction paths for the transformation of S-propranolol 

The B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM reaction profiles for the transformation of S-propranolol were 

computed for a total of four configurations of TI-2, one in binding mode I and three in binding mode II. 

These TI-2s are referred to as OSI-OSIV, respectively (Fig. 45). OSI is practically the specular binding 

mode of ORI. The most significant differences between them are related to the orientation of the 

residue Leu140 and the Sub:H-Thr40:O and His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bonds. The latter are stronger 

in ORI (with a distance of 1.87 Å and 1.88 Å, respectively) than in OSI (with a distance of 2.53 Å and 
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3.16 Å, respectively). In turn, the orientation of Leu140 in ORI favors the formation of CH-π 

interactions between its side chain and the naphthyl group of propranolol stronger than those observed 

in OSI (see Fig. 42 and Fig. 45). By the other hand, OSII and OSIII are more or less similar to ORIII 

and ORIV, respectively. The most relevant difference between such structures is about the orientation 

of the isopropylamine side chain of propranolol in the medium pocket of CalB. Its orientation in OSII 

does not favors the formation of the Sub:H-Sub:O intramolecular hydrogen bond as is the case in 

ORIII. Moreover, it is less exposed to the solvent in OSIII compared to ORIV. Finally, OSIV is 

characterized by a particular orientation of the naphthyl group of propranolol in the medium pocket, 

which favors the formation of strong CH-π interactions between this group and the residues of the 

Leu278-Ala287 helix (helix α10). It is also important to note that in OSII-OSIV the His224:H-Sub:O 

hydrogen bond is stronger than in OSI, with a distance about 2.3-2.6 Å. This is because in OSI the 

Sub:O atom is slightly displaced toward the oxyanion hole (its preferred orientation in the TI-2s of 

S-propranolol in binding mode I as observed in the MD simulations –see section 5.3.2.2.1-). 

 

The B3LYP/CHARMM reaction profiles obtained for the transformation of S-propranolol are shown in 

Fig. 46. As observed for the R-propranolol the formation of the TI-2 is the rate-limiting step for the 

transformation of S-propranolol either in binding mode I or II. Interestingly, the formations of OSI and 

OSII involve similar energy barriers (about 11 kcal/mol), which are lower than those observed for the 

formations of OSIII and OSIV (higher than 14 kcal/mol). However, the overall reaction via the TI-2 

OSI is exothermic (by -2.8 kcal/mol), while the reactions occurring via the TI-2s OSII-OSIV are 

endothermic (by 9.9 kcal/mol, 1.8 kcal/mol and 6.9 kcal/mol, respectively). Accordingly the 

transformation of S-propranolol is found to be favored in binding mode I over the binding mode II, 

which is also the case of R-propranolol. The enantioselectivity of the reaction is thus explained by the 

difference between the energy barriers obtained for the formations of the TI-2s ORI and OSI. The 

energy barrier for the formation of ORI is 4.5 kcal/mol lower relative to that for OSI, which 

corroborates with faster formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol as observed in experiments. It is also 

important to note that even the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II (via ORIII) is 

kinetically favored over that of S-propranolol via OSI (hence also over its transformation in binding 

mode II), as the energy barrier for the formation of ORIII is 1.6 kcal/mol lower relative to OSI. This is 

added to the fact that the formation of the PDC of ORIII is quite exothermic, which contrasts in turn 

with the observed endothermic formation of the PDCs of S-propranolol in binding mode II. Thereby 

CalB is observed to favor the transformation of R-propranolol over S-propranolol in both binding mode 

I and II (see Fig. 43 and Fig. 46). 
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Fig. 45 Second tetrahedral intermediates for S-propranolol in binding mode I (OSI) and binding mode II 

(OSII-OSIV), optimized at the QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM level. Protein residues surrounding the substrate 

are shown in wireframe surface (white). The substrate, catalytic triad and oxyanion hole are in licorice. 

 

In order to get insights about the major factors contributing to the selectivity of CalB in favor of the 

conversion of R-propranolol over S-propranolol either in binding mode I or II, it was followed for the 

QM/MM reaction profiles of S-propranolol the same analysis scheme used for those of R-propranolol: 

(i) the decomposition of the QM/MM energy into the QM and MM contributions was analyzed (ii) gas-

phase QM(B3LYP/TZVP) single-points calculations for the QM region of all stationary points were 

carried out (iii) the electrostatic contribution of all MM region as well as of the residues of the 

oxyanion hole to the stabilization/destabilization of the QM system was calculated. Based on this 

analysis a more detailed description about the transformation of S-propranolol is given in the next 

sections. 
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Fig. 46 QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM energy profiles for the conversion of S-propranolol to S-acetyl-propranolol, 

relative to the energy of the reactive complexes between AcCalB and S-propranolol (MCCs). OSI-OSIV 

correspond to different configurations of TI-2 in the CalB binding pocket. 

 

6.3.2.1. Details about the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I 

Generally speaking, the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I (via OSI) is a similar case to 

the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II via ORIII. As shown in Fig. 47, a remarkable 

electrostatic contribution of the MM region to the stabilization of the stationary points along the 

reaction profile of OSI is observed, particularly from the formation of the TI-2 (TS1: 9.7 kcal/mol, 

TI-2: 34.1 kcal/mol, TS2: 22.6 kcal/mol and PDC: 11.7 kcal/mol). Hence the noteworthy stabilization 

of the TI-2 and TS2 respect to TS1 as well as the exothermic formation of the PDC (see Fig. 46). 

 

The residues of the oxyanion hole are responsible for much of the electrostatic stabilization energy 

provided by the MM region along the reaction profile of OSI. The contributions of these residues to the 

stabilization of the TS1, TI-2, TS2 and PDC in this reaction profile represent about 73 % 

(7.1 kcal/mol), 74 % (25.3 kcal/mol), 62 % (14 kcal/mol) and 46 % (5.4 kcal/mol) of the total 

electrostatic contribution of the MM region, respectively (Table 22). These stabilization energies 

provided by the residues of the oxyanion hole are attributed to the observed strengthening of the 

Ace:O-Gln106:NH, Ace:O-Thr40:NH and Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond interactions as this reaction 

proceeds from the MCC to the formation of the PDC, which is further accompanied by the 

establishment of hydrogen bond interactions between the Sub:O atom and the -OH and -NH functions 

of Thr40 once the TI-2 is formed (Table 23). The latter interactions are established due to the 

displacement of the Sub:O atom toward the oxyanion hole (see Fig. 101 in Appendix E). In fact, the 
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Ace:O-Gln106:NH and Ace:O-Thr40:NH hydrogen bond interactions become noticeably stronger in 

the TI-2 and TS2, which explains the higher energetic contribution of the residues of the oxyanion hole 

to the stabilization of these stationary points. Thereby the hydrogen bond patterns with the oxyanion 

hole are found to contribute significantly to the observed high stabilization of the TI-2 and TS2 in the 

reaction profile of OSI as well as to the exothermic formation of the respective PDC, which is also the 

case in the reaction profile of ORIII. This result contrasts with the observed for the competing 

transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I (via ORI), which is exothermic mainly due to the 

conformational changes that R-propranolol undergoes as the reaction proceeds and not to the hydrogen 

bond interactions with the oxyanion hole. Conversely, the latter contribute to the destabilization of the 

PDC of ORI respect to its respective MCC (section 6.3.1.1). 

 

 

Fig. 47 (a) Gas-phase pure QM (B3LYP/TZVP) energy profiles for the conversion of S-propranolol to 

S-acetyl-propranolol, relative to the energy of the reactive complexes between AcCalB and S-propranolol 

(MCCs). Only the QM region is considered. (b) Electrostatic contribution of the MM region to the stabilization 

(positive values) or destabilization (negative values) of the QM region at the stationary points along the reaction 

profiles obtained for S-propranolol, relative to the MCCs. 

 

Though there is certain similarity between the reaction profiles of OSI and ORIII about the electrostatic 

contribution of both the MM region and the residues of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization of the 

stationary points along them, from the formation of the TI-2 the relative energies of the stationary 

points along the reaction profile of ORIII are remarkably lower in comparison to those along the 

reaction profile of OSI (see Fig. 43 and Fig. 46). This is mainly associated with the behaviour of the 

MM energy. In contrast to the overall decreasing of the MM energy observed along the reaction profile 

of ORIII, in the reaction profile of OSI an increasing of this energy is observed from the formation of 
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the TI-2 (see Table 41 and Table 42 in Appendix E). Thus, for example, the PDC of ORIII presents a 

QM energy of -5.7 kcal/mol and a MM energy of -3.1 kcal/mol (resulting in a QM/MM energy of 

-8.8 kcal/mol), while in the PDC of OSI these energies are -4.0 kcal/mol and 1.2 kcal/mol respectively 

(resulting in a QM/MM energy of -2.8 kcal/mol). Meanwhile the relative MM energy of the TS1 for 

ORIII is 1.7 kcal/mol lower (-3.3 kcal/mol) compared to that of the TS1 for OSI (-1.6 kcal/mol), which 

results in the lower QM/MM energy barrier observed for the formation of the TI-2 ORIII, since the QM 

energies of these TSs differ just by 0.1 kcal/mol. Considering that a major decreasing of the MM 

energy (-2.3 kcal/mol) also contributes to the stabilization of the TS1 for ORI (section 6.3.1.1), these 

results show that the van der Waals interactions (hence the CH-π interactions) between propranolol and 

CalB play an important role for the favored transformation of R-propranolol over S-propranolol either 

in binding mode I or II. 

 

Table 22 Electrostatic contribution (in kcal/mol) of the residues of the oxyanion hole to the stabilization or 

destabilization of the QM region at the stationary points along the B3LYP/CHARMM reaction profiles of 

S-propranolol
a 

Reaction profile 
TS1  TI-2  TS2  PDC 

Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106  Thr40 Gln106 

OSI 4.1 3.0  14.2 11.1  7.7 6.3  3.1 2.3 

OSII 3.0 1.6  6.8 4.8  0.2 0.7  -3.4 -1.4 

OSIII 2.1 1.5  7.8 6.0  2.2 2.6  -2.2 -0.5 

OSIV 2.5 1.9  5.9 3.5  1.4 0.9  -2.8 -2.9 

a
 The contribution of each residue was estimated by setting their point charges to zero in additional energy 

calculations (i.e. by electrostatic perturbation). Energy values are given relative to the MCC. Positive values 

mean stabilization, whereas negative values mean destabilization. 

 

On the other hand, it is important to note that the relative QM energy of the TS1 for OSI is 3.8 kcal/mol 

higher compared to the TS1 for ORI (see Table 40 and Table 42 in Appendix E). Thus the QM energy 

is the major source of the favored transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I. Two events have 

been identified which may contribute to this QM energy difference between these TSs and thus to the 

enantioselectivity of the reaction. In the first place the internal energy of S-propranolol in the TS1 for 

OSI is expected to be higher in comparison to that of R-propranolol in the TS1 for ORI. This is based 

on the observed difficulty of the TI-2s of S-propranolol in binding mode I to keep the His224:H-Sub:O 

hydrogen bond interaction during the MD simulations (see section 5.3.2.2.1) [28], which is necessarily 

formed in the TS1 (see Fig. 101 in Appendix E). Secondly in the MCC of ORI the Sub:O atom is 
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better positioned for executing the nucleophilic attack on the acetate group, as judged by the respective 

distance and angle (see Table 18 and Table 23) [172]. The energy contribution of these events is 

notable in the gas-phase QM calculations, in which the energy of the TS1 for OSI is 9.3 kcal/mol 

higher relative to the TS1 for ORI. 

 

 

Table 23 Relevant interatomic distances and bond lengths
a
 corresponding to the stationary points along the 

reaction profile obtained at the B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level for the transformation of S-propranolol
b
 in 

binding mode I via the TI-2 OSI
c 

Distance (Å) 
 OSI 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND 
 1.88 (166)

 
1.76 (166)

 
1.61 (172)

 
1.65 (173)

 
1.72 (174)

 

His224:HND-His224:ND  1.04 1.05 1.07 1.06 1.04 

His224:H-Ser105:Oγ  - - 1.71 (168)
 

1.39 (171)
 

1.02 
 

Ace:C-Ser105:Oγ  1.33 1.38 1.59 2.03 2.44 

His224:Nε-Sub:H  1.82 (173)
 

1.10 (169)
 

1.05 1.14 (171) 1.59 (172) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  1.00 1.57 3.16 (140)
 

- - 

Ace:C-Sub:O  2.71 (95)
 

2.04 (106)
 

1.44 (109)
 

1.37 (114)
 

1.33 (116)
 

Ace:C-Ace:O  1.23 1.24 1.29 1.25 1.23 

Ace:O-Gln106:NH  1.96 (151)
 

1.94 (160)
 

1.71 (170)
 

1.79 (166)
 

1.94 (161)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:NH  2.00 (168)
 

1.93 (168)
 

1.74 (171)
 

1.77 (169)
 

1.83 (167)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:OH  1.72 (171)
 

1.71 (171)
 

1.68 (174)
 

1.71 (174)
 

1.72 (171)
 

Sub:H-Thr40:O  3.27 (126)
 

3.31 (117)
 

2.53 (141)
 

2.52 (142)
 

2.53 (141)
 

Sub:O-Thr40:NH  3.91 (128)
 

3.76 (137)
 

2.92 (131)
 

2.93 (131)
 

2.97 (130)
 

Sub:O-Thr40:OH  3.76 (130)
 

3.61 (140)
 

2.88 (129)
 

2.90 (127)
 

2.95 (124)
 

a 
Distances and bond lengths are given in Å. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and 

the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···Ace:C=O) are given in brackets. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of propranolol (Sub) are marked in bold and italic 

respectively. 
c 
Ace is the acetyl group which is transferred from the acetylated catalytic serine (SEA) to the alcohol oxygen of 

propranolol. 
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6.3.2.2. Details about the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode II 

As explained above the major problem of the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode II is the 

thermodynamically unfavorable formation of the PDCs. Interestingly, in the gas-phase calculations no 

all formations of the PDCs of S-propranolol in binding mode II are endothermic. This is the case of the 

PDC of OSIII, whose formation in the gas-phase is exothermic by -3.6 kcal/mol (Fig. 47a). In addition 

the energies of the PDCs of OSII and OSIV are lower in the gas-phase. Thus the endothermic 

formation of these PDCs of S-propranolol is partly attributed to their electrostatic destabilization by the 

MM region, which is about 3-4 kcal/mol relative to the MCCs (see Fig. 47b). As shown in Table 22, 

the residues of the oxyanion hole are the major responsible for this destabilization energy, which is 

attributed to the weakening of the hydrogen bond interactions with these residues (Table 24). This is 

added to the fact that the MM energy is increased in these PDCs respect to their MCCs (see Table 44 

in Appendix E), which means that there is also a weakening of the van der Waals interactions between 

propranolol and CalB. 

 

6.3.3. The TI-2 is not a TS analogue in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of propranolol 

An additional result of the QM/MM calculations which should be noted is that in contrast to what is 

commonly suggested for lipase-catalyzed reactions, the TI-2 is not a good representation of the TSs of 

the deacylation step in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation reaction of propranolol in toluene. It can be seen 

in Fig. 43 and Fig. 46 that in most of the computed reaction profiles TS1 and TS2 differ energetically 

from the TI-2 by more than 2.0 kcal/mol. Only in the reaction profiles of ORIV and OSIV, which 

belong to the less favorable reaction pathways, the TI-2 is both energetically and geometrically close to 

the TS1 and TS2, respectively. It can be particularly observed that in the most favorable reaction 

pathways (ORI, ORIII and OSI) the TI-2 differs energetically from the TS1 (rate-limiting step) by more 

than 6.5-14.0 kcal/mol. Thus these results show that for lipase-catalyzed reactions it should not be 

considered as a general rule that the TSs closely resemble (energetically and structurally) to the TIs. 

 

The above of course does not invalidate the molecular modeling of the TIs as an approach for 

understanding the origin of the enantioselectivity of lipase-catalyzed reactions. Similarly to other 

studies it has been previously obtained from the molecular modeling of the TI-2 valuable qualitative 

information about the origin of the enantioselectivity of CalB catalyzing acetylation of propranolol 

(Chapter 5). However, there are factors contributing to the enantioselectivity of the reaction which are 

only visible by computing the reaction profiles. A good example are the variations of the hydrogen 

bond interactions with the oxyanion hole as the reaction proceeds, which have shown to have a 
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Table 24 Relevant interatomic distances and bond lengths
a
 corresponding to the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level for the transformation of S-propranolol
b
 in binding mode II via the TI-2s OSII-OSIV

c 

Distance (Å) 
 OSII  OSIII 

 
OSIV 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC  MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND 

 1.81 

(170)
 

1.62 

(171)
 

1.52 

(175)
 

1.59 

(176)
 

1.66 

(175)
  

1.98 

(168)
 

1.75 

(170)
 

1.58 

(176)
 

1.63 

(177)
 

1.70 

(176)
  

1.82 

(168)
 

1.68 

(167)
 

1.54 

(174)
 

1.58 

(175)
 

1.66 

(176)
 

His224:HND-His224:ND 
 

1.04 1.07 1.09 1.06 1.05  1.03 1.05 1.08 1.06 1.05  1.04 1.06 1.08 1.07 1.05 

His224:H-Ser105:Oγ 
 

- - 
1.76 

(151)
 

1.20 

(167)
 

1.02 
  - - 

1.67 

(164)
 

1.33 

(172)
 1.02  - - 

1.66 

(164)
 

1.41 

(171)
 1.02

 

Ace:C-Ser105:Oγ 
 

1.33 1.38 1.52 1.96 2.33  1.33 1.36 1.55 1.99 2.52  1.34 1.39 1.57 1.92 2.44 

His224:Nε-Sub:H 
 1.77 

(168)
 

1.11 

(171)
 1.04 

1.28 

(167) 

1.60 

(168) 
 

2.11 

(147)
 

1.13 

(170)
 1.05 

1.17 

(172) 

1.64 

(176) 
 

1.90 

(173)
 

1.11 

(176)
 1.05 

1.12 

(171) 

1.59 

(173) 

Sub:H-Sub:O 
 

1.00 1.48 
2.34 

(130)
 - -  0.98 1.45 

2.62 

(132) 
- -  0.99 1.49 

2.46 

(128)
 - - 

Ace:C-Sub:O 
 2.75 

(100)
 

2.05 

(109)
 

1.49 

(118)
 

1.39 

(122)
 

1.35 

(124)
  

3.11 

(101)
 

2.22 

(107)
 

1.48 

(118)
 

1.38 

(122)
 

1.34 

(124)
  

2.73 

(94)
 

1.98 

(108)
 

1.47 

(118)
 

1.38 

(122)
 

1.33 

(124)
 

Ace:C-Ace:O 
 

1.22 1.24 1.28 1.24 1.22  1.23 1.24 1.29 1.24 1.22  1.23 1.25 1.29 1.25 1.23 

Ace:O-Gln106:NH 
 1.92 

(149)
 

2.01 

(155)
 

2.02 

(160)
 

2.15 

(153)
 

2.33 

(143)
  

2.07 

(148)
 

2.10 

(151)
 

2.06 

(160)
 

2.20 

(152)
 

2.59 

(137)
  

1.86 

(154)
 

1.95 

(163)
 

2.02 

(167)
 

2.14 

(162)
 

2.47 

(155)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:NH 
 1.80 

(170)
 

1.78 

(169)
 

1.80 

(168)
 

1.88 

(164)
 

2.12 

(158)
  

1.95 

(168)
 

1.98 

(168)
 

1.87 

(170)
 

1.99 

(166)
 

2.33 

(158)
  

1.90 

(165)
 

1.80 

(168)
 

1.77 

(168)
 

1.83 

(164)
 

1.95 

(157)
 

Ace:O-Thr40:OH 
 1.72 

(170)
 

1.74 

(169)
 

1.74 

(170)
 

1.76 

(168)
 

1.72 

(168)
  

1.73 

(174)
 

1.74 

(172)
 

1.72 

(175)
 

1.72 

(177)
 

1.66 

(179)
  

1.70 

(171)
 

1.71 

(169)
 

1.72 

(171)
 

1.73 

(168)
 

1.71 

(164)
 

Sub:H-Sub:O 
 

3.89 3.89 3.82 3.75 3.72  4.33 4.51 4.43 4.38 4.30  4.19 4.32 4.71 4.70 4.69 

a 
Distances and bond lengths are given in Å. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···Ace:C=O) 

are given in brackets. 
b
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of propranolol (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively. The naphthoxy oxygen of 

propranolol is indicated as Sub:O. 
c 
Ace is the acetyl group which is transferred from the acetylated catalytic serine (SEA) to the alcohol oxygen of propranolol. 
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significant effect on the thermodynamic and kinetic of the reaction. This is similar to the observed for 

the hydrolysis of acetylcholine catalyzed by acetylcholinesterase (a serine protease as lipases) [186]. 

Therefore the molecular modeling of the TIs alone must not be considered enough for understanding 

the origin of the enantioselectivity of lipase-catalyzed reactions. 

 

6.3.4. Key enzyme residues for the enantioselectivity 

As shown in Fig. 42 there are several enzyme-substrate interactions that may contribute to the 

stabilization of the system along the reaction profile of ORI and thus facilitate the reaction via this 

TI-2. In addition to the residues of the oxyanion hole, the individual electrostatic contribution to the 

stabilization of the TI-2 ORI and its respective MCC of each residue around 7 Å from the substrate has 

been estimated (see Fig. 48). It has essentially been found that in addition to the residues of the 

oxyanion hole those residues participating in CH-π interactions with the naphthyl rings of propranolol 

(e.g. Ile89, Leu140 and Thr138) contribute significantly to the electrostatic stabilization of the system, 

particularly the residue Ile189. Thus the latter may be considered a very important residue for the 

observed faster transformation of R-propranolol. This reinforces the previous conclusions about the 

importance of these CH-π interactions for the enantioselectivity of the reaction given in the precedent 

chapters. 

 

 

Fig. 48 Electrostatic contribution to the stabilization (positive values) or destabilization (negative values) of the 

QM system in the TI-2 ORI (green) and its respective MCC (red) by the residues around 7 Å from the substrate. 

 

6.3.5. Other levels of theory 

QM/MM single-point calculations were carried out for all stationary points along the computed 

B3LYP/CHARMM reaction profiles of R- and S-propranolol using different DFT methods. The 

influence of dispersion was checked at the B3LYP-D2/D3 level. In addition, the functionals M06, 
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M06-2X and wB97XD were tested for validation of the B3LYP results. On the other hand, it was also 

evaluated the accuracy of the semiempirical methods AM1, PM3, MNDO, OM2 and OM3, as well as 

of the SCC-DFTB method, for describing the thermochemistry and kinetic of the reaction. In this case 

the TI-2s ORI and ORIV were subjected to reaction path scans and TS search as it was done at the 

B3LYP level. This was done to figure out which of these methods is the most appropriate to be used in 

QM/MM free energy calculations, for which a QM method with low computational cost is required. 

Free energy calculations are important for analyzing the role of the entropy on the enantioselectivity of 

the reaction, which will be part of another investigation. The results with the different levels of theory 

mentioned above are discussed in the next sections. 

 

6.3.5.1. QM/MM reaction profiles of R- and S-propranolol obtained with different DFT methods 

Generally speaking, as observed at the B3LYP level, the other DFT methods used for computing the 

reaction profiles of R- and S-propranolol (see Fig. 106 to Fig. 107 in Appendix E) predict the 

transformation of R- and S-propranolol to be favored via ORI, ORIII and OSI, respectively. They also 

show that the transformation of R-propranolol is favored over that of S-propranolol either in binding 

mode I or II (see Table 25). However, there are some differences compared to the reaction profiles at 

the B3LYP level which should be highlighted. In most of the reaction profiles computed with the other 

DFT methods the relative energies of the TS1 and TI-2 are lower than those observed in the B3LYP 

calculations, while those of the TS2 and PDC are higher. Thus, in contrast to the observed at the 

B3LYP level, with the other DFT methods the transformation of R-propranolol via ORI and that of 

S-propranolol via OSI are practically thermoneutral, by -0.1 to 1.2 kcal/mol and -1.1 to 0.7 kcal/mol, 

respectively. In addition, the energy barriers involved in the formation of the PDCs from their 

respective TI-2s are higher respect to the B3LYP calculations, which may correct for the known 

general tendency of B3LYP to underestimate barriers. Interestingly, this changes the rate-determining 

step for the transformation of R-propranolol via ORI to the formation of the PDC from the TI-2. 

 

6.3.5.2. Comparison of the semiempirical methods and the SCC-DFTB method 

Firstly the semiempirical methods and the SCC-DFTB method were tested using the TI-2 ORI. The 

complete reaction profile for this TI-2 could be only computed with AM1, MNDO and SCC-DFTB. 

With the other methods (PM3, OM2 and OM3) the shape of the barriers obtained from the scans is flat 

or not very well defined, and attempts to locate the TSs (TS1 and TS2) failed. Among the computed 

reaction profiles the SCC-DFTB/CHARMM reaction profile is the most energetically close to those at 

the DFT/CHARMM level. In contrast, in the reaction profiles at the MNDO and AM1 level the relative 
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energies of most stationary points are notably higher or lower compared to the observed at the DFT 

level (e.g. the energy barrier for the formation of ORI is 18.2 kcal/mol, 32.1 kcal/mol and 4.6 kcal/mol, 

with AM1, MNDO and SCC-DFTB, respectively; see Fig. 108 in Appendix E). 

 

Table 25 QM/MM energy barriers (in kcal/mol) obtained for the rate-limiting step involved in the 

transformation of R-propranolol (via ORI and ORIII) and S-propranolol (via OSI) using different QM methods
a
 

QM method ORI  ORIII  OSI  OSI-ORI
b 

 OSI-ORIII
b 

B3LYP 7.1  10.0  11.6  4.5  1.6 

B3LYP-D2 7.5  7.5  8.8  1.3  1.3 

B3LYP-D3 6.3  8.1  9.5  3.2  1.4 

M06 10.1  11.3  12.2  2.1  0.9 

M06-2X 11.4  9.7  11.8  0.4  2.1 

Wb97XD 9.6  9.9  11.5  1.9  1.6 

a
 The rate-limiting step is the formation of the TI-2, except for ORI at DFT levels different from B3LYP for 

which it is the formation of the PDC (see the text). 
b
 Difference between the respective energy barriers of S- and R-propranolol. 

 

Considering these results it was decided to test the semiempirical methods one more time using another 

TI-2 configuration (ORIV). The complete reaction profile for ORIV could be computed with AM1, 

MNDO and OM3. With PM3 only TS1 was located, while with OM2 it was not possible to locate any 

of the TSs. As observed for the TI-2 ORI, the reaction profiles obtained for ORIV using semiempirical 

methods are not energetically close to the DFT/CHARMM reaction profiles (see Fig. 108 in 

Appendix E). Thus these results show that the SCC-DFTB method outperforms the studied 

semiempirical methods in accuracy for studying the thermochemistry and kinetic of the CalB-catalyzed 

acetylation of propranolol. 

 

 

6.4. Conclusions 

 

QM/MM calculations were performed to understand the origin of the enantioselectivity of the 

CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol in toluene. These calculations were focused on the 

deacylation step of the reaction, from which the enantioselectivity is originated. The two characteristic 

binding modes of the substrate were taken into account. QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM calculations 

show the transformation of R-propranolol to be thermodynamically favorable (exothermic) in both 
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binding mode I and II (by -2.6 and -8.8 kcal/mol, respectively), while for S-propranolol only in binding 

mode I (by -2.8 kcal/mol). On the other hand, these calculations show the formation of the second 

tetrahedral intermediate (TI-2) to be the rate-limiting step for the transformation of both propranolol 

enantiomers. The transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I is predicted to be faster than in 

binding mode II, with an energy barrier for the formation of the TI-2 in binding mode I 2.9 kcal/mol 

lower relative to the binding mode II. Moreover, the transformation of R-propranolol in both binding 

mode I and II is predicted to be faster than that of S-propranolol in binding mode I. The activation 

barriers for the formation of the TI-2s of R-propranolol in binding mode I and II are 4.5 kcal/mol and 

1.6 kcal/mol lower compared to the S-propranolol in binding mode I, respectively. This is in agreement 

with the faster transformation of R-propranolol observed in experiments. Furthermore, translation of 

the experimental enantioselectivity of the reaction predicts about 2.4 kcal/mol free energy difference 

that is in accordance with calculations. 

 

The hydrogen bond interactions between the acetate oxygen (Ace:O) and the residues of the oxyanion 

hole are identified to be a determinant factor of the thermodynamic nature of the transformations of R- 

and S-propranolol. When the transformation of S-propranolol occurs in binding mode II a weakening of 

these hydrogen bond interactions as the reaction proceeds is observed. This leads to the electrostatic 

destabilization of the product complex (PDC) respect to the Michaelis complex (MCC), and thus to the 

endothermic formation of it. Similarly occurs for R-propranolol in binding mode I. However, a 

conformer of this enantiomer is identified, whose conformational changes as the reaction proceeds 

compensate (or outperform) the observed electrostatic destabilization of the PDC, which leads the 

overall reaction to be exothermic. Conversely, the interactions between the Ace:O atom and the 

residues of the oxyanion hole may be preserved or strengthened when the transformation of R- and 

S-propranolol proceed in binding mode II and I, respectively. In addition, in the latter cases, a 

displacement of the alcohol oxygen (Sub:O) toward the residues of the oxyanion hole is presented in 

the TI-2, which favors the formation of hydrogen bond interactions in the PDC which are not present in 

the MCC. These events contribute significantly to the electrostatic stabilization of the PDC and thus to 

the observed exothermic formation of it. 

 

The CH-π interactions between the naphthyl rings of propranolol and the surrounding protein residues 

are the major source of the observed higher stabilization of the rate-limiting transition state (TS1) 

involved in the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II respect to the TS1 for S-propranolol 

in binding mode I. These interactions are also important for the stabilization of the TS1 involved in the 
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transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I. However, the remarkably lower activation barrier 

observed in this case has another two important components: (i) in binding mode I the internal energy 

of R-propranolol in the TS1 is lower compared to the binding mode II and in turn to the observed for 

S-propranolol in binding mode I; (ii) in the MCC for R-propranolol in binding mode I the Sub:O atom 

is better positioned for executing the nucleophilic attack on the acetate group, with a distance (angle) of 

2.46 Å (100°). Based on the strength of its interactions with the naphthyl rings of R-propranolol in both 

binding mode I and II, the residue Ile189 is identified as key for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. 

 

On the other hand, in contrast to what is commonly suggested for lipase-catalyzed reactions, the 

QM/MM calculations show that the TI-2 is not a TS analogue in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of 

(R,S)-propranolol in toluene, as it exhibits energies about 6.5-14.0 kcal/mol lower compared to the 

TS1. However, as it was described in Chapter 5 valuable qualitative information about the molecular 

basis of the enantioselectivity of the reaction is obtained from MD simulations of the TI-2. Therefore 

the QM/MM calculations do not invalidate the latter as an approach for get a better understanding of 

lipase-catalyzed reactions, but show it must not be considered as a general rule that the TI-2 is a TS 

analogue in these reactions. 

 

To summarize, the QM/MM calculations presented here provide detailed information about the origin 

of the enantioselectivity of the reaction, which may be helpful for improving the enantioselective 

acylation of (R,S)-propranolol catalyzed by CalB, through the rational redesign of CalB or the reaction 

conditions. 
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Chapter 7. Summary and general conclusions 

In this thesis the kinetic resolution of (R,S)-propranolol via acetylation reaction catalyzed by Candida 

antarctica lipase B (CalB) in toluene was studied through an experimental and computational 

approach. The aim was to get a deep knowledge about the origin of the enantioselectivity of this 

reaction. Molecular modeling of the reaction gave valuable insights at molecular level which may be 

used for improving the enantioselective synthesis of propranolol via CalB catalyzed acylation reaction, 

either through a rational redesign of CalB or the reaction conditions. 

 

It was experimentally found that CalB displays moderate enantioselectivity (E = 61-63) and exclusive 

chemoselectivity favoring the faster formation of R-O-acetyl-propranolol, which was obtained with an 

enantiomeric purity of 95-96 % at a conversion degree of 21-33 %. The chemo- and enantioselectivity 

of the reaction was independent of the reaction conditions evaluated here, that included the enzyme 

purification procedure, the ratio toluene/methanol and the concentration of propranolol. 

 

From molecular modeling of the MCCs between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol by using a docking 

protocol the chemoselectivity of the reaction was rationalised. Only productive MCCs leading to 

formation of O-acetyl-propranolol (O-AP) were identified for both propranolol enantiomers. Two 

events were found to be responsible for the observed chemoselectivity of CalB in favor of the 

formation of O-AP: i) a proper position of the amino group of propranolol for executing the 

nucleophilic attack at the acetylated catalytic serine involves unfavorable steric contacts with the 

enzyme ii) the amino group is not well positioned for a spontaneous O- to N-acyl migration in the 

propranolol conformers being O-acylated by CalB. 

 

On the other hand, the rationalisation of the enantioselectivity involved MD simulations of the MCCs 

and TIs of the deacylation reaction as well as computing of the respective reaction profiles by QM/MM 

calculations. It was found that both the binding of propranolol to the acyl-enzyme and the subsequent 

acyl transfer contribute to the enantioselectivity of the reaction. In both the MD simulations of the 

MCCs and TI-2s different conformations of R- and S-propranolol were identified which in principle 

may be transformed to O-AP. Based on the analysis of the essential hydrogen bond interactions for the 
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catalytic process (those involving the catalytic triad and the oxyanion hole), the interactions between 

the enzyme and the side chains of propranolol, and the temporal stability of such conformations, the 

reactivities of R- and S-propranolol were qualitatively estimated. Several conformers of R-propranolol 

were identified which are expected to be more reactive than those of S-propranolol. In the MCCs and 

TI-2s of such conformers the CH-π interactions between the naphthyl group of propranolol and the 

surrounding protein residues are stronger than those observed for the S-propranolol conformers. Thus 

these interactions are considered to be important for the stabilization of the transition states involved in 

the transformation of R-propranolol. Based on the strength of their interactions with the naphthyl group 

of R-propranolol, Ile189, Ala282 and Leu278 were identified as key residues for the enantioselectivity 

of CalB. 

 

The higher reactivity of R-propranolol respect to S-propranolol was quantitatively corroborated in the 

subsequent QM/MM calculations. The energy barrier involved in the transformation of S-propranolol 

was estimated to be 4.5 kcal/mol higher compared to R-propranolol. The important role that the CH-π 

interactions between the naphthyl group of propranolol and the surrounding protein residues play for 

the enantioselectivity was also corroborated. Moreover, the QM/MM calculations revealed that the 

hydrogen bond patterns with the residues of the oxyanion hole as the reaction proceeds from the MCC 

to the product complex (PDC) are also important for the enantioselectivity of the reaction. A weakening 

of these interactions as the reaction proceeds leads to the endothermic formation of the product (i.e. to a 

thermodynamically unfavorable reaction). On the other hand, in contrast to what is commonly 

suggested for lipase-catalyzed reactions, the QM/MM calculations showed that the TI-2 is not a TS 

analogue in the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol in toluene. The TI-2 exhibits energies 

about 6.5-14.0 kcal/mol lower compared to the rate-limiting TS. 
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Appendix A 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 2 

 

NMR analysis of the chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

Once the chemical acetylation reaction of propranolol was completed, the reaction mixture was 

analyzed by 
1
H- and 

13
C-NMR spectroscopy. The 

1
H-NMR spectrum resulted to be complex because of 

overlapping signals, especially in the chemical shift ranges 7.3-7.5 and 3.7-4.4 ppm (Fig. 49). The 

composition of the reaction mixture was then principally determined by 
13

C-NMR and by using 

DEPT135° as well as HMBC and HSQC heteronuclear correlation techniques. DEPT135° was used for 

determining the carbon type (i.e. C, CH, etc.). Assignments of the protonated carbons were made 

applying the HSQC method using delay values which correspond to the 
1
J(C,H) coupling. The 

non-protonated carbons were determined using delays in the HMBC experiment to emphasize the long 

range coupling, either 
2
J(C,H) or 

3
J(C,H). 

 

It was possible to identify easily the 
13

C-NMR signals (Fig. 50) corresponding to the non-protonated 

carbon atoms (chemical shift range 134-180 ppm) in the DEPT135° spectrum (Fig. 51), in which the 

signal intensity is zero for this type of carbon atoms. 

 

 

Fig. 49 
1
H-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol 
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Fig. 50 
13

C-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol. 

 

 

 

Fig. 51 DEPT135° spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol. 
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Fig. 52 HSQC spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol. 

 

The HSQC spectrum of the reaction mixture is shown in Fig. 52. Using the HSQC experiment it was 

possible to identify the protonated carbon atoms and to verify the 
13

C-NMR signals assigned to the 

non-protonated carbon atoms. The 
13

C-NMR chemical shifts of the protonated carbons are distributed 

in the ranges 104-130 ppm for CH aromatic carbons, 40-73 ppm for CH and CH2 non-aromatic 

carbons, and 20-30 ppm for methyl groups. Nine signals were identified corresponding to 

non-protonated carbon atoms. According to the reaction scheme (Fig. 53), it can be noted that the 

signals for non-protonated carbon atoms correspond to the carbonylic carbon of the acetylated 

compounds (N-AP, O-AP and acetyl chloride), and to the aromatic carbons in propranolol and its 

acetylated derivatives, which are not bound to hydrogen. 

 

 

Fig. 53 Chemical acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol. 
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Fig. 54 HMBC spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol. 

 

For a full assignment of the chemical shifts of the chemical compounds in the reaction mixture, both 

HSQC and HMBC spectra were used. The HMBC spectrum is shown in Fig. 54. The heteronuclear 

long range interactions between the 
13

C-NMR signals in the range 170-175 ppm (at 170.6, 171.4 and 

173.9 ppm) and methyl groups (
1
H-NMR chemical shift range 2.0-2.5 ppm) confirmed that these 

13
C-NMR chemical shifts correspond to the carbonylic carbons. The signals at 171.4 and 173.9 ppm 

present also long range interactions with CH and CH2 groups. Therefore these signals were attributed to 

the acetylated derivatives of propranolol, and the signal at 170.6 to the remaining acetyl chloride (Fig. 

55). According to the number, type and intensity of the 
1
H-

13
C couplings of the 

13
C-NMR signals of the 

carbonylic carbons of the acetylated products of propranolol, the signal at 171.4 ppm was attributed to 

O-AP and 173.9 to N-AP. Verification of the full assignment of the chemical shifts was done following 

the general strategy described by Yoshimoto et al. [224] for identifying acylated products (obtained 

from alcohols) by 
13

C-NMR, and by comparing with the 
13

C-NMR chemical shifts reported for 

acetylated vinyl derivatives of propranolol [40]. In particular, the strategy described by 

Yoshimoto et al. [224] was taken into account for identifying O-acetyl-propranolol (O-AP). According 

to this study, acylation of a hydroxyl group of the substrate results in a downfield shift of the peak 
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corresponding to the neighboring carbon. This strategy has also been successfully used for identifying 

O-acyl-propranolol vinyl derivatives obtained in lipase-catalyzed acylation reactions [40]. It can be 

noted in Table 1 that the chemical shift for the CH carbon in –OCH2CH- of O-AP is downfield shifted 

from 68.40 ppm in the non-acetylated product to 71.63 ppm. The signals of the –OCH2- and -CH2N- 

carbons of O-AP are upfield shifted from 70.65 to 68.20 ppm and from 49.46 to 45.40 ppm, 

respectively. Finally, integration of the 
13

C-NMR signals of the carbonylic carbons and the methyl 

groups of the acetate group, and of the 
1
H-NMR signal for these methyl groups (at 2.16 ppm and 

2.22 ppm for O-AP and N-AP, respectively), was used for quantifying the chemoselectivity of the 

chemical acetylation of propranolol, obtaining the same ratio with any of these NMR signals used. 

 

 

Fig. 55 Expanded HMBC spectrum of the reaction mixture of the chemical acetylation of propranolol in the 

region of 
13

C-NMR chemical shifts of carboxylic carbon atoms. 

 

NMR analysis of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation of (R,S)-propranolol 

As shown in Fig. 56, the 
1
H-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture of the CalB-catalyzed acetylation 

of propranolol presented many overlapping signals. However, the following chemical compounds were 

clearly identified: acetaldehyde (aldehyde proton resonance at 9.2 ppm), acetic acid (acid proton 

resonance at 9.98 ppm), methyl acetate (acetyl protons resonance at 2.04 ppm), vinyl acetate (vinyl 

protons resonances at 4.2 and 4.7 ppm) and O-acetyl-propranolol (acetyl protons resonance at 

2.18 ppm). The signals given in brackets correspond to those which were not in regions with 

overlapping signals and therefore were easy to identify. Compounds different from 

O-acetyl-propranolol were easily identified because they do not appear in the spectrum of the chemical 
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acetylation and their 
1
H-NMR spectra are widely known. The signal at 2.18 ppm was attributed to 

O-AP according to the NMR data obtained from the analysis of the chemical acetylation. All acetylated 

compounds mentioned above were also identified in the 
13

C-NMR spectrum. DEPT135° was 

successfully used to identify the 
13

C-NMR signals corresponding to the carbonyl carbon in these 

compounds because in the DEPT135° spectrum the signal intensity is zero for this type of carbon 

atoms. A full assignment of the chemical shifts for these compounds was done by using HSQC and 

HMBC experiments. These experiments corroborated that only O-AP is formed from the acetylation of 

propranolol as the corresponding 
1
H-

13
C couplings for this compound were observed and not those for 

N-AP. Both the 
13

C-NMR and 
1
H-NMR signals obtained for these compounds showed that the amount 

of acetaldehyde, methyl acetate and acetic acid increased faster than the amount of O-AP, which 

indicates that the major reactions were the hydrolysis and alcoholysis of vinyl acetate and not the 

desired acetylation of propranolol. 

 

 

Fig. 56 
1
H-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture corresponding to the acetylation of propranolol catalyzed by 

CalB-I. 
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Appendix B 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 3 

 

Computational details 

 

CHARMM parameters for the acetylated serine (SEA) 

The topology for the SEA residue (see below) was created by removing a hydrogen atom from the 

methyl group of methyl acetate (toppar_all22_prot_model.str, MAS) and replacement of the side chain 

of the serine residue (top_all27_prot_lipid.rtf, SER) by the rest of MAS. For a correct description of the 

SEA residue the name of some atoms belonging to MAS with the same name of atoms in the preserved 

part of the serine residue were modified (C by CE, O by OE). The charge of the C2 carbon atom in 

MAS was adjusted from -0.14 to -0.05 (this value was obtained by adding the charge (0.09) of the 

hydrogen atom which was removed from MAS). The C2 atom was assigned to be a CT2 (CH2) atom 

type instead of CT3 (CH3). The relevant sections of the topology file are shown below. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MAS TOPOLOGY !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RESI MAS                 0.00 ! 

GROUP                  

ATOM   C1     CT3   -0.17 !               H22 

ATOM   C       CD     0.63 !                | 

ATOM   OM    OS    -0.34 !       H21-C2-H23 

ATOM   C2     CT3   -0.14 !                \ 

ATOM   O      OB     -0.52 !                OM 

ATOM   H11  HA      0.09 !                / 

ATOM   H12  HA      0.09 !         O=C 

ATOM   H13  HA      0.09 !               | 

ATOM   H21  HA      0.09 !      H11-C1-H13 

ATOM   H22  HA      0.09 !               | 

ATOM   H23  HA      0.09 !             H12 

BOND   C1   C       C    OM      OM    C2 

DOUBLE   C   O 
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BOND   C1   H11     C1   H12     C1   H13 

BOND   C2   H21     C2   H22     C2   H23 

IMPR     C C1 OM O 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SERINE TOPOLOGY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RESI SER                   0.00 

GROUP    

ATOM   N      NH1   -0.47     !                   

ATOM   HN   H         0.31     !             |           

ATOM   CA   CT1     0.07     !     HN-N      HB1 

ATOM   HA   HB      0.09     !             |        |   

GROUP                                 !     HA-CA--CB--OG 

ATOM   CB   CT2     0.05     !             |        |      \ 

ATOM   HB1 HA      0.09     !       O=C      HB2  HG1 

ATOM   HB2 HA      0.09     !             |        

ATOM   OG   OH1  -0.66                              

ATOM   HG1  H       0.43 

GROUP    

ATOM   C    C          0.51 

ATOM   O    O        -0.51 

BOND   CB CA   OG CB   N HN   N  CA    

BOND   C  CA   C +N   CA HA   CB HB1    

BOND   CB HB2   OG HG1   

DOUBLE   O  C       

IMPR   N -C CA HN   C CA +N O    

CMAP   -C  N  CA  C   N  CA  C  +N 

DONOR   HN N    

DONOR   HG1 OG    

ACCEPTOR   OG    

ACCEPTOR   O C    

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SEA TOPOLOGY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

RESI SEA                   0.00 

GROUP    
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ATOM   N      NH1   -0.47                     

ATOM   HN   H         0.31     !              |         

ATOM   CA   CT1     0.07     !      HN-N     H21       OE   H11 

ATOM   HA   HB      0.09     !              |        |              ||      | 

GROUP                                 !      HA-CA--C2--OM-CE--C1-H12 

ATOM   C1    CT3    -0.17    !              |        |                      | 

ATOM   CE   CD       0.63    !        O=C      H23                H13 

ATOM   OM  OS      -0.34    !              | 

ATOM   C2    CT2   -0.05                 

ATOM   OE   OB     -0.52      

ATOM   H11  HA     0.09   

ATOM   H12  HA     0.09 

ATOM   H13  HA     0.09 

ATOM   H21  HA     0.09 

ATOM   H23  HA     0.09 

GROUP    

ATOM   C    C          0.51 

ATOM   O    O        -0.51 

BOND   C2 CA   OM C2   N HN   N  CA    

BOND   C  CA   C +N   CA HA   C2 H21    

BOND   C2 H23   OM CE   C1 CE 

BOND   C1 H11   C1 H12   C1 H13 

DOUBLE   O  C   CE  OE       

IMPR   N -C CA HN   C CA +N O   CE C1 OM OE    

CMAP   -C  N  CA  C   N  CA  C  +N 

DONOR   HN N    

ACCEPTOR   OM    

ACCEPTOR   O C 

ACCEPTOR   OE CE 

 

The parameters missing for describing the bond OS-CT2 and the angle bending OS-CT2-CT1 in SEA 

were assigned in analogy to the parameters for OSL-CTL2-CTL1 and OSL-CTL2 in lipids 

(par_all27_prot_lipid.prm). 
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Solvation cycles in the MD simulations 

Information about the solvation cycles used in the MD simulations is listed below. Almost all residues 

of the protein were in the active region; only 80 atoms corresponding to some of the surface residues of 

the protein were fixed. Crystal waters and all toluene molecules were also active. 

 

Solvation cycles 

Run  Number of toluene molecules added
a
  k (mol/Å

2
)* 

1  860       fixed 

2  100       50 

3  19       45 

4  12       40 

5  26       35 

6  14       30 

7  8       25 

8  10       20 

9  7       15 

10  13       10 

11  9       5 

12  11       3 

13  9       1 
a
MD simulation of ACE03 

*force constant of harmonic constraints on all residues within 30 Å around CA (SEA) –active region-, toluene 

and crystal water molecules are free to move, all other residues are fixed. 

 

 

 

Docking of propranolol 

Most of the complexes selected from the docking procedure to be optimized involved ACE03 and 

ACE01 as targets. Only three complexes with ACE02 were selected. In ACE02 the SEA:C atom is not 

exposed to the front of the binding pocket (Fig. 17), therefore the nucleophilic groups of propranolol 

are not able to be well positioned to be acetylated by ACE02 due to the size of the propranolol 

molecule, which has to be fitted into the binding pocket without unfavorable steric contacts. The 

binding affinity for these complexes and the distances used as a selection criterion are given in Table 

26. The selected complexes (Fig. 57 to Fig. 61) are characteristic for the two binding modes observed 

for R- and S-propranolol. 
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Table 26 Interatomic distances between nucleophilic groups
a
 of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of the 

acetylated serine (SEA:C) and the N atom of the catalytic histidine (His224:Nε) in the complexes selected from 

the docking procedure. 

NAME
b
 TARGET 

Affinity 

(Kcal/mol) 

SEA:C-Sub:N 

(Å) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H 

(Å) 

SEA:C-Sub:O 

(Å) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H 

(Å) 

OR1 ACE03 -7.0 6.19 5.45 3.54 2.96 

OR2 ACE01 -6.7 6.37 5.76 3.67 4.56 

OR3 ACE01 -6.6 7.31 7.21 4.63 5.43 

OR4 ACE03 -6.3 4.32 4.76 3.35 4.32 

OR5 ACE01 -6.2 7.58 7.06 4.86 5.42 

OR6 ACE03 -6.1 6.11 6.84 4.05 5.98 

OR7 ACE03 -6.0 7.71 5.39 5.40 4.00 

OR8 ACE03 -6.0 8.84 6.61 5.75 4.02 

OR9 ACE01 -5.9 7.76 7.68 4.69 3.81 

OR10 ACE02 -5.7 8.37 8.86 5.17 4.38 

OR11 ACE01 -5.6 9.70 8.54 6.33 6.18 

OR12 ACE02 -5.6 7.54 7.35 4.52 3.66 

OS1 ACE03 -7.1 6.24 5.17 3.46 2.88 

OS2 ACE01 -6.4 6.84 6.39 3.79 2.61 

OS3 ACE03 -6.0 8.85 6.96 5.98 4.48 

OS4 ACE03 -6.0 4.97 6.41 3.31 2.79 

OS5 ACE02 -5.9 7.91 6.29 5.35 5.10 

OS6 ACE03 -5.7 6.49 5.39 3.84 2.68 

OS7 ACE02 -6.2 6.74 6.50 4.58 5.38 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the amino and hydroxyl group are shown in italic and bold respectively. 

b
 The complexes were named as OR or OS to emphasize the tendency of the hydroxyl group to be acetylated and 

according to if it is the R or S enantiomer, followed by 1, 2, 3, … according to the binding affinity value. 
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Fig. 57 Complexes between R- or S-propranolol and ACE01 selected for 

optimization. A top and a front view are shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 58 Complexes between R-propranolol and ACE02 selected for 

optimization. A top and a front view are shown. 
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Fig. 59 Complexes between S-propranolol and ACE02 selected for 

optimization. A top and a front view are shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 60 Complexes between R-propranolol and ACE03 selected for 

optimization. A top and a front view are shown. 
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Fig. 61 Complexes between ACE03 and S-propranolol selected for optimization. A top and a front view are 

shown. 
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Table 27 Hydrogen bond distances
a
 and angles

b
 involving R- and S-propranolol in the complexes after 

optimization. 

COMPLEX
c 

SEA:O-

Gln106:NH 

SEA:O-

Thr40:NH 

SEA:O-

Thr40:OH 

Gln106:H2N-

Thr40:Oγ 

Asp187:OD-

His224:HND 
Sub:H

d
-

Thr40:O 

ORI 
2.09 

(148.86) 

2.05 

(160.88) 

1.86 

(168.77) 

1.98 
(164.99) 

1.87 

(167.76) 
4.44 

ORII 
2.31 

(136.64) 

1.92 

(164.02) 

1.65 

(172.25) 

2.05 

(158.38) 

1.84 

(166.88) 

2.43 

(149.42) 

ORIII 
2.32 

(136.20) 

1.93 

(163.80) 

1.65 

(172.30) 

2.04 

(158.46) 

1.84 

(166.98) 

2.29 

(154.00) 

ORIV 
2.03 

(150.85) 

1.97 

(160.19) 

1.83 

(167.31) 

1.99 

(164.61) 

1.78 

(170.89) 

1.86 

(153.83) 

ORV 
2.29 

(137.79) 

1.87 

(164.53) 

1.65 

(172.24) 

2.06 

(157.95) 

1.84 

(166.57) 

2.54 

(163.29) 

ORVI 
2.13 

(151.98) 

1.95 

(162.34) 

1.84 

(170.54) 

2.00 

(164.04) 

1.79 

(171.07) 
6.50 

ORVII 
2.14 

(153.13) 

1.91 

(162.93) 

1.85 

(167.53) 

1.98 

(165.37) 

1.79 

(170.90) 

1.74 

(175.32) 

ORVIII 
2.10 

(153.62) 

1.88 

(162.28) 

1.85 

(167.68) 

1.97 

(165.13) 

1.78 

(170.38) 
6.51 

ORIX 
2.31 

(138.20) 

1.86 

(164.84) 

1.66 

(171.54) 

2.04 

(159.28) 

1.88 

(165.06) 
4.62 

ORX 
1.93 

(168.75) 

1.82 

(173.23) 

1.89 

(161.17) 

1.90 

(168.24) 

1.81 

(170.43) 
10.07 

ORXI 
2.36 

(138.36) 

1.86 

(174.65) 

1.66 

(176.34) 

2.05 

(158.56) 

1.85 

(166.80) 
4.52 

ORXII 
1.98 

(164.59) 

1.94 

(173.11) 

1.83 

(162.81) 

1.91 

(168.21) 

1.80 

(171.38) 

2.04 

(177.72) 

OSI 
2.11 

(151.65) 

1.96 

(161.91) 

1.85 

(168.99) 

1.98 

(165.29) 

1.85 

(167.72) 4.49 

OSII 
2.29 

(136.99) 

1.90 

(164.17) 

1.65 

(173.17) 

2.06 

(158.27) 

1.93 

(164.28) 4.18 

OSIII 
2.11 

(153.71) 

1.88 

(162.54) 

1.85 

(167.52) 

1.97 

(164.89) 

1.80 

(170.05) 
2.19 

(130.18) 

OSIV 
2.08 

(146.93) 

2.12 

(160.40) 

1.89 

(165.88) 

1.99 

(163.94) 

1.89 

(167.95) 4.33 

OSV 
1.98 

(165.97) 

1.90 

(172.77) 

1.87 

(161.26) 

1.90 

(168.43) 

1.84 

(169.62) 4.54 

OSVI 
2.15 

(151.94) 

1.96 

(162.92) 

1.87 

(165.87) 

1.98 

(164.96) 

1.83 

(165.79) 4.67 

OSVII 
1.96 

(167.68) 

1.85 

(172.79) 

1.88 

(160.85) 

1.90 

(168.37) 

1.81 

(170.29) 
7.34 

a
 Distances are given in Å.   

b
 Angles are in degrees (º) and given in brackets.   

c
 The name of the optimized 

complexes was slightly changed to differentiate from the non-optimized complexes.   
d
 Hydrogen atom of the 

hydroxyl group of propranolol. 
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Table 28 Interatomic distances between nucleophile groups
a
 of propranolol and the carbonyl carbon of the 

acetylated serine (SEA:C) and the catalytic histidine (His224:Nε) in the complexes after optimization. 

COMPLEX 
SEA:C-Sub:N 

(Å) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H 
(Å) 

SEA:C-Sub:O 
(Å) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H 
(Å) 

Attack angle
b
 (º) 

ORI 6.59 5.89 3.99 1.98 (172.89) 98.09 

ORII 7.33 7.31 4.97 4.74 104.99 

ORIII 7.30 7.45 4.88 4.85 105.61 

ORIV 4.88 4.71 3.50 4.78 120.20 

ORV 8.29 7.45 5.55 5.05 107.70 

ORVI 6.67 6.12 5.13 6.98 146.61 

ORVII 7.34 5.64 5.42 5.25 114.19 

ORVIII 9.96 8.40 7.36 6.01 117.14 

ORIX 7.90 7.85 4.65 3.18 (134.92) 108.37 

ORX 6.24 6.29 8.48 7.55 107.54 

ORXI 10.03 9.51 6.52 5.79 120.57 

ORXII 7.70 6.96 4.99 5.71 114.35 

OSI 6.73 6.20 3.90 1.96 (169.29) 101.25 

OSII 7.33 5.83 4.67 2.78 (162.38) 101.50 

OSIII 6.98 6.75 6.29 5.45 129.08 

OSIV 4.87 5.66 3.68 2.09 (167.03) 104.81 

OSV 8.69 7.40 5.51 3.95 (178.34) 110.49 

OSVI 6.73 5.14 4.03 1.92 (169.48) 98.75 

OSVII 7.05 6.59 4.66 5.37 115.43 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the amino and hydroxyl group are shown in italic and bold respectively. 

b
 Attack angle refers to the angle involved in the nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl group of propranolol on the 

carbonyl carbon of SEA (O···C=O). 
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Appendix C 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 4 

 

Supplementary figures and tables for Chapter 4 are presented below after the discussion associated to 

the dynamic behaviour of R- and S-propranolol during the MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol 

complexes given in the next sections. The latter contain a more detailed analysis of the information 

provided in section 4.3.1.3 about the temporal stability of the productive complexes and the influence 

of the solvent on it. 

 

Dynamic behaviour of R-propranolol during the MD simulations of the MCCs in binding mode I 

The stabilization of propranolol with its hydroxyl group positioned near to the catalytic residues in the 

MD simulations of the complexes R1 and R2 can be judged from the variations of the interatomic 

distances b and c during the simulations (Fig. 69). Propranolol is stabilized close to the catalytic 

residues during the first 544 ps, 454 ps and 235 ps, of the corresponding three MD simulations of the 

system R1 with different initial velocities. Then propranolol adopts non-productive conformations. In 

case of the system R2, propranolol has the tendency to stay positioned far from the catalytic residues 

and in some cases leaves the binding pocket at the end of the simulation. Only in one of the simulations 

of the system R2 (R2*), propranolol is stabilized relatively close to the catalytic residues throughout 

the simulation, but it does not satisfy completely the distance criteria to react. There are only a few time 

intervals in which the distance b is less than 4 Å. This behavior may be explained by the better ability 

of the solvent to interact with the isopropyl side chain of propranolol in the system R2, as this isopropyl 

group is more exposed toward the exterior of the binding pocket in this system (Fig. 70). 

 

Dynamic behaviour of S-propranolol during the MD simulations of the MCCs in binding mode I 

The time evolution of the interatomic distances b and c in the MD simulations of the S-propranolol 

complexes in binding mode I is shown in Fig. 71 and Fig. 72. In general, it can be noted that 

propranolol is stabilized near to the catalytic residues for a longer time in the system in which its 

naphthyl group is oriented pointing toward the interior of the binding pocket (S3). Only in two of the 

MD simulations of S3 (S3* and S3**) the substrate is positioned far from the catalytic residues, but 

this for only about 100 ps (S3*) and 200 ps (S3**). This means that in the MD simulations of S3 the 
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substrate is stabilized near to the catalytic residues for more than 1300 ps. During this time a 

fluctuation of the distance b leading to the breaking of the hydrogen bond interaction is observed in 

some cases (see S3 and S3** MD simulations). This fluctuation leads in turn to the formation of non-

productive complexes of the S-propranolol in binding mode I. In contrast, in most of the MD 

simulations of S1 and S2, systems in which the naphthyl group of the substrate is oriented pointing 

toward the exterior of the binding pocket, propranolol is stabilized near to the catalytic residues for 

about 300 ps to 600 ps. Then propranolol adopts non-productive conformations and finally leaves the 

binding pocket. There is only one particular case (S2**) in which propranolol is stabilized close to the 

catalytic residues almost all the time of the MD. 

 

This behavior observed for S-propranolol in binding mode I differs from that of R-propranolol, which is 

stabilized close to the catalytic residues for a longer time in the system in which its naphthyl group is 

oriented pointing toward the exterior of the binding pocket (R1). This is explained by a better 

exposition of the isopropyl side chain of propranolol toward the exterior of the binding pocket in the 

systems S1 and S2 than in the system S3 (Fig. 73). In other words, the better exposition of the 

isopropyl group of propranolol toward the entrance of the binding pocket the shorter the temporal 

stability of the productive complexes in binding mode I. 

 

Dynamic behaviour of R- and S-propranolol during the MD simulations of the MCCs in binding 

mode II 

The time evolution of the interatomic distances b and c in the MD simulations of the R- and 

S-propranolol complexes in binding mode II is shown in Fig. 74. In the MD simulations of 

R-propranolol different reactive conformers are identified (namely, R3a-R3f; Fig. 75). R3a and R3b 

are observed in all MD simulations (R3: during the first 300 ps, R3*: during the first 124 ps, R3**: 

during the first 44 ps). R3c and R3d are observed in the MD simulations with the second and third seed 

velocity (R3*: between 124-549 ps, R3**: between 44-300 ps). R3e and R3f are only observed in the 

MD simulation with the third initial velocity distribution (R3**: after 300 ps). These reactive 

conformations of R-propranolol differ mainly in the orientation of the naphthyl group of propranolol in 

the medium pocket of CalB, where it is stabilized through CH-π interactions by the residues of the 

surrounding protein (see Fig. 75 and Table 9). Thus temporal stabilization of R-propranolol close to the 

catalytic residues is strongly dependent on the orientation of its naphthyl group. The better the 

exposition of its naphthyl group to the solvent, the shorter temporal stability of the R-propranolol 

productive complexes in binding mode II. Thus R-propranolol is stabilized close to the catalytic 
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residues for a longer time in the MD simulation with the third seed velocity (R3**), in which the R3e 

and R3f complexes are formed, as in these complexes the naphthyl group of propranolol is more 

hindered (see Fig. 75). 

 

In most of the MD simulations of S-propranolol in binding mode II, propranolol is stabilized close to 

the catalytic residues throughout the MD trajectory (Fig. 74). The identified S-propranolol productive 

complexes (namely, S4a and S4b) are specular binding modes of R3c and R3d. The exposition of the 

naphthyl group of propranolol to the solvent in S4a and S4b is similar to that observed in R3c and R3d 

(see Fig. 76). This explain the similar temporal stability observed for these productive complexes of R- 

and S-propranolol in the MD simulation with the second initial velocity (R3* and S4*). 
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Fig. 62. Time evolution of the root mean square deviation (RMSD) for the protein backbone in the MD 

simulations of the Michaelis complexes between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol. Three MD simulations of 

each complex using different initial velocity distributions are shown (indicated by *). 
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Table 29 Average RMSD (respect to the CalB crystal structure) for all heavy atoms of the protein backbone in 

the MD simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes
a
 

COMPLEX  RMSD RMSD* RMSD** 

R1  1.05 ± 0.18 0.83 ± 0.12 1.10 ± 0.18 

R2  0.91 ± 0.16 0.95 ± 0.18 1.02 ± 0.21 

R3  0.97 ± 0.22 0.95 ± 0.20 1.01 ± 0.15 

S1  1.01 ± 0.13 0.92 ± 0.15 0.97 ± 0.17 

S2  1.22 ± 0.34 0.80 ± 0.14 1.06 ± 0.22 

S3  1.15 ± 0.19 0.90 ± 0.21 0.91 ± 0.17 

S4  1.13 ± 0.22 1.03 ± 0.14 1.13 ± 0.24 

a
 RMSD values (in Å) are given for the three MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution as 

indicated by *. 

 

 

 

Table 30 Average distances
a
 (in Å) between the His224:Nε – SEA:Oγ atoms during the MD simulations of the 

AcCalB-propranolol complexes
b
 

COMPLEX  His224:Nε – SEA:Oγ His224:Nε – SEA:Oγ* His224:Nε – SEA:Oγ** 

R1  3.27 (0.20) 3.27 (0.21) 3.23 (0.18) 

R2  3.22 (0.18) 3.24 (0.18) 3.23 (0.19) 

R3  3.26 (0.19) 3.28 (0.19) 3.30 (0.20) 

S1  3.21 (0.17) 3.30 (0.20) 3.26 (0.20) 

S2  3.26 (0.19) 3.29 (0.20) 3.36 (0.23) 

S3  3.26 (0.19) 3.31 (0.21) 3.22 (0.18) 

S4  3.28 (0.19) 3.26 (0.19) 3.26 (0.19) 

a
 Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations from average values. 

b
 Three MD simulations of each complex were carried out using a different initial velocity distribution as 

indicated by * 
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Table 31 Essential hydrogen bond distances
a
 (in Å) for the catalytic activity of CalB in the Michaelis complexes 

between AcCalB and R- or S-propranolol averaged throughout the 1.5 ns MD simulations
b
. 

Complex Distance a Distance d Distance e Distance f 

R1 1.91 (0.17) 2.24 (0.23) 1.80 (0.15) 2.21 (0.40) 

R1* 1.93 (0.18) 2.17 (0.21) 1.79 (0.15) 2.10 (0.29) 

R1** 1.92 (0.17) 2.26 (0.24) 1.81 (0.15) 2.11 (0.26) 

R2 1.91 (0.17) 2.22 (0.23) 1.80 (0.14) 2.08 (0.24) 

R2* 1.93 (0.17) 2.22 (0.23) 1.83 (0.19) 2.11 (0.29) 

R2** 1.92 (0.17) 2.24 (0.24) 1.78 (0.14) 2.31 (0.51) 

R3 1.93 (0.16) 2.23 (0.24) 1.78 (0.16) 2.06 (0.31) 

R3* 1.91 (0.17) 2.20 (0.22) 1.80 (0.15) 2.03 (0.23) 

R3** 1.95 (0.17) 2.14 (0.21) 1.79 (0.14) 2.09 (0.23) 

     

S1 1.90 (0.16) 2.23 (0.24) 1.79 (0.14) 2.07 (0.28) 

S1* 1.92 (0.17) 2.23 (0.23) 1.82 (0.16) 2.19 (0.36) 

S1** 1.94 (0.17) 2.25 (0.24) 1.81 (0.15) 2.39 (0.50) 

S2 1.92 (0.17) 2.22 (0.23) 1.81 (0.16) 2.12 (0.30) 

S2* 1.92 (0.17) 2.22 (0.24) 1.80 (0.16) 2.15 (0.33) 

S2** 1.96 (0.18) 2.16 (0.21) 1.81 (0.15) 2.44 (0.51) 

S3 1.94 (0.18) 2.13 (0.20) 1.80 (0.14) 2.30 (0.40) 

S3* 1.94 (0.18) 2.16 (0.22) 1.82 (0.18) 2.07 (0.26) 

S3** 1.93 (0.17) 2.12 (0.20) 1.80 (0.15) 2.11 (0.26) 

S4 1.92 (0.17) 2.24 (0.24) 1.82 (0.16) 2.05 (0.24) 

S4* 2.06 (0.18) 2.22 (0.23) 1.80 (0.16) 2.02 (0.21) 

S4** 1.92 (0.17) 2.25 (0.24) 1.83 (0.17) 2.11 (0.32) 

a
 Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. Numbers in brackets correspond to standard deviations 

from average values. 
b
 Three MD simulations of each complex were carried out using a different initial velocity distribution as 

indicated by * 
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Fig. 63 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between R-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the first initial velocity 

distribution. Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 64 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between R-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the second initial velocity 

distribution (indicated by *). Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 65 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between R-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the third initial velocity 

distribution (indicated by **). Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 66 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between S-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the first initial velocity 

distribution. Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 67 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between S-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the second initial velocity 

distribution (indicated by *). Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 68 Time evolution of the hydrogen bonds which are essential for the catalytic activity of CalB in the 

Michaelis complexes between S-propranolol and AcCalB in the MD simulations with the third initial velocity 

distribution (indicated by **). Distances a-f correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 69 Time evolution of the distances b (red) and c (black) in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between R-propranolol and AcCalB in binding mode I. An expanded version of the times in which productive 

complexes are formed during the simulation is shown below each figure. Simulations with different initial 

velocitty distributions are indicated by *. Distances b and c correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 70 Predominant conformations of R-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between 

AcCalB and R-propranolol in binding mode I. Solvent molecules around 5 Å from the substrate are shown in 

licorice (purple). Protein residues around 8 Å from the substrate are shown in cartoon and surface (cyan). It can 

be noted that in the system R2 the isopropyl side chain of propranolol is more exposed to the solvent. 
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Fig. 71 Time evolution of the distances b (red) and c (black) in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between S-propranolol and AcCalB in binding mode I (S1 and S2). An expanded version of the times in which 

productive complexes are formed during the simulation is shown below each figure. Simulations with different 

initial velocity distributions are indicated by *. Distances b and c correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 72 Time evolution of the distances b (red) and c (black) in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between S-propranolol and AcCalB in binding mode I (S3). An expanded version of the times in which 

productive complexes are formed during the simulation is shown below each figure. Simulations with different 

initial velocity distributions are indicated by *. Distances b and c correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 73 Predominant conformations of S-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between 

AcCalB and S-propranolol in binding mode I. Solvent molecules around 5 Å from the substrate are shown in 

licorice (purple). Protein residues around 8 Å from the substrate are shown in cartoon and surface (cyan). It can 

be noted that in the system S3 the isopropyl side chain of propranolol is more hindered than in the systems S1 

and S2. 
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Fig. 74 Time evolution of the distances b (red) and c (black) in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes 

between R- or S-propranolol and AcCalB in binding mode II. An expanded version of the times in which 

productive complexes are formed during the simulation is shown below each figure. Simulations with different 

initial velocity distributions are indicated by *. Distances b and c correspond to those shown in Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 75 Predominant conformations of R-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between 

AcCalB and R-propranolol in binding mode II. Solvent molecules around 5 Å from the substrate are shown in 

licorice (purple). Protein residues around 8 Å from the substrate are shown in cartoon and surface (cyan). It can 

be noted that in the R3e and R3f complexes the naphthyl group of propranolol is more hindered to interact with 

the solvent. 
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Fig. 76 Predominant conformations of S-propranolol in the MD simulations of the Michaelis complexes between 

AcCalB and S-propranolol in binding mode II. Solvent molecules around 5 Å from the substrate are shown in 

licorice (purple). Protein residues around 8 Å from the substrate are shown in cartoon and surface (cyan). 
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Table 32 Lifetime and percentage of NACs
a
 of each reactive conformer of R- and S-propranolol in the MD 

simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes carried out with the first initial velocity distribution. 

Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

Conformer Lifetime (ps) NACs (%)  Conformer Lifetime (ps) NACs (%) 

R1a 382.2 0.00  R3a 36.5 1.10 

R1b 161.9 0.31  R3b 199.2 0.05 

S12a
b
 105.2 6.71  S4a 1073.0 0.98 

S12b
b
 42.4 1.94  S4b 417.0 2.88 

S3a 844.6 37.24     

S3b 645.4 38.39     

a
 The percentage of NACs formation is given related to the lifetime of each reactive conformer. 

b
 Averages have been performed over the MD simulations of S1 and S2. 

 

 

 

 

Table 33 Lifetime and percentage of NACs
a
 of each reactive conformer of R- and S-propranolol in the MD 

simulations of the AcCalB-propranolol complexes carried out with the second initial velocity distribution. 

Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

Confomer Lifetime* (ps) NACs* (%)  Conformer Lifetime* (ps) NACs* (%) 

R1a 274.4 0.07  R3a 28.0 0.71 

R1b 179.7 0.00  R3b 86.3 0.00 

S12a
b
 370.4 1.30  R3c 55.1 0.18 

S12b
b
 158.4 1.87  R3d 370.6 0.05 

S3a 1126.0 1.84  S4a 197.5 0.80 

S3b 364.0 21.51  S4b 95.9 1.20 

a
 The percentage of NACs formation is given related to the lifetime of each reactive conformer. 

b
 Averages have been performed over the MD simulations of S1 and S2. 
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Table 34 Relevant interatomic distances, bond lengths and angles in the reactant states (RS) and the intermediates (TI-2) for the optimized small model 

systems of the complexes between AcCalB and R-propranolol
a
. 

Distance (Å) 

 Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

 R1a  R3b  R3d  R3e  R3f 

 RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND  1.45 (173) 1.01 
 

1.43 (175) 1.01  1.55 (177) 1.01  1.53 (175) 1.01  1.52 (175) 1.01 

His224:ND-His224:HND  1.13 1.85 (159) 
 

1.14 1.86 (170)  1.10 1.83 (172)  1.10 1.83 (174)  1.10 1.83 (175) 

His224:H-SEA:Oγ  - 2.45 (121) 
 

- 2.63 (128)  - 2.59 (118)  - 2.49 (117)  - 2.45 (117) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H  1.90 (162) 1.06 
 

1.92 (180) 1.06  1.85 (163) 1.06  1.88 (177) 1.06  1.88 (172) 1.06 

Sub:O-Sub:H  1.00 1.73 (172) 
 

1.00 1.80 (158)  1.01 1.75 (168)  1.00 1.78 (166)  1.00 1.75 (166) 

SEA:C-Sub:O  2.60 (100) 1.61 
 

3.68 (99) 1.66  3.69 (105) 1.64  2.52 (97) 1.65  2.73 (94) 1.64 

SEA:C-SEA:Oγ  1.37 1.50 
 

1.38 1.52  1.38 1.54  1.37 1.51  1.38 1.53 

SEA:C-SEA:O  1.24 1.33 
 

1.24 1.31  1.24 1.31  1.24 1.32  1.24 1.31 

SEA:O-Gln106:NH  1.83 (162) 1.73 (173) 
 

1.89 (162) 1.80 (169)  1.90 (160) 1.69 (174)  1.92 (148) 1.76 (168)  1.99 (136) 1.76 (162) 

SEA:O-Thr40:NH  2.14 (144) 1.91 (148) 
 

2.61 (110) 2.30 (111)  2.60 (96) 2.98 (98)  2.20 (134) 2.15 (139)  2.29 (120) 2.30 (125) 

SEA:O-Thr40:OH  1.82 (161) 1.65 (166) 
 

1.83 (164) 1.62 (172)  1.87 (163) 1.77 (168)  1.83 (163) 1.66 (175)  1.78 (172) 1.66 (175) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  2.10 (135) 2.36 (119) 
 

4.64 4.72  4.78 4.64  2.08 (134) 2.64 (121)  4.13 2.39 (126) 

Sub:H-Thr40:O  3.79 2.09 (156) 
 

- -  - -  - -  - - 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of the substrate (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively. The Oxygen of the naphthoxy 

group of propranolol is indicated as Sub:O. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···SEA:C=O) 

are given in brackets. SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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Table 35 Relevant Mulliken atomic charges in the reactant states (RS) and the intermediates (TI-2) for the optimized small model systems of the 

complexes between AcCalB and R-propranolol
a
. 

Atom 

 Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

 R1a  R3b  R3d  R3e  R3f 

 RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2 

Asp187:OD  -0.676 -0.458  -0.670 -0.463  -0.677 -0.468  -0.677 -0.466  -0.677 -0.467 

His224:HND  +0.277 +0.355  +0.280 +0.356  +0.268 +0.353  +0.270 +0.352  +0.270 +0.352 

His224:Nε  -0.399 -0.044  -0.393 -0.040  -0.387 -0.048  -0.392 -0.048  -0.392 -0.048 

SEA:Oγ  -0.317 -0.466  -0.321 -0.474  -0.327 -0.478  -0.322 -0.465  -0.322 -0.474 

Sub:H  +0.329 +0.243  +0.332 +0.242  +0.329 +0.245  +0.331 +0.243  +0.330 +0.245 

Sub:O  -0.533 -0.528  -0.531 -0.537  -0.518 -0.527  -0.527 -0.532  -0.524 -0.526 

SEA:C  +0.684 +0.757  +0.654 +0.744  +0.650 +0.752  +0.677 +0.748  +0.671 +0.745 

SEA:O  -0.575 -0.802  -0.565 -0.766  -0.554 -0.782  -0.564 -0.782  -0.562 -0.776 

Gln106:NH  +0.220 +0.245  +0.219 +0.244  +0.213 +0.249  +0.206 +0.236  +0.210 +0.241 

Thr40:NH  +0.201 +0.233  +0.197 +0.215  +0.195 +0.196  +0.202 +0.222  +0.206 +0.219 

Thr40:OH  +0.335 +0.353  +0.335 +0.354  +0.334 +0.361  +0.333 +0.357  +0.335 +0.358 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl group of the substrate (Sub) are marked in bold. SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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Table 36 Relevant interatomic distances, bond lengths and angles in the reactant states (RS) and the intermediates (TI-2) for the optimized small model 

systems of the complexes between AcCalB and S-propranolol
a
. 

Distance (Å) 

 Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

 S12b  S3a  S3b  S4a  S4b 

 RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2 

Asp187:OD-His224:HND  1.52 (177) 1.01 
 

1.46 (174) 1.01 
 

1.52 (178) 1.01  1.53 (177) 1.01  1.62 (175) 1.01 

His224:ND-His224:HND  1.11 1.84 (175) 
 

1.12 1.83 (177) 
 

1.10 1.83 (173)  1.11 1.86 (169)  1.10 1.84 (168) 

His224:H-SEA:Oγ  - 2.72 (117) 
 

- 2.90 (125) 
 

- 2.64 (118)  - 3.16 (121)  - 2.41 (115) 

His224:Nε-Sub:H  1.85 (172) 1.05 
 

1.88 (177) 1.06 
 

1.85 (165) 1.06  1.87 (164) 1.04  1.87 (177) 1.06 

Sub:O-Sub:H  1.01 1.89 (168) 
 

1.00 1.71 (165) 
 

1.01 1.79 (169)  1.01 2.17 (151)  1.01 1.73 (175) 

SEA:C-Sub:O  3.14 (98) 1.61 
 

2.66 (94) 1.76 
 

3.69 (108) 1.64  3.52 (104) 1.56  2.55 (104) 1.61 

SEA:C-SEA:Oγ  1.37 1.51 
 

1.38 1.50 
 

1.38 1.51  1.38 1.52  1.37 1.54 

SEA:C-SEA:O  1.24 1.33 
 

1.24 1.29 
 

1.24 1.32  1.24 1.34  1.24 1.31 

SEA:O-Gln106:NH  1.83 (152) 1.72 (171) 
 

1.92 (155) 1.92 (169) 
 

1.88 (154) 1.69 (169)  1.88 (148) 1.70 (168)  1.93 (140) 2.24 (151) 

SEA:O-Thr40:NH  2.08 (153) 2.27 (154) 
 

2.98 (109) 2.93 (111) 
 

2.40 (116) 2.87 (117)  2.07 (172) 1.83 (178)  2.17 (119) 1.90 (136) 

SEA:O-Thr40:OH  1.79 (165) 1.63 (178) 
 

1.86 (167) 1.71 (169) 
 

1.83 (154) 1.66 (172)  1.80 (172) 1.66 (175)  1.84 (155) 1.67 (165) 

Sub:H-Sub:O  3.03 (73) 2.67 (100) 
 

4.30 4.19 
 

4.70 4.69  2.05 (135) 2.18 (132)  4.67 4.70 

Sub:H-Thr40:O  4.99 7.15 
 

7.77 8.58 
 

9.69 7.14  - -  - - 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl and amino group of the substrate (Sub) are marked in bold and italic respectively. The Oxygen of the naphthoxy 

group of propranolol is indicated as Sub:O. Angles in degrees for both the corresponding hydrogen bonds and the nucleophilic attack (Sub:O···SEA:C=O) 

are given in brackets. SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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Table 37 Relevant Mulliken atomic charges in the reactant states (RS) and the intermediates (TI-2) for the optimized small model systems of the 

complexes between AcCalB and S-propranolol
a
. 

Atom 

 Binding Mode I  Binding Mode II 

 S12b  S3a  S3b  S4a  S4b 

 RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2  RS TI-2 

Asp187:OD  -0.686 -0.463  -0.676 -0.465  -0.677 -0.468  -0.674 -0.460  -0.701 -0.467 

His224:HND  +0.270 +0.354  +0.276 +0.354  +0.269 +0.353  +0.270 +0.352  +0.274 +0.354 

His224:Nε  -0.391 -0.033  -0.396 -0.050  -0.385 -0.040  -0.388 -0.030  -0.387 -0.044 

SEA:Oγ  -0.312 -0.462  -0.325 -0.446  -0.325 -0.467  -0.317 -0.477  -0.304 -0.486 

Sub:H  +0.332 +0.237  +0.336 +0.251  +0.333 +0.244  +0.333 +0.227  +0.332 +0.243 

Sub:O  -0.545 -0.513  -0.525 -0.580  -0.516 -0.529  -0.522 -0.502  -0.543 -0.519 

SEA:C  +0.667 +0.754  +0.672 +0.732  +0.649 +0.752  +0.660 +0.757  +0.676 +0.744 

SEA:O  -0.565 -0.806  -0.556 -0.746  -0.561 -0.787  -0.567 -0.800  -0.570 -0.799 

Gln106:NH  +0.218 +0.248  +0.214 +0.236  +0.222 +0.254  +0.212 +0.245  +0.216 +0.225 

Thr40:NH  +0.199 +0.217  +0.197 +0.199  +0.195 +0.198  +0.200 +0.240  +0.205 +0.229 

Thr40:OH  +0.331 +0.360  +0.337 +0.359  +0.330 +0.360  +0.328 +0.351  +0.333 +0.352 

a
 The atoms corresponding to the hydroxyl group of the substrate (Sub) are marked in bold. SEA is the acetylated serine of CalB. 
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Appendix D 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 5 

 

Table 38 RMSD values for all heavy atoms of the protein in the optimized TI-2s respect to the CalB crystal 

structure. 

R-propranolol  S-propranolol 

TI-2 RMSD (Å)  TI-2 RMSD (Å) 

TI-R1 0.555  TI-S1 0.554 

TI-R2 0.553  TI-S2 0.554 

TI-R3 0.554  TI-S3 0.558 

TI-R4 0.552  TI-S4 0.553 

TI-R5 0.553  TI-S5 0.553 

TI-R6 0.554  TI-S6 0.554 
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Table 39 Average RMSD (respect to the CalB crystal structure) for all heavy atoms of the protein backbone in 

the MD simulations of the TI-2s
a
 

TI-2  RMSD RMSD* 

TI-R1  0.95 ± 0.21 0.99 ± 0.15 

TI-R2  0.98 ± 0.16 1.03 ± 0.20 

TI-R3  1.08 ± 0.17 0.83 ± 0.10 

TI-R4  1.00 ± 0.14 0.85 ± 0.12 

TI-R5  0.90 ± 0.12 1.02 ± 0.20 

TI-R6  0.85 ± 0.11 1.02 ± 0.21 

    

TI-S1  1.00 ± 0.21 1.08 ± 0.16 

TI-S2  0.88 ± 0.11 1.10 ± 0.17 

TI-S3  0.92 ± 0.14 1.14 ± 0.22 

TI-S4  1.02 ± 0.17 0.96 ± 0.13 

TI-S5  1.01 ± 0.18 1.08 ± 0.23 

TI-S6  0.94 ± 0.17 0.91 ± 0.17 

a
 RMSD values are given (in Å) for the two MD simulations with different initial velocity distribution as 

indicated by *. 
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Fig. 77 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R1. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 78 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R2. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 79 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R3. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 80 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R4. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 81 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R5. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 82 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-R6. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 83 Time evolution of the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in the MD simulations of the TI2s of 

R-propranolol in binding mode I. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The 

Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond is formed during 1175.5 ps, 1204.5 ps, 777.8 ps, 862.2 ps, 925.6 ps, 96 ps, 

1113.4 ps and 750 ps in the MD simulations of TI-R1, TI-R1*, TI-R2, TI-R2*, TI-R3, TI-R3*, TI-R4 and TI-

R4*, respectively. 
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Fig. 84 Time evolution of the intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino and naphthoxy groups of 

propranolol (Sub:H-Sub:O) in the MD simulations of TI-R5. The simulation with different seed velocity is 

indicated by *. This hydrogen bond is formed during 1215.5 ps and 995.2 ps in the MD simulations of TI-R5 and 

TI-R5*, respectively. 
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Fig. 85 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S1. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 86 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S2. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 87 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S3. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 88 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S4. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The movement of Sub:O atom toward the 

oxyanion hole leads to the disruption of the His224:H-Sub:O hydrogen bond. 
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Fig. 89 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S5. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 90 Time evolution of the essential hydrogen bonds for the catalytic activity of CalB in the MD simulations 

of TI-S6. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. 
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Fig. 91 Time evolution of the Sub:H-Thr40:O hydrogen bond in the MD simulations of the TI2s of 

S-propranolol in binding mode I. The simulation with different seed velocity is indicated by *. The Sub:H-

Thr40:O hydrogen bond is formed during 1346.7 ps, 584.2 ps, 1225.5 ps, 1 ps, 3.4 ps, 21.4 ps, 504.3 ps and 

1162.8 ps in the MD simulations of TI-S1, TI-S1*, TI-S2, TI-S2*, TI-S3, TI-S3*, TI-S4 and TI-S4*, 

respectively. 
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Fig. 92 Time evolution of the intramolecular hydrogen bond between the amino and naphthoxy groups of 

propranolol (Sub:H-Sub:O) in the MD simulations of TI-S5. The simulation with different seed velocity is 

indicated by *. This hydrogen bond is formed during 616.3 ps and 491.5 ps in the MD simulations of TI-S5 and 

TI-S5*, respectively. 
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Appendix E 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 6 

 

Supplementary information for Chapter 6 is given below. This includes optimized geometries and 

geometry descriptors of the stationary points, QM and MM energies, and QM/MM energy profiles at 

different levels of theory. 

 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM results for the conversion of R-propranolol in binding mode I 

 

Table 40 QM(B3LYP/TZVP) and MM(CHARMM) energies in kcal/mol (relative to the MCC) for the 

transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I via the TI-2s ORI and ORII
a 

Stationary Point 
 ORI 

 
ORII 

 QM energy MM energy QM energy MM energy 

MCC  0  0   0  0  

TS1  9.4 (9.4) -2.3 (-2.3)  7.1 (7.1) -0.6 (-0.6) 

TI-2  3.6  -3.1   2.3  0.9  

TS2  6.8 (3.2) -2.2 (0.9)  6.7 (4.4) -0.5 (-1.4) 

PDC  -1.8  -0.8   0.1  0.8  
a
 Activation barriers relative to the preceding minima are given in parentheses 
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Fig. 93 RMSD (respect to the MCC) of all heavy atoms of the residues around 5 Å from the substrate at the 

stationary points along the energy profiles obtained for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode I 

via the TI-2s ORI and ORII: TS1 (red), TI-2 (green), TS2 (violet) and PDC (blue). Binding side correspond to all 

residues considered. The acyl group has been considered as part of the substrate. 
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Fig. 94 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of R-propranolol to R-acetyl-propranolol via 

the TI-2 ORI. 
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Fig. 95 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of R-propranolol to R-acetyl-propranolol via 

the TI-2 ORII. 
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Fig. 96 PES scans along the dihedral angles of R-1-methyl-3-(1-naphthoxy)-2-propanol. 
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B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM results for the conversion of R-propranolol in binding mode II 

 

Table 41 QM(B3LYP/TZVP) and MM(CHARMM) energies in kcal/mol (relative to the MCC) for the 

transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II via the TI-2s ORIII and ORIV
a 

Stationary Point 
 ORIII 

 
ORIV 

 QM energy MM energy QM energy MM energy 

MCC  0  0   0  0  

TS1  13.3 (13.3) -3.3 (-3.3)  17.5 (17.5) -1.3 (-1.3) 

TI-2  0.1  -3.9   16.4  -1.7  

TS2  2.0 (1.9) -3.8 (0.1)  21.6 (5.2) -3.3 (-1.6) 

PDC  -5.7  -3.1   9.7  -1.1  

a
 Activation barriers relative to the preceding minima are given in parentheses 

 

 

 

Fig. 97 RMSD (respect to the MCC) of all heavy atoms of the residues around 5 Å from the substrate at the 

stationary points along the energy profiles obtained for the transformation of R-propranolol in binding mode II 

via the TI-2s ORIII and ORIV: TS1 (red), TI-2 (green), TS2 (violet) and PDC (blue). Binding side correspond to 

all residues considered. The acyl group has been considered as part of the substrate. 
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Fig. 98 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of R-propranolol to R-acetyl-propranolol via 

ORIII. The formation of the TI-2 is accompanied by the displacement of the alcohol oxygen toward the oxyanion 

hole. 
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Fig. 99 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of R-propranolol to R-acetyl-propranolol via 

ORIV. 
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B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM results for the conversion of S-propranolol in binding mode I 

 

Table 42 QM(B3LYP/TZVP) and MM(CHARMM) energies in kcal/mol (relative to the MCC) for the 

transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I via the TI-2 OSI
a 

Stationary point 
 OSI 

 QM energy MM energy 

MCC 

 

0  0  

TS1 13.2 (13.2) -1.6 (-1.6) 

TI-2 -2.1  2.3  

TS2 1.2 (3.3) 1.1 (-1.2) 

PDC -4.0  1.2  

a
 Activation barriers relative to the preceding minima are given in parentheses 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 100 RMSD (respect to the MCC) of all heavy atoms of the residues around 5 Å from the substrate at the 

stationary points along the energy profile obtained for the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I via 

the TI-2 OSI: TS1 (red), TI-2 (green), TS2 (violet) and PDC (blue). Binding side correspond to all residues 

considered. The acyl group has been considered as part of the substrate. 
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Fig. 101 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of S-propranolol to S-acetyl-propranolol 

via the TI-2 OSI. The formation of the TI-2 is accompanied by the displacement of the alcohol oxygen toward 

the oxyanion hole. 
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Table 43 Distribution of dihedral angles characterizing TI-2
a
 at the stationary points along the reaction profile 

obtained at the B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM level for the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode I via 

the TI-2 OSI 

Dihedral (°) 
 OSI 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

ω1  4 8 9 11 19 

ω2  113 102 153 162 170 

ω3  172 -178 141 143 144 

ω4  62 64 66 67 67 

ω5  -167 -170 177 174 171 

ω6  -65 -62 -79 -79 -79 

ω7  176 176 -180 179 177 

ω8  -88 -89 -116 -113 -108 

ω9  157 159 -172 -172 -173 

a
 ω1-ω3 are the dihedral angles directly involved in the formation of TI-2. ω4-ω9 are the dihedral angles involving 

the propranolol molecule. See Fig. 40b. 

 

 

B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM results for the conversion of S-propranolol in binding mode II 

 

Table 44 QM(B3LYP/TZVP) and MM(CHARMM) energies in kcal/mol (relative to the MCC) for the 

transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode II via the TI-2s OSII-OSIV
a 

Stationary point 
 OSII  OSIII  OSIV 

 QM energy MM energy  QM energy MM energy  QM energy MM energy 

MCC 

 

0  0   0  0   0  0  

TS1 14.2 (14.2) -3.1 (-3.1)  12.4 (12.4) 2.0 (2.0)  18.0 (18.0) -2.3 (-2.3) 

TI-2 7.9  -2.7   3.1  1.7   12.7  -0.6  

TS2 14.2 (6.3) -1.8 (0.9)  7.2 (4.2) 1.2 (-0.5)  14.2 (1.5) -0.6 (0.0) 

PDC 9.2  0.7   -0.4  2.2   6.0  0.9  

a
 Activation barriers relative to the preceding minima are given in parentheses 
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Fig. 102 RMSD (respect to the MCC) of all heavy atoms of the residues around 5 Å from the substrate at the 

stationary points along the energy profiles obtained for the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode II 

via the TI-2s OSII-OSIV: TS1 (red), TI-2 (green), TS2 (violet) and PDC (blue). Binding side correspond to all 

residues considered. The acyl group has been considered as part of the substrate. 
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Fig. 103 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of S-propranolol to S-acetyl-propranolol 

via the TI-2 OSII. 
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Fig. 104 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of S-propranolol to S-acetyl-propranolol 

via the TI-2 OSIII. 
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Fig. 105 Stationary points along the energy profile for the conversion of S-propranolol to S-acetyl-propranolol 

via the TI-2 OSIV. 
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Table 45 Distribution of dihedral angles characterizing TI-2
a
 at the stationary points along the reaction profiles obtained at the B3LYP(TZVP)/CHARMM 

level for the transformation of S-propranolol in binding mode II via the TI-2s OSII-OSIV 

Dihedral (°) 
 OSII  OSIII 

 
OSIV 

MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC  MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC MCC TS1 TI-2 TS2 PDC 

ω1  -3 -3 -21 -20 -34  2 -4 -17 -20 -36  12 21 4 -7 -1 

ω2  59 39 30 34 26  24 27 22 17 13  74 40 17 8 20 

ω3  43 66 73 73 76  72 71 80 85 85  54 89 105 113 106 

ω4  58 48 48 48 47  68 63 64 62 62  -77 -79 -60 -59 -59 

ω5  -169 -163 -158 -156 -153  -166 -172 -173 -166 -157  173 161 164 157 153 

ω6  -86 -87 -82 -83 -88  -163 -167 -166 -166 -165  -177 -177 -172 -170 -167 

ω7  -167 -163 -160 -158 -156  87 94 88 96 103  166 178 -180 -180 179 

ω8  -177 177 -178 -177 -176  -145 -152 -160 -166 -169  91 94 101 98 96 

ω9  -168 -159 -165 -165 -167  176 179 -175 -174 -177  62 60 63 67 70 

a
 ω1-ω3 are the dihedral angles directly involved in the formation of TI-2. ω4-ω9 are the dihedral angles involving the propranolol molecule. See Fig. 40b. 
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QM/MM at different levels of theory 

 

            

 

            

 

 

Fig. 106 QM/MM energies for the stationary points along the reaction profiles of R-propranolol evaluated with 

different DFT methods in single-point calculations. 
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Fig. 107 QM/MM energies for the stationary points along the reaction profiles of S-propranolol evaluated with 

different DFT methods in single-point calculations. 
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Fig. 108 QM/MM reaction profiles obtained for the TI-2s ORI and ORIV using semiempirical methods and the 

SCC-DFTB method. For the TI-2 ORI was not possible to locate any of the TSs (TS1 and TS2) using PM3, 

OM2 and OM3. The same occurred for the TI-2 ORIV using OM2, while with PM3 at least TS1 was located. 

For ORIV only semimpirical methods were tested (see the text). 
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